LEARNING GUIDE

Welcome

Welcome to BuildersCAD!
This Learning Guide is designed to provide an overview of the basic
organization and functions of BuildersCAD.
The BuildersCAD Learning Guide is written to be particularly helpful to
the new BuildersCAD user. It uses simplified descriptions and includes
the BuildersCAD menus or a diagram to help illustrate the particular
function discussed. It is divided into 12 sections. We suggest you review the
Important Concepts section and become familiar the BuildersCAD
Main Menu and BuildersCAD Designer Application sections before
you begin to draw.
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Throughout this guide, references have been made to specific topics in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia. The Encyclopedia is a reference resource
for all levels of BuildersCAD users. It is found in the BuildersCAD
bookshelf in .pdf format which is included in the BuildersCAD installation.
The latest update may be downloaded free of charge from the
BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com. The latest version of the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia may also be viewed directly on the
BuildersCAD web site.

Introduction
BuildersCAD is a high productivity 2D / 3D solution. It is a truly automated
system for designing buildings and creating comprehensive construction
documentation.

The framing and material data is electronically “tagged” to the geometry.
BuildersCAD literally “builds” the design electronically in 3 dimensions. If
the building changes, the framing and material data is updated
automatically.
BuildersCAD is designed for residential and small commercial wood
frame construction. It is a rules based system. From rules which are defined
by the user, BuildersCAD quickly automates the design, construction
documentation, framing, and materials take-off process.

BuildersCAD utilizes the award winning ARRIS graphics engine. This
combined with many years of experience in the construction industry
makes BuildersCAD the most truly automated design, framing, and
materials solution available.
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The BuildersCAD Menu System
The Menu System
The View Control Bar is conveniently located in the lower right corner of the
graphic display. It contains all of the tools needed to display your work on the
screen.

The BuildersCAD menu system is logically organized to quickly and
easily find the various tools. It is consistent across all supported hardware
platforms.

The Point Coordinate Display located just below the Display Bar shows
the X, Y, and Z coordinates of point inputs.

BuildersCAD menus are very information-rich. Many of the menu boxes
before you contain not only icons which execute drawing or editing
commands, but display current parameters or other information. Display of
some menus depend on previous selections made.

The User Toolbar and Cycle Menu are located across the bottom of the
graphic display just above the Status Menu. The User Toolbar is user
definable to contain your favorite and most used commands. The Cycle
Menu toggles between two utility menus containing commonly used
functions.

The Windows Menu Bar, located across the top of the BuildersCAD
window, contains tools for general tasks and settings in BuildersCAD.
The Main Menu, located across the top of the BuildersCAD window,
contains the tools for general tasks common to all applications in
BuildersCAD.

The Prompt Line and Message Line located immediately below the
Display Window are very important in BuildersCAD. It is here that
BuildersCAD communicates with you. It is where all command prompts
and messages appear and where information typed at the keyboard is
echoed.

The Application Menu at the top along the right side of the display is the
major applications menu for BuildersCAD or the currently loaded plug-in.
Selection of a button on this menu will toggle the Application Menu, and
bring up the Application Sub-menu and Status menu for the specific topic
chosen.

The Display Window is where all the graphic entities placed in your
drawing are displayed. The background is displayed in color number 0
which is black by default. This color may be changed to any other color
desired.

The Application Sub-Menu to the right side below the Application Menu
allows a choice of more detailed functions of the BuildersCAD
application selected. This menu contains the tools to Select, Place, Create,
and Catalog the building component or entity as well as other Utilities
available depending on component or entity type.

Pop-up menus are used throughout BuildersCAD to gather or display
information about a particular command. While pop-up menus clear
automatically when an appropriate selection on them is made, they can be
cleared from the screen manually by left clicking the black “X” in the top right
corner or anywhere in the colored title bar.

The Status Menu is located across the bottom of the BuildersCAD
window. This menu displays and allows you to set the various parameters
associated with an entity or building component. As the building topic is
selected on the Application menu, the Status menu will change along with
the Application Sub-menu to reflect the various parameters of the
component selected. Selecting a parameter display on this menu usually
allows you to change the parameter setting.

The BuildersCAD Menu system is shown on the previous page. Each of
the basic parts of the BuildersCAD Menu system is discussed in more
detail later in this guide. For more information, refer to the Menu topic of the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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The BuildersCAD Main Menu
The Main Menu
The major functions in BuildersCAD which are common to all applications
are found on the Main Menu, which is located across the top of the
BuildersCAD display. These include all file creation, opening,
manipulation, and saving functions as well as all BuildersCAD
environmental and preference settings, undo/redo, edit, and copy
functions.
An illustration of the Main menu and an explanation of each box and icon is
shown below.

Save Pull-down Menu:
This menu contains
functions for saving
BuildersCAD files
including save, save
as, copy, rename,
briefcase, and saving
drawing thumbnails.

Environmental
Mode Display:
Indicates the
current Model /
Sheet / Viewport
Space mode.

Project / File Display:
This box indicates the currently open
Project and Project Page, or Working
Directory and Database / Drawing /
Sheet, depending on the current file
selection mode. Selection of this box
will open menus to select and open
a drawing.

SELECT PROJECT & PAGE
pn_std.db\master.dr

Plot / Print Menu:
Contains functions and
settings for plotting and
printing drawings from
BuildersCAD. Refer to
the output section of this
guide and the Plot topic in
the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.
File Pull-down Menu:
Contains functions for file
manipulation including creating,
opening, deleting, import, and
export of BuildersCAD files.
There are also settings for the
BuildersCAD environment and
file maintenance tools.

Viewport Menu:
Contains functions and
settings for creating, placing,
and manipulating viewports.
Functions available depend
on the current
Model/Sheet/Viewport
Environmental Mode.

Customization Menu:
Contains tools for customizing the
BuildersCAD environment
including mouse buttons, mouse
gestures, menu right-click, general
environmental preferences, the
user toolbar, and function keys.

Query:
Opens the Query pull-down
menu. From this menu you can
query the properties of graphic
entities and measure point
locations, distances, angles,
areas, and perimeters.

Model
1/4”=1’-0”

Layer Menu:
Selection of this box
brings up the Layer
Menu. Refer to the
Layer Menu topic in
the BuildersCAD
User Interface
section of this guide.

Undo / Redo:
Selection executes an Undo (left
arrow) or Redo (right arrow) of the
last drawing step.
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Color:
The Color Menu
contains tools for
modifying,
saving, and
loading
BuildersCAD
color maps.

Layer
1002:pn_wl1

Current Work Layer:
Displays the number and
name of the current work
layer. Selecting this box
brings up the Layer
menu on which the
current work layer may
be changed.

Scale:
Indicates the current scale of the
drawing. Scale is relevant only to
plotting and sizing of certain
entities relative to “real world” such
as text. Selecting this box sets the
current drawing scale.

Copy:
Opens the
Copy pull-down
menu. Refer to
the Copy topic
in the Copies /
Edits section of
this guide.

Edit:
Opens the Edit
Pull-down menu.
Refer to the Edit
topic in the
Copies / Edits
section of this
guide.

Object Snap:
Contains tools to
specify particular
locations on a
given object such
as the midpoint of
a line or center of
a circle.

Plug-ins:
Displays the
available and
currently loaded
plug-in applications
to BuildersCAD
and provides tools
to load and unload
them.
Workplane:
Contains tools to adjust
the XYZ coordinate
system to a given
plane or angle. These
functions are
particularly useful in 3D
modeling.

The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Projects
Most design professionals organize their work by projects - an individual
contract for work with a single client. The office “project” organization
concept generally extends through all office functions including work
assignments and billing. BuildersCAD uses the same concept of
projects to help organize and access drawing data.

D:\bcad\jlb
pn_std.db\master.dr
Select by File
Select by Project

New
Open

A project directory in BuildersCAD is a directory or folder file type on your
computer in which all data relating to a particular office project is stored.
Refer to the Data Files - Projects topic in the Important Concepts section of
this guide.

Save
Save As
Plot / Print ...

Drawings are opened in BuildersCAD in one of two primary ways - by
Project and by File. The primary method used is determined by the Project
Mode setting, which is displayed and set at the top of the File Pull-down
menu.

The Project Selection
Mode is displayed at the
top of the File Pull-down
menu, with the current
mode highlighted. To
change the mode, select
the button with the mode
desired.

Settings ...
Make Thumbnail
Tools
Delete ...
Sheet Info ...

In the Open By Project method, the user is presented with a user-friendly
list of projects and descriptions in the office from which to select. Once the
project is selected, the drawings or “Project Pages” are also presented in a
user-friendly way using user defined names and descriptions for drawings
in the project set. These are actually simple aliases for the project directory
and database/drawing or database/sheet file names which are often cryptic
and confusing, particularly to those who are not familiar with them.

Import
Export
Markup ...
Recent
Documents
Exit

In the Open By File method, the user is allowed to browse the computer’s
file system for the database/drawing or database/sheet to open, similar to
most other computer software.

File Menu

In both cases, the files listed for opening are represented by either text
format names in a list, or by graphic thumbnails.

Opening a Drawing By Project
When the project selection mode is set to Select by Project BuildersCAD
will refer to a user defined list of projects and “pages” within the projects to
present in the Project Select and Project Page Select menus as choices.
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When the Project Selection
Mode is set to “Select by
project” the project
portion of the main menu
displays the current
project, and the currently
loaded project page..

Project Select

Select Project & Page
pn_std.db\master.dr

Project Categories
Sigma Samples

Select by File

Number

Name

sample
99000

ARRIS Sample Databases
ARRIS Sample Home

01000

BuildersCAD Sample Home

Select by Project
New
Open
Save
Save As

The Project Selection
Mode is displayed at the
top of the File Pull-down
menu, with the current
mode highlighted. To
change the mode, select
the button with the mode
desired.

Plot / Print ...
Settings ...
Make Thumbnail
Tools
Delete ...
Sheet Info ...

A database / drawing /
sheet file may also be
opened from the Recent
Documents menu. If the
Project Selection mode is
“Select By Project”, this
menu shows the 10 most
recently opened Project /
Project Pages.

Projects and
Project Pages may
be organized into
any number of
user defined
categories.

Import
Export
Markup ...
Recent
Documents
Exit

The graphic
thumbnails used in
the Project Page
Select menu are
created and
updated by
selecting the Make
Thumbnail button
on the File Pulldown menu.

Project
List Mgr.

01000 BuildersCAD Sample Home
Drawings

Project Page Select
Number
Name

Exit

OK

Floor 1
1st Floor Plan

Drawing
Sheet

Master Drawing
Drawings

A2

A1

File Menu

The project number and name is simply a user-friendly alias for a particular
directory in the computer file system where that project’s data is stored.

A4

Similarly, the project page name and description is an alias for a particular
BuildersCAD database and drawing or sheet.

A3

A5

A6

A7

Opening a drawing by project is similar to opening by file. On selecting
Open, BuildersCAD will display the Project Select Menu. Select the
desired project from the list on the right side of the menu. The Project Page
Select Menu will be displayed showing the pages defined in the selected
project. Select the desired Project Page. The directory aliased by the
selected project will become the current project directory and the aliased
drawing/sheet for the selected page will be opened.

Read Only

Lock By Sheet

Lock By Vport

Manager

Plot

Briefcase

3D
View

2D
View

Preview

Open

Exit

For more information refer to the Open, Project List Manager, and Project
Page List Manager topics in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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Opening a Drawing By File
The Project Selection Mode is
displayed at the top of the
File Pull-down menu, with the
current mode highlighted. To
change the mode, select the
button with the mode desired.

When the Project Selection Mode is set to “Select by file”
the project portion of the main menu displays the
current working directory, and the currently loaded
database and sheet file.

d:\bcad80\samples\01000.pj
pn_std.db\master.dr
Select by File
Select by Project

New
Open
Make Thumbnail found on the
File Pull down Menu saves the
current view and layer settings
as the thumbnail used in the
various Open menus for the
currently loaded drawing.
Refer to the Thumbnails and
Open topics in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Drawing
Sheet

01000.db
arrisdat.dir

Save
Save As
Plot / Print ...
Settings ...
Make Thumbnail
Tools
Delete ...

A database drawing/sheet file
may also be opened from the
Recent Documents menu. If
the Project Selection mode is
“Select By File”, this menu will
show the 10 most recently
opened Database/Drawing or
Database/Sheets.

Database Sheet / Thumbnail Select
frstflr
Number
Name
First Floor Plan

C:\bcad80\samples\01000.pj\
01000.db

Sheet Info ...
Import

The graphic
thumbnails used in
the Database /
Sheet Select menu
are created and
updated by
selecting the Make
Thumbnail button
on the Save Pulldown menu.

Export

Read-only

Lock by sheet

Lock by vport

Plot

master.dr

elevstns

fndpln

frstelec

frstflr

scndelec

secndflr

sitepln

Briefcase

3D
View

2D
View

Preview

OPEN

Exit

Markup ...
Recent
Documents

The left side of this menu will display a list of databases in the current
working directory. You can navigate to a new working directory by selecting
the current directory display at the top of the database list. Select the
desired database.

Exit
File Menu

The right side of the menu will display a listing of Drawings, Thumbnails
and/or Sheets available in the selected database as either a group of
thumbnail images or as a text list, depending on the display mode selected.
Select the desired Drawing / Thumbnail / Sheet to highlight it and then open
it by either selecting the Open button at the bottom of the menu or selecting
the highlighted Drawing / Thumbnail / Sheet again.

With the project mode set to “Select by File”, BuildersCAD databases will
be presented for opening by their file names as they appear in the directory
structure of your computer.
To open a file in “Select by File” mode, select either the Open button on the
File pull-down menu, or the Project portion of the Main menu to bring up the
Database / Sheet Select menu.

For more information, refer to the Open topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.
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Rename Database saves all currently loaded layers and changes the
database directory name. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new database
name. The existing database directory will be renamed. All files contained
within it will not be affected.

Saving Your Work
Data from a file on the hard drive is loaded into the computer’s memory,
manipulated in memory with BuildersCAD, and returned (Saved) back to
the hard drive. It is very important to review the Data File topics found in the
Important Concepts section of this guide for information on the various file
types in BuildersCAD and how they relate together to organize your work.

Copy Sheet creates a new sheet register file in the current database by
making a copy of the current one. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new
sheet name.

All of the tools necessary to save your work are found on the Save Pulldown Menu. Select the Save icon on the BuildersCAD Main Menu to
open the Save Menu.

Rename Sheet renames the currently loaded sheet register file.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the new sheet name.
Briefcase - Take Out feature assembles a copy of the set of files for the
currently opened drawing or sheet for archiving or distribution. Files
included in this feature other than the database/drawing/sheet itself will
vary depending on the current drawing or sheet as well as selections
defined by the user. Generally the files included are all external files
referenced in the drawing or sheet register file which are necessary to
generate the graphic entities in the database. For more information, refer to
the Briefcase topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

The Save function saves all layers in the currently loaded database/drawing
or database/sheet which were loaded read/write to the computer hard disk.
BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the save.
Save As New Database saves all currently loaded layers to a new
database name. BuildersCAD will give you the option of saving only
displayed layers or the entire database and will prompt for the new
database name. The new database directory will be created and a copy of
each layer file will be saved in it.
Save As New Database - Saves the
currently loaded Drawing or Sheet
under a new database name.

BuildersCAD has an autosave feature which automatically saves the
layers in your drawing at a specified time interval. The autosave interval is
set in the Preferences Menu and the default time interval is 10 minutes.
The layers are saved inside the autosave.dir directory located inside the
database as files using the layer name with a .sv extension. These
autosave files are for emergency data recovery only in the event of a
computer crash, and are not used for normal saving of your work. Refer to
the Autosave topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia for more
information.

Save - Saves the
currently loaded
Drawing or Sheet.

Rename Database - Changes the
name of the currently loaded
database.

Save
Copy Sheet - Copies the currently
loaded sheet.
Rename Sheet - Renames the
currently loaded sheet.
Briefcase - Take Out - Copies the
current database and all necessary
external files to a specified new
location.

A shortcut method of saving is provided by simply right-clicking your mouse
on the Save icon on the Desktop Menu. This performs the same function as
the Save option on the Save Pull-down menu. You may also save your work
by typing save at the command line followed by the Enter key. It is
recommended that you develop the habit of saving your work every 10 to 20
minutes depending on the tasks performed, when changing tasks, and
certainly before leaving your database or exiting BuildersCAD. More
information on Saves may be found in the Save topic of the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

Save As New Database
Rename Database
Copy Sheet
Rename Sheet
Briefcase - Take Out ....
Save Menu
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Plotting

As the Plot Mode is selected on the menu, the right side of the menu will
change to reflect parameters which apply to the selected mode. The
parameters for plotting the current drawing are shown on the right side of
the menu below. The parameters for plotting a saved drawing from the disk
and for batch plotting multiple drawings are shown on the next page.

All plotting and printing functions in BuildersCAD are conveniently
located on one menu. BuildersCAD retains the setups for 3 plot/print
devices, a large format plotter - usually 11X17 and larger, a small format
printer - usually 8.5X11, and a text printer.

BuildersCAD uses the windows printer drivers for your specific print or
plot device. Simply set up the print device on your Windows system using
the MS Windows Print Manager. It is highly recommended that you install
the latest device drivers from the plotter/printer manufacturer. They are
usually included with the plotter/printer, or may be downloaded from the
manufacturer’s web site.

To bring up the Plot / Print Menu, select the Plot icon on the Main menu. The
Plot / Print Menu is shown below.
There are 3 basic modes of plotting in BuildersCAD - plotting the currently
loaded drawing, plotting a drawing saved on the disk, and batch plotting
multiple drawings.
Plotter: Displays the currently selected plot
device. Selecting this button allows you to
select a new plotter from those set up on your
system.
Scaling: Displays and sets a scale
factor for the plot. Choices include
scaling as a ratio to the database
scale, and scaling to fit a set page
size.
Offsets & Rotation: Displays and sets
offsets in inches from the database
origin and rotation angle of the plot.
Penmap File: Displays and sets the
penmap. The Setup button opens
the Set Penmap Menu. See the next
page for more information.
Output to: Allows selection of the plot
output to the plotter, or to one of
several file types.
PL Files: Selects the plot input as a .pl
file or merges multiple .pl files to a
single file.
Image Printer: Displays the current print
device for printing images.

Plot Mode: Displays the current Plot Mode, either Plot Current, Plot
Saved (from disk), or Plot Batch (multiple). As the Plot Mode is
changed, the right side of the Plot / Print Menu will change to reflect
options of the selected mode.
Plot / Print Menu
Plotter
HP DesignJet 650C C2859B

Plot Mode
Current

Scaling
Scale Factor
1.0
1.0 0.5

Window Type
Normal

Screen

Two Point

Sheet

X Offset
0

Fit to Page
36.0 x 24.0

Y Offset
0

Rotation
0

Penmap File
default.pm
Apply scaling to pen widths
Output to
Plotter

PL Files
Plot

PL File

Merge

HP File

Saved

Sheet Window Size

Batch

Execute
Plot Preview

n/a

Setup
Lower Left Corner
Dbase
Screen
Origin
Origin

Other

Reference
Point

Define
Reference
Point

Accounting
Log Report
Print
Current
Image

Image Printer
Epson Stylus Photo
Text Printer
Epson Stylus Photo

PDF File
Saved
Image

Text
File

Create

Execute Plot: Execute the plot using
the current settings displayed in the
menu.
Execute Preview: Execute a plot
preview using the current settings
displayed in the menu. The Plot
Preview uses the Windows Print
Preview function.
Plot Current - Window Type:
Determines how the portion of the
drawing to be plotted is defined.
Choices are Normal (All), Current
Screen, Two Point fenced area, All
within Sheet Size.
Plot Current - Lower Left Corner:
Determines how the lower left corner
of the area to be plotted is defined.
Choices are Database Origin,
Current Screen Origin, Reference
point - user defined.
PDF File Create: Opens the Export To
PDF menu from which the current
drawing may be plotted to .pdf.

Text Printer: Displays the current print
device for printing text files.
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Print: Prints to the current image or
text printer.

The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Plot Saved- Database:
Displays and selects the
database containing the
drawing or sheet to be
plotted.
Plot Saved - Drawing or
Sheet: Displays and selects
the drawing or sheet to be
plotted.
Plot Saved - Sub-Layer
Display: Enables or disables
the plotting of sub-layers.
Plot Saved - Lower Left
Corner: Determines how
the lower left corner of the
area to be plotted is
defined. Choices are
Database Origin, Current
Screen Origin, Reference
point - user defined.

Plot Batch - Batch Files: Lists
and selects the batch files
containing multiple plots.

Penmap

Plot Saved - View File: Displays and
selects a saved view to be plotted. The
default view of none will plot a plan view.

Plot Mode
Current

Saved

Batch

A penmap is a file which tells the plotter the line width and colors to use when
plotting entities in BuildersCAD. The plotted line widths and colors may
be mapped using either the BuildersCAD pen or color parameters, or
both pen and color paramters. The penmap parameters are set and may be
saved or recalled using the Set Penmap menu shown below. This menu is
called by selecting the Setup button under the Penmap File portion of the
Plot / Print Menu. The penmap may be saved as a file for later use.
BuildersCAD will default to standard penmap settings if no penmap file is
currently named.

Execute
Plot Preview

Database
C:\bwdata\200502.pj\plans048.db
Drawing or Sheet
a01.dr

View File
none

Sub-layer Display
Apply to All Layers
Label ON
Lower Left Corner
Screen
Dbase
Origin
Origin

Style File
custln ON
Reference
Point

Define
Reference
Point

For more information, refer to the Plot and Penmaps topics in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Plot
Styles

Plot Saved - Plot Styles: Opens, Saves,
and Deletes the current parameter
settings saved as a Style File.

Plot Mode
Current
Directory

Saved

Batch

Penmap Current:
Displays and
selects the
current
penmap to be
used.

Execute
Plot
Preview

Penmap - Map By: Plotting and the penmap settings may be
set by either the pen or color parameter, or to screen. When
set to pen, each entity in BuildersCAD drawn using a
given pen setting will be plotted with the RGB and line
thickness corresponding to that pen in the penmap. When
set to color, each entity in BuildersCAD drawn using a
given color setting will be plotted with the RGB and line
thickness corresponding to that color in the penmap. When
set to screen, the pen or line weight in the plot correspond to
the given pen setting in the penmap. The color used in the
plot will be determined by the RGB setting in the current
colormap and will appear as it appears on the screen.

NONE

Batch file: UNTITLED

Select plot style to add
Set Penmap

Penmap - File:
Loads and
Saves the
current
penmap file.

Plot Batch - Plot Styles: Lists
and selects the plot style
files to be included in the
selected batch file.

Overrides

Plot Batch - Overrides:
Overrides the parameter
settings for Scaling, Offsets,
and Penmap saved in the
Plot Style Files with the
current settings shown on
the Print / Plot Menu.

Scaling

Offsets

Penmap

Penmap Palette:
Determines the
number of
pens which are
made
available by
the plotter.

Batch
Files

Plot Batch - Batch Files: Opens, Saves,
and Deletes batch files containing
multiple plot Style Files.
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Current Penmap
File
Load

Save

color.pm
Palette
Software

Pen

Map By
Color Screen

col RGB Wid col RGB Wid col RGB Wid col RGB Wid
0.35
0.35 48
0.35 32
0.13 16
0
0.35 49
0.13 17
1
0.35
0.35 33
0.35
0.35 50
0.35 34
0.18 18
2
3
0.35
0.35 51
0.35 35
0.25 19
20
0.35
0.35 52
0.35 36
0.35
4
0.35 53
0.35
0.35 37
0.50 21
5
0.35
0.35 54
0.35 38
0.70 22
6
0.35
0.35 55
0.90 23
7
0.35 39
0.35 56
8
0.35
0.35 40
1.30 24
9
0.35
0.35 57
0.35 41
0.13 25
0.35
58
0.35
42
0.18 26
10
0.35
0.35
0.35 59
0.25 27
0.35 43
11
0.35
0.35 60
0.35 44
0.35 28
12
0.35
0.35 61
0.50 29
13
0.35 45
0.35
0.35 62
0.35 46
0.70 30
14
0.90 31
0.35
0.35 63
0.35 47
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The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Layer Menu

Model
1/4”=1’-0”

When working in the BuildersCAD Designer module, most of the layer
manipulation is done for you automatically. BuildersCAD will create
and/or turn on the necessary layers for a selected function when that
function is selected on the menu. Because of this feature BuildersCAD
adheres to a strict layer naming / numbering convention. There is built in
flexibility within the convention with all layer numbers from 0 to 1000 open for
user defined layers, and all layer numbers from 1001 on up reserved for
BuildersCAD.
Layer Number - Represents the
BuildersCAD internal
identification number. Selecting
the number changes the layer
number for the layer in the
specified row.
Layer Name - Shows the layer
name, which is also the layer’s file
name on the disk. Selecting the
name changes the layer name
for the layer in the specified row.

Layer Description - Displays a
description of the layer. Selecting
the description changes the layer
description for the layer in the
specified row.

E- Editable - Layers can be
edited. Editable layers are
automatically searchable and
displayable.

The current work
layer number
and name is
displayed under
the Layer box on
the Main menu.

S - Searchable - Layers can be
searched or entities selected for
querying and copying, but
cannot be edited. Searchable
layers are automatically
displayable and data points are
recognized on these layers.

Layer Menu
1

Number
0
1001
1002
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1014
1018
1041
1045

Name
0
pn_l1
pn_l1w
pn_l1ex
pn_l1dm
pn_l1mc
pn_l1nt
pn_l1ol
pn_l1exo
pn_l1st
pt_plfx
pt_plel

Description
Default Layer
walls
other work
wall extrusions
wall dimensioning
wall misc graphics
wall notes
opening labels
opening extrusions
site plan layout
fixture symbols
electrical symbols

Styles
New

Management Contains functions
which allow you to
manage layers in
the current
drawing. Portions
of the Layer menu
will change
depending on the
function selected.

Entities
0
195
36
0
315
588
176
0
0
654
5
213

Management

Remove

Styles - The current layer modes
may be saved by name as a
style for later recall. The functions
which open, save, and delete
layer styles are found under the
Styles heading of the Layer Menu.

Layer
1008:pn_l1nt

Properties

Load

Copy

SubLayers

Modes

Clear

R/O
Update

Pen/Col
Defaults

Wall
External
Groups Database

WK
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK

On
Off

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E
DB

Select

Properties Contains functions
which allow you to
manage the
properties of layers
in the current
drawing. Portions of
the Layer Menu will
change
depending on the
function selected.

Exit

Modes
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
S
DB

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

Perms
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW
RW

D All
D Layers
DB Color Disp

SINGLE
Exit & Display

Entity Count - Shows the number
of entities contained in the given
layer.

D - Displayable - Layers are
displayed on the screen, but
entities cannot be edited or
selected.
OFF - Layers cannot be seen on
the screen, but still exist in the
drawing. The entities on these
layers cannot be edited or
selected.
PERMS - This field shows the
permissions of the layer for the
current drawing. The layer may
be either Read / Write (RW), Read
Only (RO), or Temporary (TEMP).

Work Layer - All new information
drawn goes on to the current
work layer. The work layer is
automatically on for Edit, Search,
and Display.

Layers may be user-manipulated in BuildersCAD using the Layer Menu,
accessed by selecting the Layer button on the Main menu. Each layer is
identified by a number, a layer name, and has a plain text description to help
identify the information contained within it. Layers may be individually set to
one of 3 different modes of on, as well as turned off.
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The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Query

More on the concept of layers and the Layer as a file type may be found in
the Basic Concepts portion of this guide. For a detailed discussion of all
functions on the Layer menu refer to the Layer topic of the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

Query functions in BuildersCAD will
return graphic information as well as
the properties of any entity.

Books On-Line
Query

Entities

XYZ
Dist

Undo / Redo

The query functions of XYZ Location,
Distance, Angle, and Perimeter are
found on the Query Pull-down menu
which is accessed by selecting the
question mark icon on the Main menu.

It is easy to correct mistakes in BuildersCAD using the Undo / Redo
function. These commands reverse the previous actions performed.
Selecting the Undo button will undo the last draw or edit command or step.
Selecting the Redo button will redo an undo step just performed.

Angle

Zone

Area
Match
Entity

Perim
About
BuildersCAD

Note

Status
Menus

Query Menu

Undo - Reverses the
last Draw or Edit step
or action.

To see information about any entity, select the Entity Type on the Query
Pull-down menu, then the entity, or you may also select the entity first, then
the Query icon from the Select Entity pop-up menu. Either method brings
up the Query/Edit menu which shows general information about the entity
such as the location of it’s data points and the layer on which it resides.

Redo - Reverses the
last Undo Step

For more information on Undo and Redo, refer to the Undo/Redo topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
1st Pt
2nd Pt

LINE Query/Edit
(18’-0 3/16”, 36’-0 7/16”, 0”)
(58’-8 15/16”, 36’-0 7/16”, 0”)

Length
Angle

40’-8 3/4”
0.00

Layer

0:0

Parameter (Click to Set)
Color
Pen
Line Class
Line Type
Width
Closure
User Line Mode
Dash Mode
Dash 1 Len
Space 1 Len
Match Entity
Delete
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Remake

Stor

Chng

Entity
20
1

Current
20
1

0
0.063

0
0.063

running
normal
0.125
0.125
All
None

running
normal
0.125
0.125
All
None

Store
Selected

Change
Selected

This menu also shows the
properties of the selected
entity, as well as the
corresponding current
parameter settings.
These properties may
also be edited from this
menu or the current
parameters set to match
the properties of the
entity.

For more information,
refer to the Query topic in
the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Edit
Editing may also be accomplished by using the Select Entity feature. In this
process the entity is selected first, either by single or area selection, then the
edit action is selected from the Select Entity menu. Refer to the Select
Entity topic in the Special Menus section of this guide. For more
information, refer to the Entity Filters, Search Methods, Edit, Edit Actions,
and Select Entity topics in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Edits and Copies are easy in BuildersCAD. The two processes are similar
and use very similar menus. The Edit Pull-down Menu is accessed by
selecting the Edit icon on the Main Menu. The 3 step process is logically
ordered and labeled on the Edit menu.
The first step is to select the Entity Filter. An edit may include any and all
entities or may be limited to a particular entity type, for example lines. The
edit may be further limited or filtered to an entity of a particular pen or color,
or entity specific property.

A

The second step is to select the Search Method. This determines how
BuildersCAD will search the current drawing for the entity type(s) you
have selected for the edit. Search methods include a single entity, all within
an area, all outside of an area, the entire drawing, or entities selected in a
group.
The third step is to select the Edit Action to be
performed. These include Delete, Freeze, Move,
Move Relative, Stretch, Stretch Relative, and Move
Scale/Rotate. This step may also change either All
or Some of the specific properties of the selected
entity, as well as the general properties of Layer,
Pen, and Color. The Some option displays a menu
of the entity properties to choose from for the edit
and both the current entity property value and
current parameter setting value. Special entity
specific edits are also available and will vary
depending on the Entity Filter selected. Other
parameters useful for editing found on the Edit Pulldown menu include the Entity Filter Properties,
Drag, and Hilite.
Certain edits of specific entity types, particularly
those dealing with framing may be restricted in the
Edit menu. For these cases BuildersCAD will
give you a warning. Some edit functions including
all those restricted on the Edit menu are duplicated
on the Cycle menu and within the specific
application menu for the entity.

You can filter the entities in the selection to include only those of a
particular pen or color. When a single entity type is selected, you can
also filter by entity property. The “C” button clears all filters.

1) Entity Filter

1. The first step in the edit
process is to select the
entity type(s) to be edited,
and any filters required.
2. The second step in the
edit process is to select the
desired method of
searching the database for
the selected entity types.

Any
C Property:

ZONE

n/a

ZONE

Hilite
All
Params
Some
Stretch Move
Move
Move
Stretch
Rel Scl / Rot Params
Rel
1
Rotation
0
C Scale
Move at
Single Point

Hilite Mode:
When on, selected
entities will be highlighted
in white on the screen.

Drag

Erase at
Single Point

The properties of the
Edit Menu
selected entity or entities
may be edited including
the Layer, Pen, and Color. Some or All of the properties specific to
a particular entity type may also be changed. For the Some
(Properties) action, the user selects from a menu which of the
various properties will be changed to the current parameter setting
for that property.
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Pen all COL all

The currently selected
search method is
displayed here.

Area In

2) Search Method

3) Edit Action

3. The third step in the edit
process is to select the Edit
Action command desired.

The currently selected
entity type is displayed
here.

ANY ENTITY

Trim To
Fence

Drag Mode:
When on, selected
entities will be dragged
with the cursor during
moves.

Special edit functions are
available, depending on the
Entity Filter selected. These
special edits are specific to
the selected entity type.

The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Copy
The Copy process and menu is very similar to Edit. The Copy Pull-down
Menu is accessed by selecting the Copy icon on the Main Menu. The 3 step
process is logically ordered and labeled on the Copy menu.

Copies may also be performed by using the Select Entity feature. In this
process the entity is selected first, either by single or area selection, then the
copy action is selected from the Select Entity menu. Refer to the Select
Entity topic in the Special Menus section of this guide. For more
information, refer to the Entity Filters, Search Methods, Copy, Copy Actions,
and Select Entity topics in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

The first step is to select the Entity Filter. Copied items may include any and
all entities or may be limited to a particular entity type, for example lines. The
copy may be further limited or filtered to include only entities of a particular
pen or color, or to a particular property of a selected entity type.
The second step is to select the Search Method. The search method
determines how BuildersCAD will search the current drawing for the
entity types you have selected. Search methods include a single entity, all
within an area, all outside of an area, the entire drawing, or entities selected
in a group.

You can filter the entities in the selection to include only those of a
particular pen or color. When a single entity type is selected, you can
also filter by entity property. The “C” button clears all filters.
ANY

The third step is to select the Copy Action to be
performed. These include a Single Copy,
Multiple Copies in a Grid, Copy Mirror around
the X or Y or both axes, Copy with a change of
Scale or Rotation, and Copy in a Circular
Array. Other useful copy parameters found on
the Copy Pull-down menu include Layer
Retain, Drag, and Hilite as well as the Scale,
Rotation, Direction parameters used in
Scale/Rotate copies.
Data which is contained in a different
database/drawing may also be copied into the
current drawing. This may be done by
specifying a layer, drawing, viewport, or entire
database to be copied on the Copy Menu.
Certain copies of specific entity types,
particularly those dealing with framing may be
restricted in the Copy menu. For these cases
BuildersCAD will give you a warning. Some
copy functions including all those restricted on
the Copy menu are duplicated on the Cycle
menu or within the specific application menu
for the entity.

1. The first step in the copy
process is to select the
entity type(s) to be copied,
and any filters required.

1) Entity Filter

Any
C Property:

2. The second step in the
copy process is to select
the desired method of
searching the database for
the selected entity type(s).

The currently selected
entity type is displayed
here.

ANY ENTITY

ZONE

Pen all COL all

n/a

2) Search Method

Area In

ZONE

3) Copy Actions
Copy to
Clipboard
Paste from
Clipboard
C Scale
1

3. The third step in the copy
process is to select the
Copy Action command
desired.

Ly Retain

Rotation

Dbase
Existing Layer(s)
Layer

The current Scale, Rotation,
and Rotation Direction are
shown and may be set
here. These settings are
used in the Copy Scale /
Rotate command.

Drag

0

NONE
NONE

Hilite

cw

The currently selected
search method is
displayed here.
Hilite Mode:
When on, selected
entities will be highlighted
in white on the screen.
Drag Mode:
When on, selected
entities will be dragged
with the cursor during the
selection of the copy
new location.

Copy Menu

Entire databases, layers, drawings, layer
styles, or viewports to be used by the Copy
Existing Layers command are displayed
and set here.
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Layer Retain:
When on, entities are
copied to the same layer
as the original instead of
the current work layer.

The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Color

Select Color To Mix - Allows the
mixing of a color using the RGB
Mixer.

Color in BuildersCAD is a basic property of all entities. All entities which
are drawn will appear on the screen in the currently set color. Each color is
defined by a number which represents a color value in the current colormap.
The current color number is displayed and may be set on the left end of the
Status menu at the bottom of the screen.

Select Color To Blend or Deposit Allows the mixing of a color using
the Blend Bar or Copying from
one color number to another.

Colors - Color numbers 0255. All colors are shadable
when rendered in 3D.

Define Colors

XYF Rel Pen Col
on on
8
3

Current Color - Displays and Sets the
Current Logical Color number.

Current Colormap
Select Color To Mix

BuildersCAD handles 256 colors at a time, defined in a colormap. Each
color number has a red, green, and blue (RGB) value from 0 to 255 which
defines the color associated with it. Colormaps may be customized for a
particular 3D model or drawing and saved to the disk. Colormaps may be
loaded or saved, and other color functions found on the Color Pull-down
menu which is accessed by selecting the Color Icon on the BuildersCAD
Main menu.

Set Current Color Number - Sets the
Current Logical
Color by number.

Color Stroke
Commands Defines color by
Hue, Chroma, and
Intensity.

Select by

Number
Define colormap
Hue &
Hue &
Chroma
Intensity
Chroma &
Ambient
Intensity
Light

Color Menu

Load Colormap Loads a colormap
file from the disk.

Save Colormap Saves the current
colormap to a file.

Menu
Colors

BACKGROUND

PRESSED

Select Color To Blend or Deposit

SHADOW

BORDER

TITLE BAR

DATA FIELD

HIGHLIGHT

Blend Bar
Colormaps

RGB Mixer

100%
39% 20

Intensity
Chroma

RGB Mixer - Adjusts the
current color by
adjusting the Red,
Green, and Blue values.

Set Current Color - Menu
- Sets the Current Logical
Color by selecting it
from a pop-up menu.

Blend Bar - Blends 2 colors
from one to the other into
29 incremental colors.

Set Current Color Screen - Sets the Current
Logical Color by
selecting a screen pixel
and matching its color.

Screen Background - The
Drawing Screen
background is color
number 0, which may be
edited by selecting it.

Define Colors - Opens
the Define Colors Menu.

+MENU
COLORS

100
100
255

Red
Green
Blue

Apply

Current Color Current Working
Color number
and sample.
Mixing actions
on the menu
are performed
on this color.
Colormaps - Tools
to Save, Load, and
Delete Colormap
files on the disk.

Cancel

Exit

Exit - Exits the
Define Colors
Menu.
Cancel - Cancels
changes made to
the current
colormap and
exits the menu.
Apply - Applies
changes made to
the current
colormap.

Colors within the current colormap may be manipulated on the Define
Colors Menu. This menu is accessed by selecting the Define Colormap
color bar icon on the Color Pull-down Menu.

Remove Colormap Removes a colormap file
from the disk.

For more information on Color, refer to the Color, and Colormap topics in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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The BuildersCAD Main Menu
Customization Menu

Object Snap

The Customization Pull-down menu is
accessed by selecting the Customization Icon
on the Main menu. This menu contains
functions which allow you to customize your
BuildersCAD working environment, including
settings for Mouse Buttons, Mouse Gestures,
System Preferences, The Toolbar Menu,
Function Keys, and Environment Defaults.

The Object Snap Pull-down Menu provides tools to snap to specific
calculated points on an object, such as the midpoint of a line or the tangent
of a circle. To access the Object Snap Menu, select the Object Snap icon on
the Main menu.
This menu also provides tools
to set the snap tolerance and to
access the Screen Modes
Menu. For more information on
Object Snap, refer to the Object
Snap topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Single

Continuous
NONE

Authorize
Customization Menu

The BuildersCAD Authorization Manager is also accessed from this
menu. Refer to the Customize, Mouse Buttons, Motion Command
Interpreter, Shortcuts, Preferences, Toolbar, Function Keys, Environment
Variables, Environment Defaults Manager, and Authorization topics in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

or
Snap Tolerance: 50 p
Object Snap Menu

Workplane

BuildersCAD Plug-Ins
BuildersCAD Applications or Plug-Ins are loaded by selecting the Plug-In
icon at the right end of the Main Menu. All available Plug-ins are listed in the
Plug In Modules Pull-down menu. An “X” in the box to the left of the Plug-In
name indicates the Plug-in is loaded and available for use. The
BuildersCAD Designer Plug-In module is loaded automatically when
starting BuildersCAD. Select the Plug-in desired to load it. The selected
Plug-in’s application menu will appear in the Application Menu location.

Show Workplane
Angle

0.000 (OFF)
Set Angle by

The BuildersCAD Workplane menu
allows you to reset the XY plane of the
Cartesian Coordinate system to any desired
plane in space. This menu is called by
selecting the Workplane icon on the Main
menu. The workplane may be defined in
many different ways including input of an
angle, selecting any three points to define a
plane, selecting a surface entity, or input of
any X, Y, and Z rotations. For more
information, refer to the Coordinate System
topic in the Important Concepts section of
this guide, and the Workplane topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Angle

Plane

OFF
ORG: A(0,0,0)
Set Plane by

DB
PLAN

Y

3 PT.

X

Z

Y
X

Y

Z

Plug-ins may be unloaded
by selecting the “X” in the
box next to the Plug-in
name on the Plug In
Modules Pull-down
menu.

ROTS

X

INVERT

TRI

TO VIEW

Set Z Value
Absolute

Relative

GOTO Draw Menu
BCAD 3D

(r)

BCAD Site Design

(st)

BCAD Vantage Point

(vp)

BCAD Designer

(bc)

Plug In Modules
Workplane Styles

For more information, refer to the Plug-In topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

Workplane Menu
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BuildersCAD Designer
File

Save

Plot Edit View Tools Toolbars Layer Plug-Ins

eZ

Help

Walls

c:\bcad\jlb
pn_std.db\master.dr

Parts Roofs Floors Stair Designer

Model
1/4”=1’-0”

Elevations

Sections Materials

3D Model Layers

Utilities

Layer
1002:pn_lw1.ly

Application Menu
This is the major topics menu for the
currently loaded application. Selection
of a button on this menu will bring up
further choices for the topic selected.
For example, selecting the Walls icon will
load the Walls Application Menu,
Application Sub-menu and Status menu,
showing all of the settings and
commands for drawing walls.
Job Database
Open

Application Sub-Menu
This menu offers more detailed
choices pertaining to the topic
selected on the Application Menu.

Status Menu

Save

Save
As

Display
List

Pack

Other
Functions

This menu displays parameters
which pertain to the topic
selected on the Application
Menu. A parameter may be
changed by selecting the box in
which it is displayed.

Startup
Revision Log
Version

Make selection:
Data
Crsr Crsr
Area Dist Norm
Full
Pts

Tool Stop
Bar
XYF
on

Rel
on

Output

Pen
2

Col
63

Job / Database
pn_std

Move
Area

Pnt

Erase
Area

Pnt

User
C:\bcad\jlb
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Verify
OFF

Query
XYZ

Dist

Ref
New

Dbl

Calc

Find

Disp

Work
1002

Button
1

3 11

BuildersCAD Designer
BuildersCAD Designer

BuildersCAD
Application Menus

The BuildersCAD Designer Application Menu is
loaded to the Application and Application Sub-menu
portions of the BuildersCAD screen when you
start the BuildersCAD program.

BuildersCAD Application Menus are located along the right side of the
screen toward the top and offer a choice of general topics. When a topic is
selected, the Application Sub-menu and Status Menu for the selected
topic are activated offering more choices and displaying parameters for that
topic. On the BuildersCAD Designer Application menu, the Application
menu itself also changes offering more choices for the Designer application
selected. For example, if the Walls icon is selected on the BuildersCAD
Designer Application Menu, the Walls Application menu, Application Submenu and Status menu are activated which allow the user to select, set
parameters for, create, and draw walls.

The Designer Menu offers a choice of 7
Applications: Walls , Parts , Roofs , Floors ,
Elevations, Sections, and Materials. When an
application is selected, the Designer Menu toggles
to a specific Application Menu and the Application
Sub-menu and Status menu for the selected
application are displayed.

The Status Menu changes with the topic selected on the Application Menu.
This menu shows the parameters which apply to the Application topic
selected and the current values for each. Any current parameter setting
displayed in a light blue box on the Status Menu or a Pop-up dialog menu
may be changed by selecting the box where it is displayed.

The Application Sub-menu portion of the
Designer menu offers functions also available on
the Main menu. In addition the Startup button allows
you to set current database parameters such as
Display Format, Scale, Sheet Size, Drawing Tool
Defaults, and Printing Options. Drawing Tool
Defaults allow you to set parameters for Drawing
Tools (lines, text, dimensions, etc.) for each of the 7
Designer applications.

The 4 boxes at the left end of the Status Menu are always shown,
regardless of entity topic. The first two of these are the XY Forcing (XYF)
coordinate axis snap, and the Coordinate System Absolute / Relative
(REL) settings. Refer to the XY Forcing and Coordinate System topics
respectively in the Important Concepts section of this guide. The other two
boxes always present on the Status Menu are the parameters of Pen and
Color, which are common to all entity types.

The BuildersCAD Designer Menu and the 7
corresponding Application, Application Sub and
Status Menus are discussed in this section of the
Learning Guide.

Job
Open

Thumbnail

Save

Save
As

Display
List

Pack

Other
Functions
Startup
Revision Log
Version
Output
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BuildersCAD Designer
Walls

The Wall Select Menu allows you to select
a pre-set wall type for placement.

The wall entity is a special line entity type in
BuildersCAD. Walls are defined by 2 data points and
the wall’s properties. Walls are either exterior or interior,
load bearing or non-load bearing. Walls also have a
specific height and width.

Catalog
Type

BuildersCAD Catalog
EXTLB - EXTERIOR LOAD BEARING

EXTLB - EXTERIOR LOAD BEARING
EXTNLB - EXTERIOR NON-LOAD BEARING
INTLB - INTERIOR LOAD BEARING
INTNLB - INTERIOR NON-LOAD BEARING
CONCRETE
STEEL
RFRNC - REINFORCED CONCRETE
BEAM

To begin a wall layout, make sure the Place Walls button at
the top of the Walls Application Menu is highlighted. Then
left click the Select button on the Walls Application Submenu. BuildersCAD will display the Wall Select pop-up
menu. Select the wall you wish to use. Select the Place
button at the bottom of the Wall Select menu to place the
wall using the default DRAG method or use the XYZ or Box
options on the Wall Application Sub-menu to input the
exterior walls.

Select the Application title to toggle the Application
menu back to the BuildersCAD Designer menu.

WALL Select
Wall Number
Size

Rule Set
Load From project

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Create

Interior walls are easily inserted using the tools displayed
under Insert on the Walls Application Sub-menu. As you
draw walls, you are inputting frameable wall panels.

Custom wall types may be created and
saved to a Catalog. Simply select Create
on the Wall Select Menu.

To edit walls, left click the Edit Walls button on the Walls
Application Sub-menu. This toggles the sub-menu to the
Edit Wall tools. Use these tools to erase, move,
trim/extend, reverse, split, or merge walls. You may also
use Alter Wall to modify the height, offset, or rake of a wall
or use Global Edit to modify the parameters on multiple
walls.

Edit Walls

Edit

Place

Place
Walls
Place
Openings
Wall
Utilities
Framing
Framing
Rules
Sub
Components
Foundations
Drawing
Tools
Place Walls

Exit

Walls may be drawn
using the placement
commands found
under Place or Insert on
the Walls Application
Sub-Menu.

Select
Place
CW
CCW
Drag

Tools are available to
Label walls and
generate 3D walls.

XYZ

Insert
Perp Angled

Alter Wall
Global Edit
Display Wall

Place Walls
3-D Walls All
Edit Walls

The Walls Status Menu displays the current wall parameters including: Height, Width, Type,
and associated framing rule set. Left click on a parameter to change the current setting.
Project
Pn_std

Job
pn_std

Level
A
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Label
OFF

Height
8’-1 1/8”

Width
0’-3 1/2”

Type
EXTLB

Rules
extlb

Line
W0

Offset
0’-0”

Outside
Right

Laps
ON

BuildersCAD Designer
The Wall Number and
Level of the selected
wall are displayed.

Another way to edit walls in
BuildersCAD is to simply select
a wall. At the Make Selection
prompt, when no other command
is active, select a wall with a leftclick. At the prompt line, a pop-up
menu will display with wall edit
tools. This enables you to access
edit tools without toggling the
Application Sub-menu to the
Wall/Opening Edit menu.

Wall #1 on Level A

Alter
Wall

Settings here
determine what
level you copy from
and the level you
copy to. You can
also copy walls to
another location on
the same level.

Alter
Wall

Pen

BuildersCAD entities produced by Drawing Tools have a similar edit
feature, but only walls and openings provide access to the framable entity
edit tools. See the Drawing Tools section and Select Entity in the Special
Menus section of this guide.

Select
Level

Level
Layers

All
On

Project
Pn_std

All
Off

Clear
Level

Job
pn_std

You can rotate
or flip walls as
you do the

Other
Wall Levels
Copy From Level
Destination Level

A
B

Copy Parts Level

Yes

Wall Utilities
Copy
Level

Rotation Type

Flip or rotate
walls on the
current level.

For more information about walls, see the Walls Application topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Elev
0’-0”
8’-11”
17’-10 1/2”
26’-9 3/4”
-7’-10”

Norm

The Copy Parts Level setting determines
if Parts on a level will or will not be
copied along with the walls.

Wall Utilities in BuildersCAD include features that allow you to copy
walls on the same Level, from one Level to another, and to flip or rotate
walls. Select Wall Utilities on the Walls Application menu to toggle to the
Wall Utilities Application Sub-menu.

Level Creation / Manipulation
LVL
Description
Walls for level: 1
A
B
Walls for level: 2
C
Walls for level: 3
D
Walls for level: 4
Basement
E

Copy Action

You can copy walls
from the 1st floor to
the 2nd floor with
the Copy Level
feature. Select Copy
Level to display the
Copy Level pop-up
menu.

Rotate
Area

X

Move
Area
Display
Intersects

Layer Modes
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
Exit
w/Disp

Level
A
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D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
Exit

Label
OFF

X
Y

Y

Re-number

Other
Duplicate
Check
Select the box under Level on the Status menu
to access the Level Creation / Manipulation
menu. The relative elevations of Wall levels are
determined by the settings shown and set
here. Set elevations before copying walls.
Height
8’-1 1/8”

Width
0’-3 1/2”

Type
EXTLB

Rules
extlb

Line
W0

Option
Manager
Display
Custom

Offset
0’-0”

Outside
Right

Laps
ON

BuildersCAD Designer
Openings

Select the Application title to toggle the
Application menu back to the
BuildersCAD Designer menu.

The Opening Select Menu allows you to
select a pre-set opening type to place.

The opening entity includes both doors and windows and is a
special type of repeated item in BuildersCAD. Openings
are defined by a single data point and the opening’s
properties. Properties include rough opening width, height,
header height, and 2D and 3D symbols. When an opening is
placed in a BuildersCAD wall, a frameable opening is cut
in the wall panel.

Catalog
Type

OPENING Select
Opening Name
Description

BuildersCAD Catalog
EXTERIOR DOOR

EXTERIOR DOOR
INTERIOR DOOR
BEAM POCKET
WINDOW 1
WINDOW 2
WINDOW 3
WINDOW 4

To place an opening, left click the Place Openings button on
the Walls application menu, then left click the Select button
on the Walls Application Sub-menu under Place Openings.
BuildersCAD will display the Opening Select pop-up
menu. Select the opening you wish to place. Select the Place
button or click the highlighted opening again to place the
opening in a wall.

12OHD
12’ Garage Door

Sub Comp No

12OHD

16OHD

28EXT

28EXT1sl

28EXT2sl

30EXT

30EXT1sl

30EXT2sl

20EXTx2

60SGD

80HD

Create

Once selected, the opening may also be placed using any of
the placement tools found on the Place Openings
Application Sub-menu. These include Point (the default), 2
Point Center, Drag, Reference Point, End Minus Casing,
Interior Minus Casing, and Multiple.

Custom opening types may
be created and saved to a
Catalog. Simply select Create
on the Opening Select Menu.

To edit openings, left click on the Edit Openings button on the Application
Sub-menu. This will toggle the Application Sub-menu to the Edit Openings
tools. Use the tools here to erase, move, or change the pen or color of an
opening. Use Edit Params to replace one opening with another or to edit
opening parameters.

Edit Openings

Edit

Place

Exit

Openings may be
placed in walls using the
placement commands
found under Place on the
Place Openings
Application Sub-menu.
Other features allow you
to label openings or to
generate an opening
schedule.

Drag

Description
Interior Door
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Label

Width
1’-7”

Ref Pt

End Int Casing Casing
Multiple
DH3636

The Openings Status Menu displays the parameter
settings of the current opening. Left click on a
parameter to change the current setting.
Symbol
pn_door

Select
Place
2 Point
Point
Center

Color
Pen
Edit Params
Place Openings

For more information about openings, see the Walls Application topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Name
16INT

Place
Walls
Place
Openings
Wall
Utilities
Framing
Framing
Rules
Sub
Components
Foundations
Drawing
Tools
Place Openings

Sill Height Header Hgt Swing
Height
6’-10 7/8”
6’-10 7/8” outswing
0’-0”

Schedule
3-D Walls All
Edit Openings

Hand
right

Casing
0’-3”

BuildersCAD Designer
Parts

Select the Application title to toggle the
Application menu back to the
BuildersCAD Designer menu.

The Part Select Menu allows you to select
a pre-set part type for placement.

The Part entity is a special type of graphic symbol in
BuildersCAD. Parts are defined by a single data point
and the part properties. Properties include name, size, and a
link to a Materials Application Estimating Formula or Stock
Item. BuildersCAD includes Part Categories for symbols
you may want to use in a floor plan including: Appliances,
Cabinets, Electrical,
HVAC, Miscellaneous (furniture
symbols), and Plumbing.

Catalog
Type

PART Select
Part Name
RI Name

BuildersCAD Catalog
APPLIANCE

APPLIANCE
CABINETS
ELECTRICAL
HVAC
MISCELLANEOUS
PLUMBING
UNUSED 1
UNUSED 2
UNUSED 3
UNUSED 4

dishwshr
pt_dwshr

dishwshr

dryer

elecrng

elecrng2

exhstfn

freezer

gasrng

gasrng2

microwave

refrig

Place
Parts
Electrical
Connectors

washer

To place a Part, left click the Select button on the Parts
Application Sub-menu under Place Parts. BuildersCAD
will display the Part Select pop-up menu. Select the Part you
wish to place.

Utilities
2D/3D Display
Parts Colors
Report & Pens
Create

Place the part using the Place button at the bottom of the
Place Parts menu, or any of the tools under Placement
Method on the Application Sub-menu. Standard allows you
to place the part with a left click. Force Fit will size the part
based on 2 point picks. Snap will align the Part with a wall.
Two Point will place the part centered between 2 points. The
part will be placed on the level displayed on the Status

Edit

Place

Exit

User Part Types
Drawing
Tools
Place Parts

Custom parts may be created and
saved to a Catalog. Simply select
Create on the Part Select Menu.

To edit Parts, left click on one of the tools on the Application Sub-menu
under Utilities. These tools allow you to modify the materials link, label,
erase, or move/rotate Parts.

When you place a part in
BuildersCAD, you are placing a
symbol that can be displayed in either 2D
or 3D. Parts can also be counted and
included in a Materials Report. Tools are
available for these functions under Utilities
on the Parts Application Menu.

For more information about parts, see the Parts topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

Drawing Tools are available on all Application
Menus in BuildersCAD Designer. Refer to the
Drawing Tools section of this guide.

Select
Placement Method
Force
Standard
Fit
Two
Snap
Point
Setup
Rotation Snap
0.00
0’-0”
Origin
Utilities
Edit

The Parts Status Menu displays the current part parameters including: Type,
Name, Number and Size. Left click on a parameter to change the current
setting.
Job
pn_std

Level
A

Part Type
APPLIANCE
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Part Name
dishwshr

Part Number
DISHWASHER - POT&PAN

Size(s)
2’-1”, 2’-0”

Label
Move/
Rotate

Sized By

Label
OFF

BuildersCAD Designer
Roofs
The Quick Roof Menu allows you to define a
single set of parameters, draw the outline, and
generate the 3D roof planes in one easy step.

The BuildersCAD Roofs Application provides tools for
designing and placing a roof plane system for both a 2
dimensional drawing and a 3 dimensional model. You can
have up to 10 roof levels in a database. In addition, you can
have up to 26 separate roofs or sections, designated by a
letter of the alphabet on each roof level.

Select the Application title to toggle the
Application menu back to the
BuildersCAD Designer menu.

The Roofs Application menu offers tools to create roof
planes, frame roof planes and plane edges, create a 2D roof
framing layout, and cut roof profiles (sections). The
application sub-menu changes depending on the Application
menu selection.

Quick Roof
No. of Slopes
Pitch (Rise/12)
Pitch (Deg.)
Method
Cut
Heel Height
Rafter Depth
Overhang
Soffit Offset
Elevation
Place

There are two methods by which you can quickly and easily
design a roof in BuildersCAD - The Quick Roof, and
Standard Roof. To create a roof plane system, select Roof
Geometry on the Roof Application menu.

Drawing Tools are available on all
Application Menus in BuildersCAD
Designer. Refer to the Drawing Tools section
of this guide.

1
8/12
33.7
None
N/A
0’-6”
0’-11 1/4”
2’-0”
0’-6”
8’-1 1/8”

Roof
Geometry
3D Boards
Edges Surf’s
Board Edit
Reports 3D View
2D Board
Layout
Roof Profiles

Drawing
Tools
Roofs
Quick
Roof
Perimeter

Define the roof perimeter using the Running Line,
Box, or Single Line tools under the Perimeter
heading.

The Quick Roof feature allows you to quickly place a roof which has the
same properties for the entire perimeter of the roof, such as a hip roof.
Select Quick Roof on the Roof Application Sub-menu to access the Quick
Roof pop-up menu. Set the roof properties, which include pitch, overhang,
fascia height, heel height, and others, and then place the roof by defining
the perimeter using one of the outline methods found at the bottom of the
Quick Roof menu. When you complete the outline BuildersCAD will
automatically generate a 3D model of the roof constructing each roof plane
based on the information in the roof parameters.

Set the roof plane parameters, select a pre-set
marker and place markers for roof perimeter
segments using the tools found on the Eave
Properties menu.

Eave Properties
Set
Up
Generate Roof

Generate the 3D roof planes or a 2D roof plan.
Create a dormer on your roof or cut openings in
the roof such as skylights using the tools under the
Utilities heading.

3D
2D
Utilities
Dormer Opening

The Roofs Status Menu displays the current roof
parameters including: Level, Elevation, Eave
Marker, Roof, and Wall Level. Left click on a
parameter to change the current setting.
Job
pn_std

Roof Level
A
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Elevation
8’-1 1/8”

Eave Marker
default

Roof
a

Soffit
NONE

Wall Level
A

Inse

BuildersCAD Designer
Define Eave
Name
default
Default
Desc
1
No. of Slopes
Pitch (Rise/12)
5/12
22.6
Pitch (Deg)
Method
None
N/A
Cut
Heel Height
0’-6”
0’-11 1/4”
Rafter Depth
Overhang
2’-0”
Soffit Offset
1’-6”
Marker Size
0.375”
20
Marker Color
Level

All On Roof

Single Eave

Name
10/12-6
10/12-8
10/12-T
12/12-6
12/12-8
14/12-6
2
2.5
3/12-6
3/12-8
3/12-T
New

Eave Styles
Description
10/12-2x6
10/12-2x8
10/12-T
12/12-2x6
12/12-2x8
14/12-2x6
CEILING VAULT
CEILING VAULT
3/12-2x6
3/12-2x8
3/12-T
Save

Clear

A set of parameters which is used frequently may be
saved into an Eave Style for later use. Simply set the
Name, Description, and parameters and select New
on the Define Eave menu.

Delete

A 2D roof plan and framing plan are easily generated using the 2D tools. You
must have first generated a 3D roof plane system to be able to utilize these
tools. First generate a 2D roof plan by selecting 2D under Generate Roof on
the Roofs Application Sub-menu. After a 2D roof is created, you may
generate a framing plan by selecting 2D Board Layout on the Roof
Application menu to toggle to the Layout 2D Framing Application Submenu. On this menu you will find automated routines to generate a 2D roof
framing plan. Note that there is no link between the Materials Application
and a 2D framing plan using these tools. You will not be able to generate a
labeled roof framing plan or run a pull list.

The Standard method allows you to manually outline and generate a roof
plane system. With this method the process is to define a roof perimeter
first, and then place markers which contain data about the portion of the roof
which extends up from each segment of the perimeter. Use the tools found
under Perimeter to outline the area you wish to cover with a roof. Select Set
Up under Eave Properties to display the Define Eave pop-up menu. Set the
parameters to define the roof plane or select a pre-set marker to assign to
the outline you’ve drawn. These markers may be assigned individually to
perimeter segments, or to an entire roof at once. Generate the roof planes
by selecting 3D under Generate Roof on the Roofs Application Sub-menu.

Dormer and Opening tools are found under the Utilities heading of the Roof
Application Sub-menu. The Dormer tool allows you to define the
parameters of a dormer roof, walls and opening and place it on a roof plane.
BuildersCAD will use these prarmeters to generate the frameable roof
planes and walls. The Opening tool allows you to cut a frameable opening in
a roof plane for things such as skylights or chimneys.

Once the roof is created, changes are simple in BuildersCAD. To edit the
outline edges, select the Scissors icon under Eave Properties to access the
Roof Outline Edit pop-up menu. You can perform edit functions on either
the entire roof level (All), by roof section (Roof), by user defined window
(Area), or by individual edge (Single). To edit either roof planes or roof plane
edges, select the Scissors icon under Utilities to display the Roof Plane
Edit pop-up menu. Here you can trim/extend roof planes or roof plane
edges to other planes or other edges. These tools allow you to tie separate
roof sections together.

The tools under 3D Boards on the Roof Application Menu give you the
ability to frame roof planes. Refer to the Framing and Materials section of
this guide.
Selecting Roof Profiles on the Roofs Application menu toggles to the
Profile Application Sub-menu. The tools here are able to generate a series
of profiles or sections at a range of user defined locations.
For more information about roofs, see the Roofs Application topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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BuildersCAD Designer
Floors

Select the Application title to toggle
the Application menu back to the
BuildersCAD Designer menu.

The BuildersCAD Floors Application allows you to design a frameable
floor plane system for a 2 dimensional drawing. These planes are also
shadable and can be used in a 3D model. The Floors Application menu
offers tools to create floor planes, frame floor planes and plane edges, and
create a 2D floor framing layout. You will also find tools for generating 2D
and 3D stairs, with or without railing. The Application Sub-menu changes
depending on the Application menu selection.

Layout
2D Surface
Create
Floor
2D
Extract Floor
2D Framing
Auto- Manual
Frame Frame
Erase
Framing X-Hatch
Freeze
Framing X-Hatch

To place a floor, left click Floor Geometry on the Application menu to display
the Floor Geometry Application Sub-menu. These tools allow you to lay out
floor planes. In BuildersCAD you can have up to 10 floor levels in a
database, and you can have up to 26 floor planes on each level. The
Application Sub-menu also offers tools to edit floor planes or floor plane
edges.

Extract
Dashed Walls

Select to add a
railing to an
existing floor
plane.

Select Floor Extract,
then Create 3D Floor
to create a 2D outline
of the floor planes
you’ve already
generated.

Display
2D Levels

Left click on Add Plane to display the Add Plane pop-up menu. Set the
elevation, then use the commands at the bottom of the menu to define the
outline of the floor plane.

The Add Plane menu
allows you to define
individual planes in your
floor system.

After you have generated a shadable floor plane system you may utilize the
2D tools. Select 2D Board Layout on the Floors Application menu to toggle
to the Layout 2D Surfaces Application Sub-menu. The tools on this menu
generate a 2D floor framing plan using automated routines. Note that there
is no link between the Materials Application and a 2D framing plan created
using these tools. You will not be able to generate a labeled floor framing
plan or run a pull list.

Floor Geometry
3D Boards
Edges Surf’s
Board Edit
Reports 3D View
Deck
Railing

Drawing Tools are
available on all
Application Menus in
BuildersCAD
Designer. Refer to the
Drawing Tools section of
this guide.

Level
A
Add Plane
Plane
5
Pitch
HORIZ
Base Elev
0’-0”
Color
49
Commands

2D Board
Layout

Drawing
Tools
Floor Geometry
Add
Add
Plane Edge
Edit Plane
Place
Openg
Remake Elev
Display

For more information about floors, see the Floors Application topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Chain
Edge
The Floors Status Menu displays the parameters
relevant to placing floors. Left click on a
parameter to change the current setting.

Job
pn_std.db

Floor Level
A
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Level Description
Level a

Wall Level
A

Walls
ON

Display

BuildersCAD Designer
Stairs

The Stair Select Menu allows you to select a
pre-set stair type for placement.

The Stairs Application Sub-Menu, found by selecting the Stair icon on the
Floors Application menu, provides tools for designing and placing stairs in
both 2 dimensional drawings and 3 dimensional models.

Catalog

STAIR Select
Number
Description

BuildersCAD Catalog
STRAIGHT STAIRS

STRAIGHT STAIRS
WINDING STAIRS

Stair designs are created on the Stair Designer Menu which is called by
selecting the Create icon on the Stair Application Sub-menu. There is a
choice of several basic types of both straight and winding stairs. Once a
basic type is chosen, the specific design parameters such as floor height,
riser height, tread length, tread thickness, tread nosing, and landing
parameters such as number, length, and width may be set to complete the
stair design. You may also set drawing parameters such as pens and colors
for both 2D and 3D elements which determine how the stair is displayed and
plotted.
Stair designs may be saved to the current BuildersCAD catalog. Once
saved there, the stair design may be selected and placed from the Stair
Select Menu which is called by selecting the SELECT icon on the Stairs
Application Sub-menu. Refer to the Catalogs section of this guide, and the
Catalog topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia for more information.

S101

S201

S301

S302

S303

S304

S401

S402

S403

S404

S501

S502

S503

S504

Create

Delete

Edit

Toolbar

Preview

Place

Exit

Custom stairs may be created and saved to a
Catalog. Simply select Create on the Stair Select
Menu.
Stair Designer
Style
Type

NONE
STRAIGHT (1 FLIGHT)

Stairs

Risers
Treads
16x0’-6 3/4”
15x1’-0”
Landing Height(s)
Upper: 8’-11 1/2”

The Stairs Application Sub-menu also contains utilities for creating 2D
schematic stairs, and adding both 2D and 3D handrails to your drawing or
model. For more information on Stairs, refer to the Stairs topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Design parameters
Stair Rule
Floor Height
24.443
8’-11 1/2”
Tread Len
Tread Thk
0’-11”
1”
Flight
Width
36”
Landings
Length
Lower
11”
Upper
11”

Select
Place

Risers
16
Nosing
1”
Thickness
3”
Thickness
1 1/2”
2 13/32”

Place Stair
Create
Create Stair
Utilities
2D Stair
Handrail
3D Stair
Handrail

Estimating Formula NONE

Straight Types

Winding Types

Drawing
Params
Design
Params

Save

Set
Origin

Edit
Notes

Save
As

Place

The Stairs Status Menu displays the current stair parameters.
Left click on a parameter to change the current setting.
Job
pn_std

Stair Level Wall Level
A
A
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Walls
ON

Style
NONE

Stair Type
STRAIGHT (1 FLIGHT)

Rotation
0

Hand
Right

Drag
yes

Place
2D

BuildersCAD Designer
Elevations
Select the Application title to
toggle the Application menu back
to the BuildersCAD Designer
menu.

The BuildersCAD Elevations Application provides tools for generating
2D elevation drawings: Front, Back, Left, and Right. The drawings are
generated utilizing BuildersCAD Walls, Openings, Roofs, Roof and Floor
framing, Stairs and Stair Railing, and any other 3D entities you want to
include. The elevation drawing generated consists of a hidden line drawing
of the exterior walls, roofs, and other entities you elect to include.

Elevation
LEVEL
SELECT
Create

The Elevations Application menu offers Custom Tools that allow you to
“dress” the elevation drawing, adding elements which are not created
automatically. Examples are things such as patterns to indicate brick or
siding on exterior walls, or linework to indicate cornice trim.

Select the
elevation you
wish to create.
After the features and levels
to be included in the
elevation are chosen, select
Create to generate the
elevation.

On the Elevations Application Menu, select the elevation you wish to
create. Next left click on Level Select on the Elevation Application Submenu to display the Elevation Creation pop-up menu. Select the entities
and levels to be included in the elevation drawing and close the menu. Then
select Create on the Elevation Application Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will
extract the exterior surface of the walls, roofs, and other entities you elected
to include in the elevation drawing.
Select the options under Custom Tools on the Elevation Application menu
to access enhanced drawing tools you can use to complete the elevation
drawing. Select Surface to access brick or siding patterns. Doors or
Windows will access alternate opening symbols to be used if desired
instead of those generated automatically. Select Drawing Tools to access
line, text, pattern, and dimension tools.
For more information, refer to the Elevations Application topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

All Levels
OFF
ON

All
All
All
All
All
All
All

Back

Left

Right

Custom Tools
Doors
Windows
Other Surface

Drawing Tools are
available on all
Application Menus in
BuildersCAD
Designer. Use these
tools to add notes,
dimensions, or to add
detail with line tools.
Refer to the Drawing
Tools section of this
guide.

Select the features and
levels you want to
include in the elevation.

Features
Wall Surfaces
Wall Openings
Roof Surfaces
Roof Framing
Floor Framing
Stairs
Railing

Front

Elevation Creation
Builders CAD Levels
F
E
D
C
B
A
A
F
E
D
B
C
B
F
C
A
E
D
F
A
E
D
C
B
F
E
D
B
A
C
A
D
C
B
F
E
A
F
E
D
B
C

Substitute Opening Library

Setup
Drawing
Tools
Setup
Copy
Revision
Colors
and Pens
Create/Edit
RI Catalog

G
G
G
G
G
G
G

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

J
J
J
J
J
J
J

Create Elevation

The Elevation Status Menu displays the parameters
relevant to placing elevations. Left click on a
parameter to change the current setting.
Job
pn_std

Elevation
front

Version
1
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Revision
base

Tool

RI Library
bcad:bc.ri

RI Name

Place Mode
WINDOW

BuildersCAD Designer
Sections

Make Section
Section No.
Section Marks
Section Marker
Marker Color
Marker Pen
Marker Text Size
Clear Marker Layer
Section Setups
Section Color
Section Pen
Elevation Color
Elevation Pen
All
Use Current Display Only
Remove Duplicate Lines
Layers to Display
3-D Wall Surfaces
3-D Wall Framing
3-D Roof Surfaces
3-D Roof Framing
3-D Roof Sheathing
3-D Floor Surfaces
3-D Floor Framing
3-D Floor Sheathing
3-D Stairs

The BuildersCAD Sections Application menu provides tools for
generating 2D section drawings. The drawings are generated utilizing
BuildersCAD Walls, Openings, Roofs, Roof and Floor framing, Stairs,
and Stair railing, and any other 3D entities you want to include. The section
drawing generated consists of a hidden line drawing of the walls, roofs, and
other entities you elect to include.

1
ON
18
2
0.08
NO

Select the Application title
to toggle the Application
menu back to the
BuildersCAD Designer
menu.

9
10
1
1
YES

Create Section

The Section Application menu contains Drawing Tools that allow you to
complete the section, adding patterns, notes, dimensions, and so on which
are not created automatically.

Select the layers you want to include in
the section, then select Create Section.

Make
Section
Display

On the Sections Application menu, select Make Selection to display the
Make Selection pop-up menu. Select either the Current Display of layers or
you can individually pick the 3D layers you want to include in the section
then Create Section. BuildersCAD will prompt you for the beginning and
end point of a line which defines the section cut plane. The next prompt will
ask for a point on the backplane. With this point you are telling
BuildersCAD the direction and depth of the section view. Select a point
on the side of the section cut plane you wish to see. BuildersCAD will
create a backplane which is parallel to the section cut plane, passing
through the backplane point selected. The 2D hidden line/section view will
be generated looking from the section cut plane toward the backplane,
using the 3D entities on the layers selected, and ignoring everything beyond
the backplane.

Drawing Tools
may be used to
complete the
section drawing.
Drawing
Tools
Setup
Copy
Section
Colors
and Pens

After selecting two points to define the section
cut plane, pick a point to define the direction
and backplane of the section. In this example
the section is cut vertically on the view looking to
the right.

Select Drawing Tools on the Sections Application menu to access tools to
complete the section drawing. For more information on sections, refer to the
Sections Application topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

The Sections Status Menu displays the current
section parameters. Left click on a parameter
to change the current setting.
Job
pn_std

Section
1

Description
new section
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Tool

RI Library
bcad:bc.ri

RI Name

Place Mode
WINDOW

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
File

Save

Plot Edit View Tools Toolbars Layer Plug-Ins

eZ

Help

Walls

c:\bcad\jlb
pn_std.db\master.dr

Parts Roofs Floors Stair Designer

Model
1/4”=1’-0”

Elevations

Sections Materials

3D Model Layers

Utilities

Layer
1002:pn_lw1.ly

Application Menu
The BuildersCAD drawing tools may
also be accessed from the Draw
Application Menu. This menu is
accessed by selecting the
BuildersCAD title on the
BuildersCAD Application menu.

Application Sub-Menu
Job Database

Each drawing tool entity has an
application sub-menu containing
the Selection, Place, Create, and
Utility commands for that entity type.

Open

Status Menu
When a drawing tool entity is
selected, the Status menu
containing parameter settings for the
selected entity is loaded.

Save

Save
As

Display
List

Pack

Other
Functions
Startup
Revision Log
Version

Make selection:
Data
Crsr Crsr
Area Dist Norm
Full
Pts

Tool Stop
Bar
XYF
on

Rel
on

Output

Pen
2

Col
63

Job / Database
pn_std

Move
Area

Pnt

Erase
Area

Pnt

User
C:\bcad\jlb
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Verify
OFF

Query
XYZ

Dist

Ref
New

Dbl

Calc

Find

Disp

Work
1002

Button
1

3 11

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Drawing
Tools

The Draw Application Menu

The Drawing Tools Menu

The BuildersCAD Drawing Tools Menu
contains all of the basic drafting tools and entities
necessary for creating complete drawings. This
menu may be found by selecting the Drawing Tools
button found on all of the BuildersCAD Designer
Application menus.
The functions accessed from this menu are divided
into 3 sections. The first is Drawing or Geometry
tools, which include Lines, Circles, Repeated
Items, Surfaces, Slabs & Paths, and Patterns. The
Notes section includes Text and Labels.

Drawing Tools
Walls
Level
A
Draw

When a Drawing Tool topic is selected, the
Application Sub-menu and Status Menu for the
selected entity type is brought up, allowing further
selection. In addition, the BuildersCAD layer
assigned for the selected entity and level is turned
on or created as necessary, and made the current
work layer. BuildersCAD Drawing Tools layers
include a “miscellaneous graphics” (lines, circles,
and repeated items), “note” (text) and “dimension”
layer for each wall level. Refer to the Layers topic in
this guide for more information. You are now ready
to draw.

BUILDERS CAD
Draw
Geometry

The functions on this menu are divided into 2
sections, Geometry and Notation . The
Geometry topics available are Lines, Generic
Walls, Circles and Arcs, Repeated Items,
Surfaces, and Slabs & Paths. The Notation
topics are Text, Labels, Reports, Dimensions,
Patterns, Raster Entity, Attributes, and Zones.

Notation

Notation
The Draw Application Menu is accessed by
selecting the BuildersCAD title on the
BuildersCAD Designer Application menu.
Selecting a topic on the Draw Application menu
will bring up the Application Sub-menu and
Status menu for the entity selected.

NOTE

The Dimensions section contains tools for placing
individual Dimensions and strings, as well as
automated global dimensioning. The current Level,
or building floor is also displayed and may be set on
this menu.

The BuildersCAD Draw Application Menu
contains the same basic drawing tools as the
Drawing Tools Menu, as well as a few others.

12
A1

Misc
Labels

User
Defined
Labels

12
A1

ZONE
NOTE

Dimensions
While the entity functions are exactly the same whether selected from the
Draw Application menu or the Drawing Tools menu, the automated layer
management is not active from the Draw Application menu. Selecting an
entity topic from this menu will not automatically create, turn on, or set to
work, the designated BuildersCAD layer for the selected entity.

Global

The topics found on the Drawing Tools menu and the Draw Application
menu, their corresponding Application Sub-menus, Status Menus, and
Pop-up Menus are discussed in this section of the Learning Guide on the
pages that follow.
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BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Lines

Catalog

LINE Select
Name
Description

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

The line entity is a basic entity type in BuildersCAD. A line segment is
defined by 2 data points and its properties.

dash1

double

To draw a line, simply left click the Select button on the Lines Application
Sub-Menu. Select the line style you wish to use. The default placement
command of Single Line may be used by selecting the Place button at the
bottom of the Line Select menu or by a second left click on the highlighted
line style, or you may choose any one of the other placement commands
from the Line Application Sub-Menu under the Place heading.
Regen
Ikons

Line styles used to draw lines and circles may be
created and stored in a catalog using the Line / Curve
Create menu. Simply set all of the parameters on the
menu such as line type, and broken line dash
parameters to the desired values. Next save the style
by left clicking on the New button. BuildersCAD will
prompt for a name. The new line will be saved to the
current catalog and will now be available for selection
on the Line Select Menu.

For more information about lines, see the Lines topic in
the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

dash2

dash8

solid

fill

user0

worddash

wordsol

dash100

dash101

dash102

dash103

dash104

dash105

Create

Toolbar

Preview

Place

Cancel

The Line Select Menu allows
you to select a pre-set line style
with which to draw the line.
Line parameters
may be set and
styles created
and saved to a
Catalog on the
Line / Curve
Create Menu.

Line / Curve Create
Catalog
BuildersCAD
dash103
dash1
dash104
dash2
dash8
dash105
dash106
double
fill
dash107
solid
dash108
dash109
user0
worddash dash110
wordsol
dash200
dash100
dash201
dash101
dash203
dash102
dash204
Load

New

Delete

Update

Line Parameters

Lines
Select

Line
1
Dash 1
0.125

Width
off
Space 1
0.125

Closure
Dash 2

Mode
normal
Space 2

Word

Spacing

Tx Size

Tx Font

Tx Pen

Tx Color

Tx Slant

Tx Uline

Curve Parameters
Pol Side
Pt Size
40
0.125

Direction
cw

Center Pt
none

Place

Lines may be
drawn using the
placement
commands
found under
Place on the
Line Application
Sub-Menu.

Create

Line parameter settings are shown and may
be set on the Line/Circle Status Menu
Line
1

Width Close Mode Dash 1 Space 1 Dash 2 Space 2
off
normal 0.125
0.125
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Word

Line

Wordsp Tx Size Font Cen Pt Size
none 0.125

Catalog

Pol
40

Dir
cw

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Circles / Arcs

Catalog

The circle selection includes of all circles and arcs. Circles are a basic entity
type in BuildersCAD and are defined by 3 non-collinear data points.

CIRCLE Select
Name
Description

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

dash1

To draw a circle, left click the Select button on the Circles Application SubMenu. Select the line style you wish to use for the circle. The default
placement command of Center Point - Radius Point Full Circle may be used
by selecting the Place button at the bottom of the Circle Select menu or by
a second left click on the highlighted line style, or you may choose any one
of the other placement commands from the Circle Application Sub-Menu
under the Place heading.

double

For more information about circles and arcs, see the
Circles topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

dash8

solid

fill

user0

worddash

wordsol

dash100

dash101

dash102

dash103
Regen
Ikons

Line styles may be created and stored in a catalog
using the Line / Curve Create menu. Simply set all of
the parameters on the menu such as the line type and
broken line dash parameters to the desired values.
Then save the style by left clicking on the New button.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a name. The new line
will be saved to the current catalog and will now be
available for selection on the Circle Select Menu.

dash2

Create

dash105

dash104

Toolbar

Preview

Place

Cancel

The Circle Select Menu allows
you to select a pre-set line style
with which to draw the circle.
Line parameters
may be set and
styles created
and saved to a
Catalog on the
Line / Curve
Create Menu.

Line / Curve Create
Catalog
BuildersCAD
dash103
dash1
dash104
dash2
dash8
dash105
dash106
double
fill
dash107
solid
dash108
dash109
user0
worddash dash110
wordsol
dash200
dash100
dash201
dash101
dash203
dash102
dash204
Load

New

Delete

Update

Line Parameters

Circles
Select
Place

Dash 2

Mode
normal
Space 2

Spacing

Tx Size

Tx Font

Tx Color

Tx Slant

Tx Uline

Curve Parameters
Pol Side
Pt Size
40
0.125

Direction
cw

Line
1
Dash 1
0.125

Width
off
Space 1
0.125

Word
Tx Pen

Center Pt
none

Closure

Circles may be
drawn using the
placement
commands found
under Place on
the Circle
Application SubMenu.

Create
Line

Catalog

Circle parameter settings are shown and may
be set on the Line/Circle Status Menu
Line
1

Width Close Mode Dash 1 Space 1 Dash 2 Space 2
off
normal 0.125
0.125
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Word

Wordsp Tx Size Font Cen Pt Size
none 0.125

Pol
40

Dir
cw

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Repeated Items

Catalog
Library

BuildersCAD R.I. Library

BuildersCAD Libraries
BuildersCAD R.I. Library
BuildersCAD Plug-in Libraries
Standards Libraries
Project Libraries
Other Libraries
pt_cab2d
ie_main
pm_main
pt_msc2d
pt_el2d
pt_fix2d
cb_main
cb_3dop
cb_open
sc_lib

A Repeated Item (RI) is a basic entity type in BuildersCAD. It is a defined
collection of BuildersCAD entities which are stored in a library and placed
in the drawing with a single point. Repeated Items are defined by name,
library, size and rotation parameters, and the insertion point.
To place a Repeated Item, left click the Select button on the Repeated Item
Application Sub-Menu. Repeated Item Libraries are shown on the left side
of the Repeated Item Select Menu and the Ris contained within the current
library are shown on the right. Select the desired library if different from the
current one, then select the RI you wish to place. The default placement of
Single may be used by selecting the Place button at the bottom of the menu
or by a second left click on the highlighted RI, or you may choose any one of
the other placement commands from the Repeated Item Application SubMenu.

Expand All

Collapse All

Repeated Item Select
Name
Description

j_eelphone1 j_eelphone2

j_eelplug2

j_eelplug220

j_eelplug4

j_eelswp1

j_eelswp2

j_eelswp3

j_eelswp4

j_eeltv1

j_eeltv2

j_eeltv4

j_egbbar24

j_egbbar30

j_egbbar36

j_egbbar42

j_egbbar48

j_elavov

j_eoven30

j_erange30

j_erange34

j_erefrig

j_esinkk1

j_esinkk2

j_esinkk3

Create

Edit

Toolbar

Preview

Swap

Place

Exit

The Repeated Item Select Menu allows you to
select a Repeated Item to place on the drawing
by selecting from either a Repeated Item Library,
or a pre-defined or user defined Catalog.

Repeated Items may also be selected from catalogs. RI catalogs are a
convenient way of organizing RIs by categories and headings. The RI must
first be created and stored in a library. It may then be added to a catalog. To
select a RI from a catalog, toggle the Repeated Item Select Menu to
Catalog by selecting the Catalog button in the top left corner. The left side of
the Repeated Item Select Menu will show the current catalog’s categories
and headings. The right side of the menu will show the RIs contained in the
currently selected heading. Select the desired RI to place as described
above. For more information on Repeated Item Catalogs, see the Repeated
Item Catalogs topic in the Catalogs section of this guide.

Repeated Items may be placed using the
placement commands found under Place on the
Repeated Item Application Sub-Menu.
To create a Repeated Item, first draw the item as
you wish it to appear. Next select the “Make RI”
button on the Repeated Item Application SubMenu. BuildersCAD will prompt you to window
around the objects to be included in the R.I. Next
BuildersCAD will prompt for an origin point.
Select a point which will become the R.I.’s origin
or “handle”. Finally BuildersCAD will prompt for
the library in which to store the Repeated Item.
The R.I. is now archived and may be selected for
placement using the Repeated Item Select
Menu.

For more information about Repeated Items, see the Repeated Item topic in
the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Repeated Item
Select
Place

More
Create
RI

Catalog

Draw / Edit RI
Utilities
Regen Attributes

Repeated Item parameter settings are shown and
may be set on the Repeated Item Status Menu.

2D

RI Library
util:j_arris.ri

RI Name
j_xelltins
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RI Scale(s)
XYZ 1.000

n/a =1

RI Rotation(s)
XYZ 0.000 (ci=15.00)

Count Items

Offset Drag
=0 =0 Set on

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Patterns

Catalog

PATTERN Select
Name
Description

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

45line
45 Degree Lines

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

A pattern or crosshatch is a basic entity type in BuildersCAD. Patterns
may be one of 3 types and are defined by parameters which vary according
to type, and a boundary.
To place a pattern, left click the Select button on the Patterns Application
Sub-Menu. Select the pattern style you wish to place. The default boundary
definition By Points may be used by selecting the Place button at the bottom
of the Pattern Select menu or by a second left click on the highlighted
pattern style. You may also choose any one of the other placement
boundary definition options from under the Place heading of the Patterns
Application Sub-Menu.

135line

45line

ansi31

ansi32

ansi34

ansi36

ansi37

brick01

brick02

brick03

brick04

brick05

brick06

brick07

brick08

brick09

brick10

brick11

brick12

brick13

brick14

brick15

brick16

concrete

dash

Regen
Ikons

Create

Toolbar

Preview

Place

Cancel

The Pattern Select Menu allows
you to select a pre-set pattern
style to place on the drawing.

Pattern styles may be created and stored in a
catalog using the Pattern Create menu. Simply
select a pattern type - either Line Pattern, Repeated
Item Pattern, or Solid Fill, and set the appropriate
parameters on the menu to create the pattern. Then
save the style by left clicking on the New button.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a name. The new
pattern will be saved to the current catalog and will
now be available for selection on the Pattern Select
Menu.

Pattern Create
Catalog
BuildersCAD
brick06
135line
45line
brick07
brick08
ansi31
brick09
ansi32
ansi34
brick10
ansi35
brick11
brick12
ansi37
brick13
brick01
brick14
brick02
brick15
brick03
brick16
brick04
concrete
brick05

For more information about patterns, see the
Patterns topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Load
Delete

New
Update

Pattern parameters
may be set and
styles created and
saved to a Catalog
on the Patterns
Create Menu.

Line Pattern
RI Pattern
Solid Fill
Retain
Boundry Line

Select

Remove
Boundry Line

Units
Paper
Geom

Patterns

Line Pattern
Space Rotation
Line
0.125 45.0000
One
Two
Three
Four

Offset
0.000

Patterns may be
drawn using the
placement
commands found
under Place on the
Patterns Application
Sub-Menu.

Dash 1 Space 1 Dash 2 Space 2 Dash Type
normal
0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125

Place

Chase
Area

Fill

Zone

Cancel
Create

Pattern

Catalog

Utilities
Update
Cut
Opening Display

Pattern parameter settings are shown and may
be set on the Patterns Status Menu
Pattern Type
LINES

Patts
1

RI Name
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RI Scale(s)
1.0

RI Rotation(s)
0.0

Bndry Retain
off

Move
Origin

Change
Pattern

Pol Sides
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BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Surfaces
3D Construction Setup

BuildersCAD 3D is a surface modeler. The basic 3D entity is the Triangle,
a solid defined by 3 points. Surfaces consist of one or more triangles which
are co-planar, and share the same parameters such as color, pen, and
transparency. A solid object is actually a collection of surfaces which
together make up the object. BuildersCAD has many parametric routines
which create solid geometry by creating the collection of surfaces together.

Object
Surface
Default
Top
Bottom
Sides
Other

The Solids
Construction Menu
contains several
additional tools for
constructing and
editing 3D surfaces.

For creating 3D models, it is highly recommended that you also become
familiar with the View, Color, Workplane, and Edit features of
BuildersCAD. View controls are discussed in the User Interface section
of this guide. The Edit Menu is discussed in the Copy/Edit section. You may
also refer to the Edit, Edit Actions, Color, and Workplane topics in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Intensity
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Translucency
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID

One Sided
Triangles
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

Surface
Name
other
top
bottom
side
other

Phong
Shading
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

Shadow
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

system

Solids

BuildersCAD
Parametric
commands create
solid geometry by
creating the surfaces
which comprise the
geometric object.

Solids Construction

Triangle and Solids parameters are shown on the Status Menu. The
parameters shown and available for setting will depend on the
current modeling function selected.

O

Pen
1
1
1
1
1

The 3D Construction Set Up menu contains the various
parameter settings used for 3D surfaces. The parameters are
broken down and may be set separately for surfaces which
are the Top, Bottom, Sides, or Other surfaces of an object. The
various surface settings will be used by the commands which
create objects, depending on the command and the type of
surface being created. This allows you to vary the parameters
of different surfaces in parametric commands which create
many surfaces at once. The most important of these are
discussed on the next page.

BuildersCAD will automatically create 3D models of your building by
using the 3D functions found in the Walls, Roofs, and Floors menus. The
tools found under Surfaces and Slabs & Paths may be used to generate
more 3D geometry either to supplement that created automatically, or to
stand alone.

Colors
B
S

Color
none
none
none
none
none

Select column title to set ALL entries equal to the DEFAULT entry

The primary methods of creating 3D geometry in BuildersCAD is through
either parametric modeling commands, extrusions or creation of individual
surfaces. Individual surface and parametric commands are shown to the
right. Extrusions and more parametric commands are discussed further on
the next page.

T

Closure
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID

Closure
T,B,S,O
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Extrude
Single
Rotate
Single

Extrude
Area
Rotate
Area

Line/Arc
->Surface
Line
->Plane
Drop
Perp

RI
->Surface
Vertex
->Plane
Drop
Vertical

Surface
->Plane
Vertices
->Plane
Offset
Surface

The Section Generator allows you to create
a 2D section drawing by cutting through a
3D model. There is also a tool which allows
you to import a section which has been
defined in eZ Meeting.
Solid Height
prompt

Cut
Opening
Section
Gen

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Slabs / Paths

One-Sided Triangles - Triangles in a surface may be
either 1 Sided or 2 Sided. A 1 sided triangle faces only 1
direction and may be seen only from that direction.

Slabs and Paths are special objects in BuildersCAD which are comprised
of 3D solid surfaces.

3D Construction Setup
Object
Surface
Default
Top
Bottom
Sides
Other

The Slab object is a collection of surfaces which has a polygon shaped top
and bottom and a thickness. Each surface in the slab is comprised of one or
more solid triangle entities. The shape of the slab and its thickness are
properties of the slab and thus may be changed and updated. Slabs may
also be given a name for later reference.

Closure
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID

Color
none
none
none
none
none

Pen
1
1
1
1
1

Intensity
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Translucency
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID

Surface
Name
other
top
bottom
side
other

One Sided
Triangles
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

Select column title to set ALL entries equal to the DEFAULT entry

Color - In 3D Modeling it
is important to use the
shadable colors, the 16
colors numbered 33 to
63 odd, in the
colormap. When the
model is rendered the
correct shade out of 10
possible for each color
is calculated for the
given lighting condition
and used.

One of the most productive modeling tools in BuildersCAD is the Extrude
Along a Path command. With this command, a rectangle, circle, or any 2D
shape made into a Repeated Item may be extruded along a user defined
path to create a solid. The path is a property of the extrusion and may be
changed. The extrusion may also be updated using the same or a different
profile.
Another fast and easy way of creating 3D geometry using extrusion in
BuildersCAD is by extruding walls. BuildersCAD walls including doors
and windows placed in them may be extruded into 3 dimensions by
selecting the 3D Walls button on the Place Walls Application Sub-menu.
The parameters including height set at the time the walls were drawn are
used in the extrusion process. Once the building is framed, you can
generate a 3D model of all of the wood framing. Refer to the Framing &
Materials section of this guide.

Translucency - is
the percentage
of light which
passes through a
surface from 0
(Solid) to 100%
(transparent).

Intensity - measured
from 0 to 1000, it is the
brightest color that
may be used when
the surface is
rendered relative to
the brightest possible

The Slab Tool allows
the easy placement
of the Slab object.

O

Slab & Path

The Extrude Along a Path tool allows you to extrude a
rectangle, circle, or 2D Repeated Item along a user
defined path.
Openings may be easily cut in a surface using the Cut
Opening tool.

Insert Point
Clear Surfs

Slabs and Paths may be easily edited by remaking the
Slab or Path, or by Regenerating them using updated
parameter settings.
Triangle and Solids parameters are shown on the Status
Menu. The parameters shown and available for setting
will depend on the current modeling function selected.

Colors
B
S

Shadow
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

system

The Polygon tool places a multi-sided surface using the
currently set parameters.

For more information about 3D Modeling in BuildersCAD, refer to the
Solids, Surfaces, Extrusions, and Slabs topics in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

T

Phong
Shading
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

Closure
T,B,S,O
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Solid Height
prompt

Openings
none

Extrude Mode
vertical

Z Values
as input

Cut Opening
Remake Remake
Slab
Path
Regen
Slab

Regen
Path
Section
Gen

Slab Name
NONAME

Pol Sides
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BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Text

Catalog

Text Select
Name
Description

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

The text entity is a basic entity type in BuildersCAD. Text is defined by
either 1 or 2 data points and its properties.
To place text, left click the Select button on the Text Application Sub-Menu.
Select the text style you wish to use. The default placement command of
Single Text may be used by selecting the Place button at the bottom of the
Text Select menu or by a second left click on the highlighted text style, or
you may choose any one of the other placement commands from the Text
Application Sub-Menu under the Place heading.

nt1_hl

nt1_l

nt2_c

nt2_hl

nt2_l

tit_hc

tit_ic

tit_zc

tit_hl

Regen
Ikons

Text styles may be created and stored in a catalog
using the Text Create menu. Simply set all of the
parameters such as text size, justification, font,
rotation, slant, and underline on the menu to the
desired values. Then save the style by left clicking on
the New button. BuildersCAD will prompt for a
name. The new text style will be saved to the current
catalog and will now be available for selection on the
Text Select Menu.

Create

Toolbar

Preview

Place

Cancel

The Text Select Menu allows
you to select a pre-set text style
for placement.

Text Create
Refresh
.lt List

Catalog
arris
nt1_hl
nt1_l
nt2_c
nt2_hl
nt2_l
tit_hc
tit_hl
tit_ic
tit_zc

For more information about text, see the Text topic in
the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Assign
TrueType
Current Font
gen.lt
hlc.lt
sysmenu.lt
hlv3.lt
block.lt

hlc.lt
chisel_l.lt
chisel_m.lt
chisel_s.lt
corbu.lt
din.lt

Font Selection Mode
Preview
Select Current Font

Load

New

Delete

Update

Size
0.1
Spacing
1.5

Text Parameters
Just
Slant
l
0.0
Underline Box Text
no
off

Justify
l

Font
hlc ( h )

Caps
OFF
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Text may be
drawn using the
placement
commands found
under Place on
the Text
Application SubMenu.

Text
Select
Place

Unload

Rotation
0.0
Display
solid

Text parameter settings are shown and
may be set on the Text Status Menu

Size
0.1

Nt1_hl
3/32 Size, H Font, Left

Rotation
0.00 (ci=15.00)

Text Files
Create

Text parameters
may be set and
styles created
and saved to a
Catalog on the
Text Create
Menu.

=0

Slant
0.0

Text

Catalog

String Edits
Chg Chg Chg
Sing Area Mult
Edit Edit Edit

Uline
no

Ln Space Ln Extn
1.5
0.000

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
NOTE

Notes

CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT

A Note is a special complex entity type in BuildersCAD consisting of other
basic entities. A Note will contain Text, but may also contain Lines, a Pattern,
a Repeated Item, and other data depending on the Note Type. A Note is
placed in the drawing with a single data point.

Key
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
801
802
803
804

NOTE CATALOG CATEGORIES
General Notes
Site Plan Notes
Floor Plan Notes
Exterior Elevation Notes
Building / Wall Section Notes
Door / Window Detail Notes
Plan Detail Notes
Roof Notes
Foundation Notes
Framing Notes
Mechanical Plan Notes
Plumbing Plan Notes
Electrical Plan Notes
BuildersCAD Tutorial Notes

There are two types of Notes - Text Notes and Keynotes. Text Notes consist
of the actual text of the note placed on the drawing along with other optional
components of the note such as leaders. A Keynote consists of a Keynote
Symbol containing a Keynote Mark, usually a number, placed on the
drawing along with other optional components of the Note. The Keynote
Mark refers back to a legend which describes the text of the note.
Notes may be entered either manually, by selecting Manual Note,
typing the note text in the Manual Note pop-up menu, and placing
the note, or by selecting and placing a pre-defined note from a
catalog. Note Catalogs are user definable, to contain standard notes
for your office. A third way of placing a note is to copy an existing note
from your drawing. In this case the text or keynote of the note is
copied for the new placement.

CATALOG NOTES

CURRENT NOTE CATALOG
BuildersCAD Note Catalog

Search
Notes

Note
FACE BRICK
BRICK ROWLOCK SILL
BRICK SOLDIER COURSE
VINYL FASCIA AND SOFFIT
EXTERIOR INSULATION AND FINISH SYSTEM
STUCCO
C.M.U.
SPLIT FACED C.M.U.
PREFORMED METAL WALL PANELS
PRE-FINISHED METAL COPING
GUTTER & DOWNSPOUT
ALUMINUM STOREFRONT FRAME, BRONZE
1” ALUMINUM FRAME, BRONZE
TEMPERED GLASS
COMPOSITION SHINGLE ROOF
ELASTIC MEMBRANE ROOFING
PREFORMED METAL ROOFING
VENTED RIDGE CAP

Clear
Menu

Manual
Note

Notes may be
placed using the
placement
commands found
under Place on
the Notes
Application SubMenu.

NOTE PARAMETERS
KEYNOTE / FRAME PARAMETERS
Key / Frame Pen
Key / Frame Color
Key Sym. Size

TEXT PARAMETERS

3
12
.375

Text Pen
Text Color
Text Font
Text Size
Text Spacing

2
18
hlc.lt
.094
1.5

LEADER PARAMETERS
Leader Pen
Leader Color
Leader Sym. Size

1
20
.125

KEYNOTE LEGEND TITLE PARAMETERS
Legend Title Pen
Legend Title Color
Legend Title Font
Legend Title Size

All Notes are placed using parameters for the different elements of
the note which are pre-set in the Note Parameter Manager. These
parameters include the pens and colors used for the various
elements of the note, font and spacing used for text, sizes for leader
arrows and keynote symbols, etc. These are set as standards for all
notes. The standard note parameters may only be overridden by
parameters set in a catalog for notes placed from that catalog.

4
5
block+.lt
.25

Apply

Note parameter settings for Caps
(Upper Case lock), Frame, Mask,
and Left and Right Leaders are
shown and may be set on the
Notes Status Menu.

For more information on Notes and Note Catalogs, see the Note Catalog
topic of the Catalogs section of this guide, and the Notes topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
Mask
OFF

Place
Note

Exit

The Catalog Note Select Menu
allows you to select a user defined,
pre-set standard note for
placement.

In all Note placement methods, the note is placed with optional
elements as currently set in the Status menu at the time of
placement. These optional elements include one of 5 different
Leader configurations for both the Left and Right side of the Note, an
optional Frame or “box” around a Text type note, and an optional
Mask where the note will mask off any other data such as a pattern in
the area of the note text so that the text is readable.

Caps Frame
ON
OFF

Preview
Note

Note Type
TEXT
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Left Leader
None

Exit

Note parameters
are set and saved
using the Note
Parameter
Manager.

Right Leader
None

Notes
Select
Place
Manual Copy
Note
Note
Create
Note
Note
Param Catalog
Utilities
Edit Freeze
Note
Note
Keynote Cleanup
Legend Notes

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Dimensions

Catalog

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

DIMENSION Select
Name
Description

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

Dimensions are a basic entity type in BuildersCAD. They are defined by 4
data points and the dimension’s properties.
To place a dimension, left click the Select button on the Dimensions
Application Sub-Menu. Select the dimension style you wish to use. The
default placement command of Single Dimension may be used by selecting
the Place button at the bottom of the Dimension Select menu or by a
second left click on the highlighted dimension style. You may also choose
any one of the other placement options from under the Place heading of the
Dimensions Application Sub-Menu.
Regen
Ikons

Dimension styles may be created and stored in a catalog
using the Dimension Create menu. Simply set all of the
dimension parameters for the dimension line, witness
lines, dimension mark, and dimension text on the menu to
create the dimension. Then save the style by left clicking
on the New button. BuildersCAD will prompt for a name.
The new dimension style will be saved to the current
catalog and will now be available for selection on the
Dimension Select Menu.

a36

a37

c35

c36

c37

o35

o36

o37

Create

Toolbar

Preview

Place

Cancel

The Dimension Select Menu
allows you to select a pre-set
dimension style for placement.
Dimension Create
Catalog
BuildersCAD
a35
a36
a37
c35
c36
c37
o35
o36
o37

For more information about dimensions, see the
Dimension topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Scale
1.0

Dimension Line
Location
Extend
inside
0.0

Color
1

Pen
1

Mode
auto

Witness Line
Offset
Extend
0.125
0.125

Color
1

Pen
1

Dash 1 Space 1 Dash 2 Space 2 Dash Type
normal
0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
Load
Delete

New
Update

Tolerance Modes
1.25 +.04
Off
-.05
1.29
1.25 +- .05
1.20
FORMAT
PARAMETERS

Ln Type
0

a35

Tx Size
0.125

Orient
parallel

Ln Loc
inside
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Dimension Mark
Type
Size
Color
1
0.125
37

Pen
1

Dimension Text
Locate
Orient
Mode
Color Pen
parallel
above
auto
1
1
Underline
Slant
Font
Size
0.0
no
0.125
0
Box Text
Positive Tol
Negative Tol
off
0.0
0.0

Tx Loc
above

Witness
auto

Align
off

Dimensions may
be drawn using
the placement
commands found
under Place on
the Dimension
Application SubMenu.

Dimensions
Select
Place

Dimension
parameters may
be set and styles
created and saved
to a Catalog on
the Dimension
Create Menu.

0’-8”
More
Create
Dim

Dimension parameter
settings are shown and
may be set on the
Dimension Status Menu
Tx Mode
auto

Caps
off

Catalog

Utilities
Remake Assoc
Witness Cleanup

Scale
1.0

Tol Mode
actual - 0

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Raster Entity

FILE FOR RASTER ENTITY

A Raster Entity is a basic entity type in BuildersCAD.

Look in:
Home

The raster entity references an external raster image file. It consists of a
data point and properties including the external raster file name, inversion,
and pre-rotation. All Raster Entity functions are controlled from the Raster
Application Sub-menu and Status menu.

Working

200401.pj

arrisdat.dir
eleve048.db
eZ Markups
model048.db
plans048.db
sectw016.db

Specifications

site.jpg

site_096.db
styles.dir
model.sc
template.jpg
jacksonbkgd.jpg

Standards

To place a Raster Entity, simply select the Raster Entity icon on the Draw
Application menu. Select the raster file for the entity by selecting the Select
button on the Raster Application Sub-menu or the box under the Raster File
Name heading on the Raster Status menu, and browse for the desired
raster image file. Set the desired parameter settings for Inversion and PreRotation on the Raster Status menu. Place the entity by selecting the
Place Raster Entity button.
The raster image file types supported for
placement as raster entities are
BuildersCAD screen save (.sc) (both preBuildersCAD 8.1 256 color and new high
color), jpeg (.jpg), Windows bitmap (.bmp),
tiff bitmap (.tif), gif bitmaps (.gif), ping (.png),
targa (.tga), and Sun Raster (.rs).
BuildersCAD screens may also be saved
out as a raster image in any one of the
supported raster file types listed above. To
save the BuildersCAD screen as a raster
image, select the Save Screen as Raster
File button on the Raster Application Submenu. The screen may be saved to include
the work area only (no menus), the full
screen with the menus, or just a portion
(windowed area) of the screen.
For more information on Raster Entities,
refer to the Raster Entity topic of the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

ARRIS

File name:

site.jpg

Files of type:

Images Files

Open
Cancel

high color image
Width: 833 x Height: 656 pixels
My Documents

My Computer

Network

The File For Raster Entity browse
menu allows you to select any
supported raster file for
placement in your drawing as
a Raster Entity.

FILE NAME FOR SCREEN SAVE
Look in:
Home

Working

200401.pj

arrisdat.dir
eleve048.db
model048.db
plans048.db

model.jpg
model.sc
model01.tif
model02.tif

site_096.db
elevation.sc

site.jpg
siteplan.sc

siteplan01.bmp
siteplan02.bmp

Raster Entities may be placed
using the commands found
under Place on the Raster
Application Sub-menu.

Standards
File name:
ARRIS

Save

model03.tif

Cancel

Save as type: Images Files

BuildersCAD Screens may
be saved to raster files using
the Save Screen To Raster File
feature.

My Documents

My Computer

Raster Entity parameter settings
are shown and may be set on
the Raster Status Menu

Network

Raster File
site.jpg

Inversion
none
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Pre-Rotation
none

Raster
Select
Place

Create
Save Screen
As Raster File
Utilities
Erase Move Rotate
Swap
Align
File
Chg. Chg.
Invert Rot.

Resize

Raster
Background

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Raster Background

Select Background Image

The Raster Background feature in BuildersCAD allows you to place a
raster image as a screen background. With this feature the raster image is
not an entity in the BuildersCAD database. This feature is different from a
Raster Entity in that a Raster Background is a single image used as a screen
background only.

Look in:
Home

Working

200401.pj
Specifications

arrisdat.dir
eleve048.db
eZ Markups
model048.db
plans048.db
sectw016.db

site.jpg

site_096.db
styles.dir
model.sc
template.jpg
jacksonbkgd.jpg

Standards

The Raster Background may be sized such that two given points in the
raster image are a set horizontal distance in the BuildersCAD database.
This allows you to scale the image to use as a template. Examples of the use
of this feature are using an airial photograph or satellite image to locate
features on a site plan, or a scanned image of a floor plan to do a rough wall
layout.

ARRIS

File name:

site.jpg

Files of type:

Images Files

Open
Cancel

high color image
Width: 833 x Height: 656 pixels
My Documents

My Computer

The Raster Background may be hidden or viewed by toggling the Hide
parameter. The image may also be inverted for either screen display,
plotting, or both. The invert parameter makes the raster image appear
similar to a film negative. Finally, the image may be pre-rotated in 90 degree
increments, allowing you to rotate the background image on your drawing
without having to edit and resave the image in an image editing software.

Network

Raster Background (Empty Drawing)

The raster image file types supported for use as a Raster Background are
BuildersCAD screen save (.sc) (both pre- BuildersCAD 8.1 256 color
and new high color), jpeg (.jpg), Windows bitmap (.bmp), tiff bitmap (.tif), gif
bitmaps (.gif), ping (.png), targa (.tga), and Sun Raster (.rs).

C:\data\200401.pj\site.jpg
Background image
1.

Browse For Image

2. Enter the horizontal distance
in the drawing between two
known points in the
background image.

For more information about Raster Background, see the Raster
Background topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

100’-0”

3. Identify the two points in the
image which are the above
distance apart.

Invert image

Identify Image Points

Invert plot
Hide
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Remove

Help

OK

Cancel

BuildersCAD Drawing Tools
Labels

Attributes
An Attribute is non-graphical information in BuildersCAD that is attached
to a repeated item. Placement of attribute Repeated Items is made from the
Repeated Item Application Sub-menu. For more information, see the
Attributes and Repeated Items topics in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Labels in BuildersCAD are comprised of different types of entities
depending on the label.
Labels are used to annotate a drawing. They include symbols used for
section and elevation keys, column bubbles, datum level markers, room
name and number labels, detail titles, north arrows, and other
miscellaneous symbols for key noting equipment.

Zones
The Zone object is a basic BuildersCAD entity. They are defined by one
data point, a type, a name, and at least one closed polygonal boundary.

Labels -- Markers
Reference Setups

Level Markers

Zones are pre-defined areas which may be used to define a pattern, do area
calculations, or define search limits. They are placed from the Zones
Application Sub-menu. For more information, see the Zones topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Column Markers

Room Labels

Paint

Reference Markers
Place Room Name
Miscellaneous

The BuildersCAD Paint feature is designed to provide tools to highlight,
colorize, or mark up your BuildersCAD drawing. BuildersCAD Paint
entities are somewhat different than other BuildersCAD entities. The
Paint entity is a raster type of entity, not vector. It therefore does not have
addressable points or scale.

Label Line
Rescale Labels,
Markers, & Text
Edit Label Text

Label Parameters

Placement of labels in BuildersCAD is from the Labels Pop-up menu
which is accessed by pressing the Labels icon on the Draw Application
menu. Label parameters vary depending on the label type. For more
information, see the Labels topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

For more information about BuildersCAD Paint, see the Paint topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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File

Save

Plot Edit View Tools Toolbars Layer Plug-Ins

eZ

Help

Walls

Parts Roofs Floors Stair Designer

Elevations

Sections Materials

3D Model Layers

Utilities

Layer
1002

Model
1/4”=1’-0”

C:\bcad\jlb
pn_std.db\master.dr

Place
Walls
Place
Openings
Wall
Utilities
Wall
Framing
Wall Framing
Rules
Sub-Components
Foundations
Drawing
Tools
Framing
Overrides
Stud Start

Framer
Display

Framer Output

Make Selection
Tool
Stop
Bar
XYF Rel
on
off

Data
Area
Pts

Pen
1

Col
63

Dist

Move

Crsr Crsr
Norm Full

Area Pnt

Erase
Area

Pnt

Verify

Query

OFF XYZ Dist

Ref
New

Dbl

Calc

Find

Disp

Work

Button

1002

1 10 11

Project

Job

Level

Label

Height

Width

Type

Rules

Line

Offset

Outside

Laps

pn_std

pn_std

A

OFF

8’-1 1/8”

0’-3 1/2”

EXTLB

extlb

w0

0’-0”

right

ON
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BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
Framing & Materials
The BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
Plug-ins are distinct parts of BuildersCAD,
separate from BuildersCAD Designer in that
they require separate authorization codes.
They are integrated into the BuildersCAD
Designer menus. If you did not purchase the
BuildersCAD Suite, which includes Framing
and Materials, you will not be able to use the
features described in this section of the
Learning Guide.

Setup

Place
Walls

Quick
Apply

Place
Openings

Edit Layer
Wall
Surface
Open
Corner
Ceiling
Roof
Misc
Floor
Reports
Tables

Wall
Utilities
Wall
Framing
Wall Framing
Rules

The BuildersCAD Framer is incorporated
into the Walls, Roofs, and Floors applications.
The Framer enables you to “frame” the building
you have designed with BuildersCAD. You
can generate floor or roof framing drawings or
wall panel drawings with piece marks tied to cut
lists. This information is passed to the
Materials Application and utilized to develop
a list of lumber needed to build your design.

Sub-Components
Foundations

Boards
Materials

Drawing
Tools

Drawing
Tools

Framing

Setup
General

Overrides
Stud Start

The Materials Application enables you to
generate a complete material takeoff based on
the design you created with BuildersCAD.
The level of detail can vary and is controlled by
the decisions you make when setting up your
materials data. In some respects,
BuildersCAD generates a takeoff the same
way you would manually, only much faster and
more accurately. You develop estimating
formulas that the Materials Application can
“apply” to the building you have designed.

Framer

BuildersCAD frames walls, roofs, and floors
according to rules within the Walls, Roofs, and
Floors applications. These rules determine
stud spacing and header size in walls, and
rafter or joist size in roofs or floors. Utilizing
these rules, BuildersCAD models every
board in the structure.

Display

Framer Output

BuildersCAD Framing and Materials and
their respective menus and functions are
discussed in this section of the Learning Guide
on the pages that follow.
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Stock
File
Estimating
Formulas
Templates
Waste Codes
Title Block
User Defined
Wall
Types

Line
Types

Framer
Piece Usage
Pull List

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
Wall Framing

When all desired Wall
Levels are selected,
left click the
Generate Framing
Data button.

Select the Wall
Levels to
frame.

All features and tools used to frame walls operate within the Walls
Application. Tools to generate framing output in the form of Panel Elevation
Drawings and Bottom Plate Drawings also are located in the Walls
Application. Tools to generate framing output in the form of Pull Lists of
lumber and Board Reports are accessed in the Materials Application.

Framing Data
Wall Levels
All

To frame the walls you have drawn, select the Framing button on the Walls
Application menu. The Framing Application Sub-menu will display. Left
click Framer on the Application Sub-menu to display the Framing Data Popup menu. Select the wall Levels you wish to frame, then left click the
Generate Framing Data button. BuildersCAD will frame the walls based
on rules in the currently loaded Framing Rule Project. If the Framer finds
potential problems, it will generate Framing Errors that you can view or
ignore.
After you frame the walls you can generate the 3D boards for
review. Left click Display on the Application Sub-menu to display
the Display Wall Boards pop-up menu. You can elect to display
(or not) 3D Boards, Inside Sheathing, or Outside Sheathing.
Alternately you can generate a 2D sheathing layout including
interior and/or exterior.

A

B

C

Job
pn_std

Left click to toggle
these buttons to
YES to include
boards, inside
sheathing, and
outside sheathing.

G

H

I

J

Place
Walls

Remove Existing
Framing Data

If this button is toggled
to YES the 3D boards
layer will be
automatically deleted
after you Save and
close the database.

Wall
Framing
Wall Framing
Rules
Sub-Components
Foundations
Drawing
Tools

Level
A
2-D Sheathing Layout
Display
YES
Inside Sheathing

Framing

Display
3-D Boards

YES

Display
Inside Sheathing

NO

Display
Outside Sheathing

NO

Framer

Use Temporary
Layer
Create Shadable
Boards

YES

Display

Label
OFF
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Height
8’-1 1/8”

Display
Outside Sheathing

Overrides
Stud Start

YES

YES

Create
3-D Boards

Level
A

F

Wall
Utilities

Framer Output

Create
2-D Sheathing

Select the Panel Icon to generate
Panel Elevation Drawings.

Project
pn_std

E

Place
Openings

Display Wall Boards
3-D Boards

In addition to generating 3D boards, you can generate Panel
Elevation Drawings or Bottom Plate Drawings by left clicking
on the appropriate icon under Framer Output. For more
information refer to the Framing portions of the Walls, Floors, &
Roofs Application topics in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

D

Generate Framing
Data

Width
0’-3 1/2”

Select the Bottom Plate Icon to
generate Bottom Plate Drawings.

Type
EXTLB

Rules
extlb

Line
w0

Offset
0’-0”

Outside
right

Laps
ON

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
Wall Framing Rules
The features directly under the Framing Rules
heading, Standards and Piece Names include
settings that apply to all rules in the currently
loaded rule set. The features below the Rule Sets
heading allow you to copy or create new rules in
the current set (or Wall Framing Project). The
features below the Edit Rules heading allow you
to edit settings that apply to the rule set displayed
on the Status menu.

Wall Framing Rules determine the way BuildersCAD will frame walls.
Stud spacing, header size, how corners and intersections are framed, all
are determined by the framing rule set associated with a wall. Wall framing
rules also determine how openings are framed. If you are unable to frame
openings the way you want by modifying rule settings you can create
custom framing for specific openings by creating Subcomponents. When
you are inputting a wall the rule set associated with that wall appears on the
Status menu under Rules.
A Framing Rule Set consists of multiple wall framing rules such as extlb
(exterior load bearing), intlb (interior load bearing), intnlb (interior non-load
bearing), etc. Each set of rules is referred to as a Wall Framing Project.
The default set of rules is pn_std. The Wall Framing Project is saved as a
directory or folder on your computer with a .wf extension. You can copy or
create a new set of framing rules with a user defined name. You can also
copy an existing rule or create a new rule within the current Wall Framing
Project.

Place
Walls
Place
Openings

For more information on Wall Framing Rules,
see the Wall Framing Rules portion of the Walls
Application topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

Wall
Utilities
Wall
Framing
Wall Framing
Rules
Sub-Components
Foundations

Project Setup

To copy and existing Wall Framing Project to a new name, or to create a
new Wall Framing Project, select the Project box or the Project title on the
Status menu. This will display the Project Setup Application Sub-menu.
From this menu you can load another Wall Framing Project, copy the
current project to a new name, or create a new project.

New

Drawing
Tools

The settings in
Standards and Piece
Names apply to all
rules in the current
Wall Framing Project.

Load

Framing Rules
Standards
Piece Names

Copy

Rule Sets
Set
Copy
Delete

Select Set to change
the current framing
rule. Copy will copy
the rule to a new
name. Delete will
delete the current rule
from the Wall Framing
Project.

To review or modify the current rule set, select Framing Rules on the Walls
Application menu to display the Framing Rules Application Sub-menu. The
Framing Rules Application Sub-menu has 3 sections.

Edit Rules
Miscellaneous

The settings accessed
by the features under
Edit Rules apply to the
rule displayed on the
Status Menu.

Project
pn_std

Job
pn_std

Level
A

Label
OFF
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Height
8’-1 1/8”

Width
0’-3 1/2”

Type
EXTLB

Rules
extlb

Line
w0

Offset
0’-0”

Framing
Method

Studs

Plates

Header

Block

Beam
Pocket

Sheathing

Siding
Thickness

Outside
right

Laps
ON

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
Roof Framing
All features and tools used to frame roofs
operate within the Roofs Application. Tools
to generate framing output in the form of a roof
framing plane with piece marks and a cut list
are also within the Roofs Application. Tools
to generate framing output in the form of Pull
Lists of lumber are accessed in the Materials
Application.
To frame the roof planes you assign Markers
that determine the size, quantity, and location
of boards at roof planes and edges such as
hips, valleys, gables, etc. Also, you assign
Markers that determine the size, spacing and
location of rafters that fill roof planes. This
same Marker determines the size and
orientation of roof sheathing or decking.
To frame roof planes, select Edges under the
3D Boards heading on the Roofs Application
menu to display the Edge Boards Application
Sub-menu. Next select Assign Markers. This
will display the Roof Board Specification
pop-up menu. This menu contains a list of
Available Boards and a matrix that allows you
to assign boards to each Roof Edge Type. You
can assign Markers by Level, Roof, Area, or
Single. Select an Edit Function and then
Execute to assign the Markers. Once the
markers are assigned, select Generate Edge
Boards on the Edge Boards Application Submenu to generate the edge boards.

Roof Board Specification

Level
A
Available Boards
Entry
Description
r.br06
2x6 BARGE RAFTER
r.cj06
2x6 CEILING JOIST
r.cr06
2x6 COMMON RAFTER
Piece Specification
r.cr08
2x8 COMMON RAFTER
r.ct06
Overrides
2x6 COLLAR TIE
r.ef06
2x6 EAVE FASCIA
Behavior
Default
2x6 GABLE FASCIA
End 1 CT B
r.gf06
Default
r.hd06
End 2 CT B
Default
2x6 HEADER
Roof Edge Type for Selected Boards
C
L
Rough
Any
E
Tier
Gable
Fascia Ridge
King
Hip
Valley
Open
Type
A
R
Selected Boards
1
2
3
4
Execute
Edit Function
Parameters
Text Size
0.05
Pen
3
Color
5

Roof
Geometry
3D Boards
Edges
Surf’s
Board Edit
Reports 3D View
2D Board
Layout

Level

Roof Profiles

Roof

Area

Single

Erase

Edge Boards
Markers
Assign
Markers
Edit
Flip
Marker Marker

Level
Roof Surface Marker Specification
A
Name
Surface Marker Specifications
2X6 - 16
Entry
2X6 RAFTERS 16”OC
Desc
Description
Rafter to Use
r.cr06
2X4 OUTLOOKER
2X4-OUTLK
2X6-16
1’-4”
Spacing
2X6 RAFTERS 16”OC
Rafter Offset
2X6 CEIL JOISTS 16”OC
2X6-16CJ
AUTO
0
Boards Offset
2X6 RAFTERS 24”OC
2X6-24
r.rd12
2X8 RAFTERS 12”OC
2X8-12
Sheathing Spec
Text Size
2X8 RAFTERS 16”OC
2X8-16
0.08
13
Color
2X8 RAFTERS 24”OC
2X8-24
Pen
COLLAR TIE 16”OC
CT-16
4

Boards
Generate
Edge Boards

Place

Operational Commands
New

Save

Clear

1. Select a Surface
Marker to determine the
rafter size and spacing.
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Remove

Single

2. Select one of the
Available Boards.

3. Select Place to
assign the Markers.

Place

To continue to frame roof planes, select Surf’s
on the Roofs Application menu to display the
Surfaces Application Sub-menu. Select Assign
Markers to display the Roof Surface Marker
Specification pop-up menu. Select a Surface
Marker and left click on either Single (pick each
plane individually), or Level under Place. After
you assign the Markers, select Generate
Rafters to generate the rafters. You can also
select Generate Sheathing to generate the roof
decking.

Drawing
Tools

1. Select the Roof
Edge Type.

Select Assign
Markers to display
the Roof Surface
Marker
Specification
menu.

Surfaces
Assign
Markers
Edit
Marker
Boards
Generate
Rafters

Sheathing
Level

2. Select Level to
assign the Marker to all
roof planes on the
current Level.

Generate
Sheathing

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
You can also generate 3D roof
framing. Select the 3D View
button on the Roofs
Application menu to display the
3D Boards Application Submenu. On the 3D Boards
Application Sub-menu, select

Select Reports to
display the Reports
Application Submenu.

Roof
Geometry

After you frame the roof by generating the
boards, select Reports on the Roofs Application
menu to display the Reports and Labeling
Application Sub-menu. To generate a labeled
framing plane, select Label Boards under the
Labeling portion of the Application Sub-menu.
This will display the Board Label Setup pop-up
menu. Toggle the Place Board Labels option to
YES to place labels for each board on the
drawing. The Place Member List option will place
a member list, a board cut list, on the drawing.
The Print Member List option sends the member
list to your printer. The Save Member List option
saves the member list report to a file. When you
are finished selecting the options, select Create
Board Labels at the bottom of the pop-up menu
to execute the selected options.

1. Toggle the options
to YES to label the
boards, place a cut
list on the drawing, or
print the cut list.

Place Board Labels
Place Member List
Print Member List
Save Member List

Select Label Boards to
display the Board
Label Setup pop-up
menu.

Board Label Setup
YES
Label Planes
Pen
YES
NO
Text Size
NO
Color
Roof Level

YES
1
0.08
11
A

Create Board Labels

2. Select Create
Board Labels to
execute the options
selected.

3D Boards
Edges
Surf’s

Select 3D View to
display the 3D
Boards Application
Sub-menu.

Additional tools are available on the 3D Boards
Application Sub-menu to set the 3D view of the
3D framing you have created, and to display an
Opaque or Shadow view of the boards.

Board Edit
Reports 3D View
2D Board
Layout

For more information on Roof Framing, see the
Framing portion of the Roofs Application topic in
the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Roof Profiles

Select Create to
generate the 3D
geometry of the Roof
you have created.

Drawing
Tools

Reports
Header &
Footer

Select Clear to delete
the 3D boards.

Report
Output
Generate
Report
Labeling
Label
Boards

These tools set a view
of the 3D boards.
Generate an Opaque
or Shadow View of the
3D boards you have
created.

Display
Labels

Roof
Geometry
3D Boards
Edges
Surf’s
Board Edit
Reports 3D View
2D Board
Layout
Roof Profiles

Drawing
Tools

3D Boards
Create
Clear

Disp

Set View
Iso
View

Plan
View

Zoom
Win

Other
Views

Display
3D Opaque
3D Shadow

Label
Sheathing
Display
Labels

3-D Layers

You can also label
roof sheathing.
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Floor Framing
All features and tools used to frame floors
operate within the Floors Application. Tools
to generate framing output in the form of a floor
framing plane with piece marks and a cut list
are also within the Floors Application. Tools
to generate framing output in the form of Pull
Lists of lumber are accessed in the Materials
Application.
To frame floor planes you assign Markers that
determine the size, quantity, and location of
boards at floor plane edges. Also, you assign
Markers that determine the size, spacing and
location of joists that fill floor planes. This same
Marker determines the size and orientation of
floor sheathing or decking.

To frame floor planes, select Edges under the
3D Boards heading on the Floors Application
menu to display the Edge Boards Application
Sub-menu. Next select Assign Markers. This
will display the Floor Board Specification
pop-up menu. This menu contains a list of
Available Boards and a matrix that allows you
to assign boards to each Floor Edge Type. You
can assign Markers by Level, Plane, Area, or
Single. Select an Edit Function and then
Execute to assign the Markers. Once the
markers are assigned, select Generate Edge
Boards on the Edge Boards Application Submenu to generate the edge boards.

Floor Board Specification
Level
A
Parameters
Available Boards
Text Size
Entry
Description
0.05
Pen
(2) 2x10 Beam
f.b102
3
Color
5
(3) 2x12 Beam(Drp)
f.b123
2x10 End Joist
f.ej10
Piece Specification
f.fj10
2x10 Floor Joist
f.fltr
Overrides
12” Floor Truss
f.h102
Default
Behavior
(2) 2x10 Header
Default
2x10 Header
f.hd10
End 1 CT B
f.msej
Default
2x6 Mud Sill End
End 2 CT B
Floor Edge Type for Selected Boards
C
L
Rough
Any
Lap
Rim
End
E
Opening
Type
A

Floor Geometry
3D Boards
Surf’s
Edges
Board Edit
Reports 3D View

R

3. Select Place to
assign the Markers.
Execute

Edit Function

2D Board
Layout

2. Select one of the
Available Boards.

Selected Boards

1
2
3
4

Deck
Railing

1. Select the Floor
Edge Type.

Level

Plane

Area

Single

Erase

Place

To continue to frame floor planes, select Surf’s
on the Floors Application menu to display the
Surfaces Application Sub-menu. Select
Assign Markers to display the Floor Surface
Marker Specification pop-up menu. Select a
Surface Marker and left click on Place. After
you assign the Markers, select Generate
Boards to generate the floor joists. You can
also select Generate Sheathing to generate
the floor decking.

Drawing
Tools

Edge Boards
Markers
Assign
Markers
Flip
Edit
Marker Marker

Level
Floor Surface Marker Specification
A
Name
Surface Marker Specifications
2x10 - 16
Entry
2X10 JOIST - 16”OC
Desc
Description
Rafter to Use
f.fj10
2X10 JOIST - 12” OC
2X10-12
2X10-24
1’-4”
Spacing
2X10 JOIST - 24” OC
Rafter Offset
2X10 JOIST - 16” OC
2X10-16
AUTO
0
Boards Offset
12” Flr Truss - 24” OC
FlrTrs-24
r.fd34
TRUSS
JOIST - 24” OC
TJI-24
Sheathing Spec
Text Size
0.08
13
Color
Pen
4

Boards
Generate
Edge Boards

Select Assign
Markers to display
the Floor Surface
Marker
Specification
menu.

Surfaces
Assign
Markers
Edit
Marker
Boards
Generate
Boards

Sheathing
Generate
Sheathing

Operational Commands
New

Save

1. Select a Surface
Marker to determine
the joist size and
spacing.
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Clear

Remove

Place

2. Select Place to place
the marker on each of
the floor planes you wish
to frame.

Change
Orientation

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
You can also generate 3D floor
framing. Select the 3D View
button on the Floors Application
menu to display the 3D Boards
Application Sub-menu. On the
3D Boards Application Submenu, select Create to generate
the 3D geometry.

Select Reports to
display the Reports
Application Submenu.

Floor Geometry
3D Boards

After you frame the floor by generating the
boards, select Reports on the Floors Application
menu to display the Reports and Labeling
Application Sub-menu. To generate a labeled
framing plane, select Label Boards under the
Labeling portion of the Application Sub-menu.
This will display the Board Label Setup pop-up
menu. Toggle the Place Board Labels option to
YES to place labels for each board on the
drawing. The Place Member List option will place
a member list, a board cut list, on the drawing.
The Print Member List option sends the member
list to your printer. The Save Member List option
saves the member list report to a file. When you
are finished selecting the options, select Create
Board Labels at the bottom of the pop-up menu to
execute the selected options.

1. Toggle the options
to YES to label the
boards, place a cut
list on the drawing, or
print the cut list.

Place Board Labels
Place Member List
Print Member List
Save Member List

Select Label Boards to
display the Board
Label Setup pop-up
menu.

Board Label Setup
YES
Label Planes
Pen
YES
NO
Text Size
NO
Color
Roof Level

YES
1
0.08
11
A

Edges
Surf’s
Board Edit
Reports 3D View

Additional tools are available on the 3D Boards
Application Sub-menu to set the 3D view of the
3D framing you have created, and to display an
Opaque or Shadow view of the boards.

Deck
Railing
2D Board
Layout

For more information on
Floor Framing, see the
2D Framing & 3D
Framing portions of the
Floors Application topic
in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

Drawing
Tools

Reports
Header &
Footer
Report
Output
Generate
Report
Labeling
Label
Boards

Select Create to
generate the 3D
geometry of the Roof
you have created.

Surf’s
Edges
Board Edit
Reports 3D View
Deck
Railing

Drawing
Tools

3D Boards
Select Clear to delete
the 3D boards.

Generate an Opaque
or Shadow View of the
3D boards you have
created.

Display
Labels
Label
Sheathing

Floor Geometry
3D Boards

2D Board
Layout

These tools set a view
of the 3D boards.

Create
Clear

Disp

Set View
Iso
View

Plan
View

Zoom
Win

Other
Views

Display
3D Opaque
3D Shadow

Create Board Labels

Display
Labels
2. Select Create
Board Labels to
execute the options
selected.

Select 3D View to
display the 3D
Boards Application
Sub-menu.

3-D Layers

You can also label
floor sheathing
(decking).
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Materials
The BuildersCAD Materials Application allows you to apply estimating
formulas to the design you have entered. When you enter walls, place
openings, or generate a roof with BuildersCAD, you are generating an
intelligent model. The Materials Application recognizes and can apply
materials to the geometry of the structure. You can apply materials to the
roof surface (shingles), the exterior (siding), or interior (drywall) wall surface
or the perimeter edge (interior trim) around a window.

Setup
Quick
Apply
Edit Layer
To apply materials to the model, left
click on one of the boxes below Edit
Layer which corresponds to the type
of geometry to which you are
applying the material.

All of the materials you use to build are entered into a Stock File. This Stock
File becomes the “warehouse” of materials available to BuildersCAD to
apply to the building. To establish the relationship of the materials to the
building, you write Estimating Formulas using the Stock Items in the Stock
File like you would estimating formulas for a manual takeoff. The Materials
Application then uses Templates to link specific estimating formulas to
specific geometry such as a roof or a wall.

Wall
Corner

Surface

Open
Ceiling
Roof
Floor
Misc
Reports
Tables
Boards
Materials
Drawing
Tools

Select Materials on the BuildersCAD Designer Application menu to
toggle to the Materials Application main menu. The Setup Application Submenu will display also. The buttons on this menu give you access to create
or edit the Stock File, Estimating Formulas, and Templates.

Select the buttons under the
General heading to access
the Stock File, Estimating
Formulas, or Templates.

In addition you access the Piece Usage Table and the Pull List setup from
the Setup Application Sub-menu. The Piece Usage Table defines the
grades and nominal lengths of lumber available for the cut lists generated
by the Framer. In Pull List setup, you determine how the framing lumber will
be grouped when you run a Pull List, a type of Material Report.

The buttons under the Framer
heading access the Piece Usage
Table. This table is used to define the
grades and nominal lengths of
lumber available for the cut lists
generated when you frame walls,
roofs, or floors.
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Setup
General
Stock
File
Estimating
Formulas
Templates
Waste Codes
Title Block
User Defined
Wall
Line
Types Types
Framer
Piece Usage
Pull List

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
To apply materials to the BuildersCAD model, select one of the 8 boxes
below Edit Layer (Wall, Surface, Corner, Open, Roof, Ceiling, Floor, or
Misc.) on the Materials Application Main Menu to display the Edit
Application Sub-menu. The selection you make here determines the type of
geometry BuildersCAD will search for when you apply a Template. Next,
select Create Default to display the Create Default Markers and Schedule
pop-up menu.
Select the box displaying the Template Name to
display the Templates pop-up menu. The default
Templates have names that indicate the type of
geometry that Estimating Formulas in that group
will search for. For example, the Template
ROOF/CORN contains a group of Estimating
Formulas that will apply to roof surfaces and
edges. Select on a Template from the list fo fill the
menu, then select Create Markers and Schedule
to apply the materials.
BuildersCAD will place Markers around the
model pointing to the type of geometry
BuildersCAD is searching. The Marker will
contain a number which corresponds to a number
on a Schedule. After BuildersCAD has placed
the Markers, it will prompt you to pick a location on
your drawing for the Schedule.

Left click the Template name to
select a Template to apply to the
Edit Layer you have chosen.

After a template is selected, left
click Create Markers and
Schedule to apply the Estimating
Formulas in the Template.

Select one of the Edit Layer boxes
to determine the type of geometry
BuildersCAD will search for when
you apply a materials Template. This
will display the Edit Application Submenu.

TEMPLATES
*QTY ESTIMATE*
CEILING 1ST
CEILING 2ND
CORNERS
FLOOR 1ST
FLOOR 2ND
FLOOR BSMT
MISC-UDL
OPENINGS
ROOF/CORN
SURFACE 1ST
SURFACE 2ND

Roof
Floor

Ceiling
Misc

Reports
Tables
Boards
Materials
Select Create
Default to apply
a materials
Template.

Create Default Markers and Schedule
Template Name
ROOF/CORN
Markers
Schedule
Color
6
Color
5
Pen
1
Pen
1
Text Size
0.06
Text Size
0.15
Show Length
NO
Placement
AUTO
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Edit Layer
Surface
Open

Wall
Corner

Left click a Template to
select it for application.

Create Markers and Schedule

Setup
Quick
Apply

Drawing
Tools

Edit
Create
Default
Clear Layer
Marker
Add
Erase
Query
Move
Display
Edit Marker
Schedule ID.’s
Add
ReTo
place
Schedule
Add
Erase
Change
Move

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
To run a report of the materials you have assigned, select Materials under
the Reports heading on the Materials Application Main Menu. The Reports
Materials Application Sub-menu will display. Select Materials Report to
display the Materials Template and Template Names pop-up menus. For
these menus, Template refers to the style of report and what fields you want
to include in the report.

Setup
After you apply materials, select
Materials under Reports on the
Materials Application Menu to
display the Reports Materials
Application Sub-menu.

After selecting one of the pre-defined styles you can edit the Fields and
Options to include in the report. Once the report is set up, select Create to
generate the report. You can send the report to a file on the hard drive of
your computer, to the screen, or to the “Printer”. If the report is sent to the
Printer, it will pop up in either Notepad or Wordpad, depending on the Print
Option you have selected in the Startup Menu. These programs may be
used to print or save the report. Select Pull List on the Reports Materials
Application Sub-menu to run a report which includes only material (lumber)
generated by the Framer. Again you will have the option to send the report to
a file on disk, the Screen, or to the Printer.

Select Materials Report to run
a report including all materials
assigned.

Quick
Apply
Edit Layer
Surface
Wall
Open
Corner
Ceiling
Roof
Misc
Floor
Reports
Tables
Boards
Materials
Drawing
Tools

Reports
Materials

After selecting a
Template Name you
can edit the Fields and
Options you want to
include in the report.

After selecting the Fields
and Options, select
Create to generate the
Material Report.

Materials Template
Template Name
Fields
Options
Category
Sort
Cost/Unit
Include Levels
Extension
Part Rounding
Page Breaks
Package
Item Description
Display Subtotals
Item Number
Title Block
QTY of Costed Unit
Quantity Rounding
QTY of Purchased Unit
Extract File Name
Include Boards
QTY of Used Unit
Subcategory
Include Parts
Subpackage
Include Stairs
Save

Save As

Cancel

Create

Select one of the
pre-defined
Template names.

Template Names
PURCHASE_ORDER
COMPARE
PULL
TOM
USED/COSTED
DISK_FILE
COSTED/USED/PURCHASED

Delete
Exit
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Select Pull List to run a
report including only the
material (lumber)
generated by the
Framer.

Materials
Reports
Quantities
Reports
Pull
List
Cutting
Report

BuildersCAD Framing & Materials
The illustrations on this page show a Materials Report generated from
BuildersCAD. For more information on BuildersCAD Materials, Refer
to the Materials Application topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

******************************************************************************
*
PURCHASE_ORDER
*
* RUN: 07/18/2001
PAGE: 1*
* REVISED: 00/00/0000
JOB: savanna*
* RUN: 19:04:45
USER: e:\bcad\ed\*
******************************************************************************
LEVEL: ALL
PACKAGE
ITEM#
DESCRIPTION
# PURCHASED
_______
______
________________________________
_______________
2005
070028
1/2" DOW FOAM BOARD
39.00 SHEET
Subpackage (1FRM) total:
0.00
Package (2005) total:
0.00
2100
060088
7/16"X4X8 OSB
Subpackage (RFFRM) total:
0.00
Package (2100) total:
0.00

56.00 SHEET

2300
070058
VALLEY FLASHING
Subpackage (2FRM) total:
0.00

2.00 ROLL

2300
070039
15# FELT PAPER
2300
070059
ASPHALT SHINGLE
Subpackage (RFMTL) total:
0.00
Package (2300) total:
0.00

5.00 ROLL
18.00 SQUARE

2350
070060
ASPHALT SHINGLES LABOR
2350
070063
VALLEY FLASHING LABOR
Subpackage (RFLBR) total:
0.00
Package (2350) total:
0.00

3400
080008
PASSAGE LOCK
Subpackage (HRDWR) total:
0.00
Package (3400) total:
0.00

132.00 EA

3010
070100
HB SIDING LABOR
Subpackage (SIDLBR) total:
0.00
Package (3010) total:
0.00

13.00 SQ

12.00 PC
177.00 LFT
6.00 SHEET
7.00 PIECE

3030
070101
CORNICE LABOR
Subpackage (CORNLBR) total:
0.00
Package (3030) total:
0.00

3100
090017
1/2"X4X12 DRY GYPSUM BOARD
Subpackage (1SHTRK) total:
0.00
Package (3100) total:
0.00

1221.00 SQFT

BOARDS
060084
3/4" T&G PLYWOOD
BOARDS
065089
2X8X14 #2 SYP
BOARDS
065090
2X8X16 #2 SYP
BOARDS
065093
2X8X8 #2 SYP
Subpackage (FLOORS _ LEVEL B) total:
0.00

3.00 SHEET
2.00 EA
14.00 EA
1.00 EA

BOARDS
060084
3/4" T&G PLYWOOD
Subpackage (FLOORS _ LEVEL D) total:
0.00

1.00 SHEET

BOARDS
BOARDS
BOARDS
BOARDS
BOARDS
BOARDS
BOARDS
BOARDS
BOARDS

79.00 SHEET

467.00 LFT

060078
065107
065201
065203
065204
065221
065228
065229
069901

Total cost:
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0.00

3.00 EA
2.00 EA
6.00 EA
4.00 EA
1.00 EA
4.00 EA
7.00 EA

1/2"X4X8 CDX PLYWOOD
2.00 SHEET
2X12X10 #3 SYP
9.00 EA
2X4X10 SPF
22.00 EA
2X4X12 SPF
4.00 EA
2X4X16 SPF
9.00 EA
2x4x14 SPF
12.00 EA
2X4X8 STUD GRD SYP
20.00 EA
2X4X92 5/8" PRE_CUT STUD GRD SYP
119.00 EA
1/2"X4X8 DRYWALL
43.00 SHEET

Subpackage (WALLS _ LEVEL A) total:
Package (BOARDS) total:
0.00

3250
080026
1668 INTERIOR DOOR LEFT
1.00 EA
3250
080027
1668 INTERIOR DOOR RIGHT
1.00 EA
3250
080034
2068 INTERIOR DOOR LEFT
3.00 EA
3250
080035
2068 INTERIOR DOOR RIGHT
2.00 EA
3250
080051
2868 INTERIOR DOOR LEFT
3.00 EA
******************************************************************************
*
PURCHASE_ORDER
*
* RUN: 07/18/2001
PAGE: 2*
* REVISED: 00/00/0000
JOB: savanna*
* RUN: 19:04:45
USER: e:\bcad\ed\*
******************************************************************************
LEVEL: ALL
PACKAGE
ITEM#
DESCRIPTION
# PURCHASED
_______
______
________________________________
_______________
3250
080052
2868 INTERIOR DOOR RIGHT
1.00 EA
3250
080091
4068 INTERIOR BI_FOLD
1.00 EA

13.00 EA

11.00 EA

BOARDS
065116
2X4X10 #3 SYP
BOARDS
065118
2X4X14 #3 SYP
BOARDS
065122
2X6X10 #3 SYP
BOARDS
065123
2X6X12 #3 SYP
BOARDS
065131
2X8X16 #3 SYP
BOARDS
065137
1x6x12 COM. FINISH PINE
BOARDS
065138
1x6x16 COM. FINISH PINE
Subpackage (ROOFS _ LEVEL A) total:
0.00

177.00 LF

3040
070018
R_13 16" KRAFT BACKED INSULATION
Subpackage (BTINSL) total:
0.00
Package (3040) total:
0.00

3200
060055
BASE MOLD
Subpackage (TRMMTL) total:
0.00
Package (3200) total:
0.00

3270
060061
TRIM LABOR INTERIOR DOOR
Subpackage (TRMLBR) total:
0.00
Package (3270) total:
0.00

18.00 SQUARE
59.00 LF

3000
070052
8" HARDBOARD SIDING
Subpackage (SIDMTL) total:
0.00
Package (3000) total:
0.00

3020
060043
1X6 #2 SPRUCE
3020
060060
BEDMOLD
3020
060085
3/8"X4X8 CDX PLYWOOD
3020
070057
2" CONT VENT X 10'
Subpackage (CORNMTL) total:
0.00
Package (3020) total:
0.00

***************************************************************************
*
PURCHASE_ORDER
*
* RUN: 07/18/2001
PAGE: 2*
* REVISED: 00/00/0000
JOB: savanna*
* RUN: 19:04:45
USER: e:\bcad\ed\*
***************************************************************************
LEVEL: ALL
PACKAGE
ITEM#
DESCRIPTION
# PURCHASED
_______
______
________________________________
_______________
3250
080052
2868 INTERIOR DOOR RIGHT
1.00 EA
3250
080091
4068 INTERIOR BI_FOLD
1.00 EA
3250
080098
5068 INTERIOR BI_FOLD
1.00 EA
Subpackage (INTRDRS) total:
0.00
Package (3250) total:
0.00

0.00

The View Control Bar
File

Save

Plot Edit View Tools Toolbars Layer Plug-Ins

eZ

Help

Walls
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Layer
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Job Database
Open

View Control Bar
All of the screen display functions are
found here with easy reach. This bar also
contains access to the View Menu, and
tools to open the current drawing or
model in eZ.

Save

Save
As

Display
List

Pack

Other
Functions
Startup
Revision Log
Version

Make selection:
Data
Crsr Crsr
Area Dist Norm
Full
Pts

Tool Stop
Bar
XYF
on

Rel
on

Output

Pen
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Col
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Move
Area

Pnt

Erase
Area
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Verify
OFF

Query
XYZ

Dist

Ref
New

Dbl

Calc

Find

Disp

Work
1002

Button
1

3 11

The View Control Bar

Display Commands

View Menu
Static View

The screen display commands in BuildersCAD are conveniently located
together on the View Control Bar just below the main BuildersCAD
display window. These commands include zooming, changing the view
angle, and launching the current view to Sigma Design’s eZ.

Dynamic View

REAR

RIGHT

LEFT

Perspective

FRONT

A diagram of the View Control Bar is shown below along with an
explanation of each icon. The View Pop-up menu is shown to the right. For
more information refer to the Display, View, and View Control Bar topics in
the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Orient View To
Database Workplane

Current View
Plan Ortho Persp
OpenGL

OpenGL Mode
Off

View Menu:
The View Pop-up menu contains
more static view orientation options
including front, rear, left, right,
inverted, and perspective views. This
menu also contains Dynamic View
commands, OpenGL settings, zoom
and pan settings and commands,
and tools which save and recall
view settings. Tools to open, save
and delete image files are also
found here.

Mouse Gestures:
Many of the Display Commands
are also found on the default
Mouse Gestures. This is a huge
productivity booster. Refer to the
Mouse Gestures topic in the
Hardware User Interface section
of this guide.

Dynamic Pan:
Pans the view
around the
screen.

Dynamic Zoom:
Zooms the view
in and out
dynamically.

Zoom Window:
Zooms the
display to a
window defined
by two opposite
corner points.

Plan View:
Sets the view to plan (top) view and displays all entities
on all displayable layers as large as possible.

Zoom In:
Zooms the display in
(larger) by a pre-set
factor. The zoom
factor is set on the
View Menu.

Zoom Out:
Zooms the
display out
(smaller) by a
pre-set factor.
The zoom factor
is set on the View
Menu.

Zoom All:
Displays all
entities on all
layers turned
on for display
as large as
possible.

Floating
Menu

Isometric View:
Sets the view to
isometric and
displays all
entities on all
displayable layers
as large as
possible.
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Edge
Wire
Solid Highlight Frame

Edge Color
White

Lines
Hidden
Line

Background Color
N/A

Zoom

Assign
Textures

Reflection
N/A

All
Data
Winports Points

Screen Image

Re-Display:
Refreshes the
screen keeping
the current zoom
window and
view.

On

Shadows
N/A

Floating
Menu

Special Display

Zoom Factor
0.75

Winport

Textures

Off

View Files

Quad

EZ 2D:
This button opens the
current 2D drawing into
eZ if it is installed. The
current view in
BuildersCAD is
maintained in eZ.

Retain

EZ 3D:
This button opens the
current 3D model into eZ
if it is installed. The
current view in
BuildersCAD is
maintained in eZ.

Special Menus
File

Save

Plot Edit View Tools Toolbars Layer Plug-Ins

eZ

Help

Walls
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User Toolbar
The User Toolbar boxes contain userdefined commands. You can assign
your favorite and most-used commands
to this toolbar where they are always
easy to reach.

Prompt Line
Request for input from
BuildersCAD is displayed
here.

Message Line
Additional information from
BuildersCAD is shown on this line.
Keystrokes are also echoed here as
they are typed on the keyboard.

Job Database
Open

Point Coordinate Display
Cycle Menu
The Cycle Menu boxes
contain commonly used
commands. It is located at
the right portion of the user
toolbar.

Displays the coordinate location of
an input or the cursor relative to the
current reference point if Relative
Mode is On, or to the database
origin if Relative Mode is Off.

Save
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Special Menus
The Prompt Line

Located immediately below the display window on the left side, the Prompt
Line is very important in BuildersCAD. It is here that BuildersCAD
communicates with you. Information needed for a command is prompted for
on this line. If you are not sure what to do at any point, it is a good idea to look
here. The default prompt when no command is running is “Make Selection”.

If the entity is on the current work layer, the menu will show the entity type in
the title bar and present a selection of edits as well as the option to set the
current parameters to match those of the selected entity.

LINE on 0:0.ly

The Message Line is located immediately below the Prompt Line.
Additional information from BuildersCAD is shown on this line, often in
conjunction with prompts, such as additional options available in answering
the prompt, or hints on using the command. When anything is typed on the
keyboard, the keystrokes are echoed on this line. When an Error occurs in
BuildersCAD, the error is reported on the message line and the box
immediately to the left highlights red.

Layer Retain

Move
Stretch Stretch
Rel
Rel
Move
Copy
All
Copy
Scl./Rot.
Params Scl./Rot.

C Scl

1

Match Entity

BuildersCAD is a command driven software, so again it is extremely
important to watch the prompt line for prompts, or requests for information
from BuildersCAD, and the message line for additional information.

The Select Entity function in BuildersCAD allows you to select an existing
entity in the drawing and then perform an action on it such as query, match
parameters, match layer, or any one of several edits.

Hilite

Move
Rel
All
Move
Params Scl./Rot.
C Scl
1

Stretch

Stretch
Rel
Copy
Scl./Rot.
0

Move

Copy
Rot

0
Set Mode

W E S D O

If the drag is right to left, all
entities at least partially within the
fence will be included. A menu will
pop up from which you may select
an action to be performed.
Actions which are not available
for the given group of entities in
the fence are grayed out.

LINE on Work Layer
Drag

Rot

If the entity is not on the work layer,
the title will reflect the entity’s layer
number and name and will offer the
additional functions of setting the
layer modes of the entity’s layer or
making it the work layer.

Multiple entities may be selected by
pressing and holding the left mouse
button, dragging the mouse to form a
fence, and then releasing and leftclicking again to end. If the drag is left
to right, all entities completely inside
the fence will be included in the
selection.

Select Entity

Layer Retain

Hilite

Move

Parameters Both

To use this feature, at the
Make Selection prompt when
no other command is active,
select an entity on the
drawing with a left-click. One
of two Select Entity menus
will pop up, depending on the
layer of the entity selected.

Drag

The Select Entity feature is one of the quickest and easiest ways to set
parameters for drawing by simply selecting and matching the parameters of
an existing entity. For more information see the Select Entity topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Match Entity Parameters
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The User Toolbar

A customized User Toolbar may be saved or opened by selecting the Tool
Bar box at the left end of the User Toolbar and following the prompts. A
custom toolbar is saved by name and there are User and System default
toolbars which are always available. Refer to the Toolbar Menu topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

The User Toolbar is conveniently located below the BuildersCAD
Display window, just above the Status Menu. It contains 8 boxes which may
be individually user defined to contain any BuildersCAD command. The
User Toolbar is always available, regardless of which functions are
otherwise active in BuildersCAD.
TOOL
Stop
BAR

Data
Area
Pts

Dist

The Cycle Menu

Crsr Crsr
Norm Full

Move

The User Toolbar is easily customized using either one of two methods.
The “Drag and Drop” method allows you to select a BuildersCAD
command from any other menu and place it on the User Toolbar. The
“Setup” method allows you to define the box manually using any
BuildersCAD command or string of commands desired.

Area Pnt

The MENU HELP pop-up menu will appear. Select the Toolbar box next to
either the Left Click Command String or the Default Right Click Command
String on the MENU HELP menu. The cursor will become a box which you
may now drag over the User Toolbar location where the command is to be
placed. Drop the command in place on the User Toolbar by left-clicking the
desired box on the toolbar.

New^Ref

Text

Verify

Query

Ref

OFF XYZ Dist New Dbl

Calc

Find

Disp

Work

Button

1002

1 10 11

The Windows Menu Bar
On Microsoft Windows platforms, BuildersCAD has a standard
Windows Menu Bar across the top of the BuildersCAD Window. This bar
allows selection of many of the functions of BuildersCAD from a standard
MS Windows interface. The Windows Menu Bar duplicates most of the
functions found on the BuildersCAD Desktop and Basic Application
menus.

Toolbar Setup
Icon

Pnt

The Cycle Menu is located below the BuildersCAD Display window, to
the right of the User Toolbar. It is actually 2 menus which contain many of the
most used BuildersCAD commands. The Cycle button at the left end of
the Cycle Menu toggles the display between the two menus. The Cycle
Menu is always available, regardless of which functions are otherwise
active in BuildersCAD.

To drag and drop a command to the toolbar, select the BuildersCAD
command desired from any other menu using the middle mouse button or
F2 function key on the keyboard.

A User Toolbar box may also be
customized by right-clicking the
toolbar box. Drag the toolbar box
cursor up to the display window
and left click.

Erase
Area

New
Ref
Sample

INCLUDED (X) COMMAND STRINGS:

:nrf
(add new command string here)

Clear
Button

OK

File Save Plot Edit View Draw Copy Tools Toolbars Layer Plug-Ins eZ Help

The Windows Menu Bar may be disabled if desired by setting this
preference in the BuildersCAD Preferences menu. It is fully and easily
customizable, allowing you to add more functions (including custom
BuildersCAD commands), or re-arrange existing ones. Refer to the
Windows Menu Bar topic of the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia for more
information.

Cancel

This opens the Toolbar Setup Menu which displays the icon or text
displayed in the box, and the command(s) executed when the box is
selected. Edit the display or command by selecting them on the Toolbar
Setup menu. Select the OK button to save the changes.
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On-Line Help
The lower portion of the Menu Help menu shows both the left and right click
BuildersCAD mnemonic command string which is executed when the
menu box is selected. There are also buttons here to add the left or right
click command to the User Toolbar, or to run the command. The User
Defined Right Click Command Setup button clears the menu and brings up
the Right Click Command Setup menu. The Mouse Right-Click Shortcut
and User Toolbar features are described under their respective topics in this
section of the Learning Guide. A discussion of mnemonics is found in the
Mnemonics topic in the Hardware User Interface section of this guide.

BuildersCAD has a built-in On-Line Help feature which provides
information about menu buttons and the functions they perform. To activate
it, place the cursor over the menu button and select using the middle mouse
button or the F2 function key on the keyboard.
MENU HELP
DISPLAY LINE MENU
SOURCE MENU _MAIN

MENU LIBRARY mnlib.sys

For more information on the On-Line Help feature, refer to the Help topic in
the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

COMMAND DESCRIPTION
Selecting this button displays the Line application sub-menu.
The line entity is a basic entity type in ARRIS. A line segment is
defined by 2 data points and its properties.
A double line consists of only 1 center-justified line segment with
2 (or 3) display lines. At intersections, the inside / outside corner
points are not actual data points, but rather display points.

Menu Right-Click Short Cuts

A smart wall is a special type of line segment and is handled
differently due to the additional properties associated with it.

Some menu buttons in BuildersCAD have a second function or shortcut.
This function is invoked by selecting the menu button with a right-click on
the mouse or an F3 function key on the keyboard.

LEFT CLICK COMMAND STRING
<:mn_main;=’LINE’

Add To Toolbar

Run

Right Click (RC) Command Setup

DEFAULT RIGHT CLICK COMMAND STRING
:mn_rtclick;Line;:mn_main;LINFLY

DEFAULT:
Add To Toolbar

DESCRIPTION:
COMMAND:

Run

User Defined RightClick Command Setup

mn_desktop;edit2
USER DEFINED:

OK

DESCRIPTION:
COMMAND:

When the On-Line Help is activated, the Menu Help menu appears. This
menu contains a Title for the menu button and the text or icon contained
within the selected menu button.

Another

Accept

Exit

To customize the right click function of a menu button, select the Customize
icon on the Main menu, then the Mouse Right Click icon on the
Customization menu. The cursor will become a box. Select the desired
menu button to setup a custom right-click function. The Right Click
Command Setup menu will appear. The default right click command will be
displayed along with any custom right click function. Edit the custom
function by selecting it on the menu. The Accept button accepts the entry
and the Exit button clears the menu. Refer to the Shortcuts topic in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia for more information.

Below the title are the Source Menu and Menu Library boxes. The Source
Menu box displays the name of the ARRIS menu which contains the
selected menu box. The Menu Library box displays the name of the menu
library in which the source menu is archived.
The Command Description box displays a description of the command
which is executed when the menu box is selected. Note that not all menu
boxes will have a description.
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Mouse Gestures

File

Save

Plot Edit View Tools

Toolbars Layer Plug-Ins

eZ

Help

Walls

c:\bcad\jlb
pn_std.db\master.dr

The Mouse Motion Command Interpreter
(MCI) is easy to master and is one of the
most powerful features of BuildersCAD. It
allows you to execute a command by simply
pressing the middle or right button of a 3
button mouse, or the right button of a 2 button
mouse, and dragging the cursor.

Parts Roofs Floors Stair Designer

Model
1/4”=1’-0”

Elevations

Sections Materials

3D Model Layers

Utilities

Layer
1002:pn_lw1.ly

A trail of white
dots follows
your cursor on
the screen.

Job Database
Open
Save

Save
As

Display
List

Pack

Other
Functions
Startup
Revision Log
Version

To illustrate this feature, we will discuss how to execute the Zoom Window
command using MCI. To begin, move the crosshair on the screen to the
upper right corner of an area you wish to enlarge. Press the right button of
the mouse and while holding it down drag the cursor down and to the left
(Figure 1). When you get to the lower left corner of the area you want to
enlarge, release the right button of the mouse. The view will change,
zooming in to the area where you moved the mouse. Notice that while you
moved the mouse across the screen, the cursor left a trail of white dots
(Figure 2). This is a visual reference that helps you follow the mouse
movement without looking away from the screen.

Make selection:
Data
Crsr Crsr
Area Dist Norm
Full
Pts

Tool Stop
Bar
XYF
on

Rel
on

Output

Pen
2

Col
63

Job / Database
pn_std

Move
Area

Pnt

Erase
Area

Pnt

Verify
OFF

Query
XYZ

Dist

Ref
New

Dbl

Calc

Find

Disp

Work
1002

Button
1

3 11

User
C:\bcad\jlb

Figure 2

Now try the opposite motion. Press and hold the right mouse button down
and drag the mouse up and to the right. Release the right mouse button.
This executes the Iso View command, which will change the view on the
screen to a 3D isometric view of your model. You have now mastered the
concept of mouse motion.

There are 16 different mouse motions which execute
16 different BuildersCAD commands. These
motions and their corresponding commands are
shown in the Mouse MCI menu. This menu is found
by selecting the Customize icon in the upper right
corner of the Main Menu, then selecting the MCI
icon. The MCI icon may also be found directly on the
default User Toolbar. The Mouse MCI menu is
shown on the next page.

To execute the
Zoom Window
command,
drag the
mouse
downward and
to the left,
holding down
the right
button.

For the most basic commands that are executed hundreds of times a day,
Mouse MCI is an essential tool. The more you use it, the faster it will
become, and the more intuitive it will be. It is one of the features of
BuildersCAD that Power Users say they can't live without!

Figure 1
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The Mouse MCI feature will also work by holding the middle button of the
mouse while executing the mouse motion.

Mouse MCI Menu
Choose ICON area to define command
Choose TEXT area to define description

The Mouse MCI feature is fully user customizable. The 16 commands
mapped to the Mouse MCI may be changed to any BuildersCAD
command, or combination of commands you desire. This is easily done on
the Mouse MCI menu.

ZOOM IN

ISO VIEW

LAYERS

PLAN VIEW

ZOOM OUT

ZOOM WIN

LEVELS

REDRAW

FRONT VIEW

3D MODEL

OPAQUE

UNDO

LEFT VIEW

MOUSE MENU

STD COLORS

PERSPECTIVE

Save

Load

BCAD Std

3D STD

To edit the command which is executed when a mouse gesture is
performed, select the box displaying the gesture on the Mouse MCI Menu.
The current mnemonic command for the mouse gesture selected will be
displayed on the message line and BuildersCAD will prompt for a new
command for the mouse gesture. Type the new mnemonic command
desired at the keyboard and enter. Refer to the Mnemonics topic later in this
section for more information on mnemonic commands.
The command description text string which appears below each mouse
gesture may also be edited by selecting the box on the menu where it
appears. The current command description will appear on the message line
and BuildersCAD will prompt for the new command description text. Type
the new description and enter. This command description is also displayed
on the message line when the mouse gesture is executed.
A custom mouse gesture set may be saved and loaded by name as a style
using the buttons found at the bottom of the Mouse MCI Menu. Buttons
which load a default mouse gesture set for BuildersCAD and for 3D
modeling may also be found at the bottom of the Mouse MCI menu.
For more on how to use and customize the MCI feature, refer to the Motion
Command Interpreter topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

The 16 mouse motions available in the MCI feature are easiest to remember
when thought of as 2 groups of 8 motions. The first group of 8 consist of the 4
basic motions of up , down , left
, and right
plus the 4 diagonal
motions up & left , up & right
, down & left
, and down & right
. The
second group of 8 is a repeat of the first with the addition of the opposite
motion while continuing to hold the right mouse button down. For example
click and hold the right mouse button and drag the mouse down and then
back up
, then release the mouse button. This executes the Left View
command which shows the left side of your 3D model.
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Function Keys

F1 F2 F3 F4

F5 F6 F7 F8

F9 F10 F11 F12

If the cursor is over the Display Window, and a command is not active, the
F1 and F2 function keys (or corresponding mouse buttons) are used to
select an object for further action such as editing, query or matching the
parameters of the entity.

The Function Keys (F keys) found on the keyboard are pre-programmed to
perform specific actions in BuildersCAD. Depending on the location of
the cursor, the function keys will do different things. The buttons on the
mouse are also programmed to duplicate some of the keyboard function
keys.

If the cursor is over the Display Window, and a command is active,
generally a function key is used to select a point. The specifics of the
selection are determined by which function key (or mouse button) is used.

If the cursor is over a Menu button and a function key F1, F2, or F3 (or
corresponding mouse button) is pressed, a different menu function is
invoked depending on the function key used to make the selection.

A listing of the basic function key actions for the Menu and Display Window
is shown on the next page. For more information and a complete listing of all
function key actions, refer to the Function Keys topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

If the cursor is over the Display Window, the action performed is
dependant on the active command status and the function key used to
make the selection.
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Menu

Each of the mouse buttons in BuildersCAD are set to operate as a
function key. The specific function key settings for each mouse button are
user definable. The default settings are shown in the diagram below.
Functions assigned to a mouse button may be toggled using the Button
settings at the right end of the Cycle Menu.
To set the function keys assigned to mouse buttons to any
function, select the Customize icon on the Main menu, then the
Mouse Function icon on the Customization Menu .
BuildersCAD will prompt for the function to be assigned to each mouse
button in sequence. Select the function desired from the menu or type it in at
the keyboard. BuildersCAD has support for up to 16 mouse buttons,
however generally only the first 3 (3 button mouse) are used. The settings
may be saved for future use by selecting Save at the function key prompt
and giving the function key style a name.

F1

Makes a menu selection.

F2

Invokes the On-Line Help pop-up menu.

F3

Makes a shortcut menu selection. Note that not all menu buttons
have a shortcut defined.

Display Window
F1

Edit, match, or query any object.

F2

Query any object.

Display Window
For more information, refer to the Mouse topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

F10
The default setting for
the middle mouse
button is F10.

F11
The default setting for
the right mouse button
is F11.

F1
The default setting
for the left mouse
button is F1.

Command Active, Point Input

F1

Places a new point with respect to XY Forcing.
Edit Commands: Selects the nearest entity or point.

F2

Places a new point, ignoring XY Forcing.

F3

Snaps to an existing data point.

F5

Snaps to the nearest existing line or wall.

F7

Snaps to the intersection of 2 lines or walls.

F9

Resets the current reference point to the nearest existing data
point.

F10

F11
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No Command Active

Draw Commands: Stops the function.
Edit Commands: Provides additional fencing options.
Looping Commands: Special functions.
In most cases a Return or Enter will function the same as an F10.
Snaps to display list points or to arc endpoints.

Hardware User Interface
Special Keys

Ctrl

Special Keys are keys found on the keyboard which are pre-programmed
to perform specific actions in BuildersCAD. These are generally used in
conjunction with other commands, or are keyboard shortcuts to some of the
drawing status commands in BuildersCAD. The location of the various
Special Keys on the keyboard will vary somewhat, depending on your
specific keyboard.

+

K

Re-Display The Menus.

Refreshes the menu display should it become obscured.

[

Rotate the Graphic Cursor Counter-Clockwise.

This is most often used within a command such as placing a repeated item
to adjust the rotation of the entity.

Special Keys and their functions in BuildersCAD are listed below. Note
that Control Key Ctrl functions are performed by pressing and holding the
Control Key down and then pressing the other key shown. For a complete
listing of Special Keys and their functions, refer to the Special Keys topic in
the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

]

Rotate the Graphic Cursor Clockwise.

This is most often used within a command such as placing a repeated item
to adjust the rotation of the entity.

Special Keys

!

Display the value of a variable or calculation to the message
line.

To perform a mathematic calculation type ! and then the calculation followed
by the Enter key. The calculation will be performed and the answer
displayed on the message line. For example !2+3 will display the answer, 5.
Esc

Cancel The Active Command
Ctrl

The Escape key is used to cancel any active command. Be cautious as
some BuildersCAD commands change parameter settings in the course
of executing the command function. Using the Escape key will cause the
command to terminate immediately, without resetting the parameters back
to their original setting. Note that the F10 function key is used by many
repeating commands with point input to end the command. If
BuildersCAD prompts with a message to F10 or <cr> to exit, the F10 (or
Enter) key should be used instead of the Escape key, allowing
BuildersCAD to perform clean up functions before exiting the command.
See also the discussion of the F10 key under Function Keys in this guide.
Tab or

\

+

O

Toggle the XY Forcing On / Off.

This key functions the same as if the XYF menu button had been pressed.
Ctrl

+

Y

Toggle the Graphic Cursor On / Off.

If the cursor is left off by the abnormal exit of a command, it is easily restored
with this key.
Ctrl

+

R

Display The Last Command String Entered.

Displays the last mnemonic command string on the message line. This is an
easy way to tell what the mnemonic string is for any BuildersCAD
command. Simply select the menu button for the desired command and
then type <Ctrl> R and Enter.

Toggle the Cursor Lock On / Off.

The cursor lock is used in conjunction with XY Forcing to lock the cursor for
the next point input to the X or Y axis, relative to the current reference point.
When the cursor is locked to an axis and an existing point off the axis is
selected, the point input is precisely aligned with both the current reference
and the point input along the axis locked.

Ctrl
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+

U

Clear The Prompt Line.

Hardware User Interface
Mnemonics
At it’s core, BuildersCAD is a mnemonic or command driven software.
Mnemonics are text string commands which are entered in the command
buffer or at the program command line. When a menu button is selected, the
corresponding command text is passed to the command buffer.
Any BuildersCAD command may be entered by typing it at the keyboard.
To see the corresponding mnemonic command for any menu button, select
the menu button with the mouse, and then type <Ctrl> r (hold down the
<Control> key and pres the “r” key) at the keyboard. The previous command
from the buffer is shown in the command line. While most BuildersCAD
commands are long, cryptic, or otherwise difficult to type, some are not. For
a few BuildersCAD users, particularly those who touch type, entering
certain commands at the keyboard may be faster or otherwise preferable.
Mnemonic commands are also handy when setting custom commands on
the User Toolbar.

Mnemonic

Commands may be strung together on the command line by separating
each command with a semi-colon which is interpreted by the command
buffer as an Enter or Return. If a command has prompts which are known,
the answers to these may be “pre-entered” by separating the command and
any prompt answer with the semi-colon. For example the pen command has
1 prompt - for the new current pen number. If you know the new pen number
is to be 2, you can “pre-answer” in the mnemonic command string pen;2.

Set Parameters

Command

Displays and Zooms
da
dpe
zmi
zmo
dly
clr

pen
col
xyf
nxy
rin

Display All (Zoom All)
Display Everything (Re-display)
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Display Layer
Clear Screen

Set Current Pen (By Number)
Set Current Color (By Number)
Toggle XY Forcing On
Toggle XY Forcing Off
Repeated Item Name (Set current)

Draw

Many of the short 2-4 character mnemonic commands are older, simpler
versions of their menu counterparts. While the basic outcome of the
command is the same, short mnemonics generally have less “frills”. For
example the “mva” command to move entities in an area does not highlight
the entities to be moved after the area is defined like the Area Move on the
Edit pull down menu does. In some cases the short mnemonics are actually
called as sub-programs from a larger, more feature rich menu command.

sln
sal
rio

Single Line (Running Line)
Single Alternating Line
Place the current Repeated Item

Edit
ctx

A sample list of a few mnemonic commands common to both the
BuildersCAD and ARRIS programs is shown to the right. For more
information on mnemonic commands and their use, see the Sigmac User
Guide, The ARRIS Mnemonic Command Reference, and the Menu
and Sigmac topics of the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Change Text

Other
calc
save
bye
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On-Screen Calculator
Save Database/Drawing/Sheet
Exit BuildersCAD

Catalogs
Catalogs

Entity Style Catalogs

A Catalog is a primary tool in BuildersCAD which allows for the presetting of parameters for various entities. Entity styles are created by setting
the various parameters which define the specifics of the entity desired.
These settings are then stored in catalogs which provide easy, convenient
access and organization for the entity parameters. The entities with the
specific parameter settings are presented for selection and placement in
your drawing on Select or “pager” menus which vary slightly depending on
the entity involved.

BuildersCAD Entity Style Catalogs store parameter settings for the
Lines, Circles, Text, Patterns, and Dimensions entities found under the
Drawing Tools menu.

Catalog

LINE Select
Name
Description

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

dash1

dash2

double

solid

fill

user0

worddash

wordsol

dash100

dash101

dash102

dash103
Regen
Ikons

dash8

Create

dash105

dash104

Toolbar

Preview

Place

Cancel

To create an Entity Style Catalog select the catalog button under the Create
heading on any one of the Application Sub-Menus for the entities listed
above. The Styles Catalog menu will appear. Select the New button.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a name for the new catalog. Type the name
(8 characters or less in length) and enter. The new catalog will be saved
under the Standards directory and added to the catalog list shown on the
menu. It is now available to add entity styles. Select the Exit button on the
Styles Catalog Menu to clear the menu from the screen. BuildersCAD
comes with a default BuildersCAD Styles Catalog which contains entity
styles that may be used for placement in your drawing or to illustrate the
possibilities in creating your own custom catalogs.

There are four types of
catalogs in BuildersCAD Entity Styles catalogs,
BuildersCAD catalogs,
Notes catalogs, and
Repeated Item catalogs.
Each of the catalog types
contain different types of
basic BuildersCAD entities.

Only one Entity Styles Catalog is current at any given time. The current
catalog may be selected by left clicking it’s name on the Styles Catalog
Menu, or on the left side of the Select Menu for any of the Drawing Tools
entities named above. Entity parameters which have been saved in the
catalog will be available for selection on the right side of an entity’s Select
menu either by icon or by list when the catalog containing them is current.

Catalogs are stored under BuildersCAD, the office Standards directory,
or the project directory, depending on the catalog type and user preference.
The specific catalog file location in your computer’s file system depends on
the catalog type, and whether it is a standard or project specific catalog.
BuildersCAD comes with default catalogs for each of the four types noted
above. The pre-setting of parameters and the organization of catalogs
allows the easy set up of office standards and project specific settings which
are conveniently accessed by every member of the project team.

An Entity Styles Catalog may be deleted by selecting the Delete button on
the Styles Catalog menu, then selecting the catalog to be deleted. The
catalog and all parameter settings saved in it will be deleted from the disk.
Note that this simply deletes the named organization of a set of particular
parameter settings and has no effect on entities which have already been
placed using these settings.

The Standards Directory is an important concept in BuildersCAD in
general, and for Catalogs in particular. The Standards Directory is a
specifically named directory (or folder) on your computer where standard
office data common to all projects is stored. Refer to the Standards
Directory topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia for more information.

An Entity Style is created and added to the Entity Style Catalog on the
Create Menu for each of the specific entity types - Lines, Circles, Text,
Patterns, and Dimensions. These menus are accessed by selecting the
entity name button under the Create heading on the Application Sub-menu
for the various entity types named above. Refer to the discussion of the
specific entity type found in the BuildersCAD Drawing Tools section of
this guide. Note that the default BuildersCAD Styles Catalog may not be
edited or deleted.

The four types of catalogs and how they are created are explained in more
detail on the following pages. Addition of entity set-ups to a catalog are
shown in this guide in the discussion of the various entity types. For more
information about catalogs, see the Catalogs topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.
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Catalogs
For more information on
Entity Styles Catalogs,
see the Entity Styles
Catalog portion of the
Catalog topic in the
B u i l d e r s C A D
Encyclopedia.

Catalog

STYLES CATALOGS
BuildersCAD Styles Catalog

The default BuildersCAD Catalog may not be deleted, however user
created entity parameter types may be deleted by selecting the Delete
button on the Create portion of the Entity Select menu.

Lines

BuildersCAD Styles Catalog
standard

Select
Place

Catalog
Type

EXTLB - EXTERIOR LOAD BEARING
EXTNLB - EXTERIOR NON-LOAD BEARING
INTLB - INTERIOR LOAD BEARING
INTNLB - INTERIOR NON-LOAD BEARING
CONCRETE
STEEL
RFRNC - REINFORCED CONCRETE
BEAM

Create
New

Delete

Exit

Line

WALL Select
Wall Number 15
Size

BuildersCAD Catalog
EXTLB - EXTERIOR LOAD BEARING

Catalog

Create/Edit Wall

EXTLB

Height
Width

8’-1 1/8”
0’-3 1/2”
extlb

Wall Line
Offset
Pen
Color

The BuildersCAD Catalog stores parameter settings for the
BuildersCAD Designer entities Walls, Openings, Parts, and Stairs.

Save

The BuildersCAD Catalog for a project is actually several catalog files
created automatically and located in various locations in the project
directory, depending on the entity type. The catalog contains the
BuildersCAD default items and may be edited to add user defined entity
parameters. You may also create a BuildersCAD Catalog within each
individual database by selecting the Load From button on the Wall Select
pop-up menu to toggle the selection to Job.

W0
0’-0”
1
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Delete

Select

Create

Select a Type or
Category of the
catalog to display
the named entities
within that
category.

A BuildersCAD Catalog entity is created and added to the Catalog by first
selecting the Catalog Category or Type on the left side of the Select menu
for the desired entity. Next select Create at the bottom of the Select menu.
The menu toggles to the list of parameters to be set for the entity. Simply fill
in the parameters desired and select the Save button. The parameters will
be saved to the catalog under the current Type or Category. For more on the
specific BuildersCAD Designer entities and their parameters, refer to
the Walls, Openings, Parts, and Stairs topics in the BuildersCAD
Designer section of this guide, and to the same topics in the
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

Select Save on the
Entity Select menu to
save the parameter
settings shown to the
entity name/number
shown under the
currently selected
Type or Category.

Edit

Select Create on the
Entity Select menu to
toggle to the
Create/Edit
parameters.

For more information on BuildersCAD Catalogs,
see the BuildersCAD Catalog portion of the Catalog
topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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5

4
Type

Rules Set
Reference

BuildersCAD Catalog

Rule Set
Load From project

Place

Exit

Place Walls
Select
Place
CW
CCW
Drag

XYZ

Insert
Perp Angled

3D Walls All
Edit Walls

Catalogs
Note Catalogs

CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT

Note Catalogs are a convenient way of organizing and accessing standard
notes in your office for placement on drawings. The Notes may be easily
placed from a catalog in either Text or Keynote form, and are placed using
the pre-set standard note parameters, or using catalog specific parameters
which are saved with the Note Catalog.

To create a new Notes catalog, in the Catalog Select portion of the Note
Catalog Manager, select either Project or Standards as the location
where the new catalog will be saved. Next select the New Catalog Name
box and enter the desired name. The new catalog may then be created by
selecting the New Catalog box, or by selecting an existing catalog on the list
and then selecting the Save Catalog as New button.

A Note entry consists of a Keynote mark, as well as the
text of the note. When a note is placed, all of this
information is contained in the note entity, regardless
of which type of note is placed.
Once a Note Catalog has been created and saved, the
notes may be selected for placement from the catalog
in the Note Select menu. Note entries in a catalog are
independent of one another, so a Note may appear in
any location and more than once in the catalog.
For more information on Notes and Note Catalogs,
see the Note Catalog portion of the Catalog topic and
the Notes topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
801
802
803
804

NOTE CATALOG CATEGORIES
General Notes
Site Plan Notes
Floor Plan Notes
Exterior Elevation Notes
Building / Wall Section Notes
Door / Window Detail Notes
Plan Detail Notes
Roof Notes
Foundation Notes
Framing Notes
Mechanical Plan Notes
Plumbing Plan Notes
Electrical Plan Notes

Creating and editing Note Catalogs is done using the Note Catalog
Manager, which is started by selecting the Note Catalog button on the
Notes Application Sub-menu.

Open a Note Catalog by picking it on the Catalog
Select list and then selecting the Open Selected
Catalog button. Note Catalogs are divided into
Categories, which in turn contain Notes. Tools to add,
delete, and edit Categories and Note entries,
including a Note Catalog Manager Clipboard, are
found in the manager. A Catalog may have any
number of Categories, and a Category may contain
any number of Notes.

CATALOG NOTES

CURRENT NOTE CATALOG
BuildersCAD Note Catalog

Search
Notes

Note
FACE BRICK
BRICK ROWLOCK SILL
BRICK SOLDIER COURSE
VINYL FASCIA AND SOFFIT
EXTERIOR INSULATION AND FINISH SYSTEM
STUCCO
C.M.U.
SPLIT FACED C.M.U.
PREFORMED METAL WALL PANELS
PRE-FINISHED METAL COPING
GUTTER & DOWNSPOUT
ALUMINUM STOREFRONT FRAME, BRONZE
1” ALUMINUM FRAME, BRONZE
TEMPERED GLASS
COMPOSITION SHINGLE ROOF
ELASTIC MEMBRANE ROOFING
PREFORMED METAL ROOFING
VENTED RIDGE CAP

Manual
Note

Clear
Menu

Preview
Note

Place
Note

Exit

NOTE CATALOG MANAGER
NOTE CATALOG MANAGER CLIPBOARD

CURRENT NOTE CATALOG
BuildersCAD Note Catalog

CATALOG NOTES

CATALOG CATEGORIES
General Notes
Site Plan Notes
Floor Plan Notes
Exterior Elevation Notes
Building / Wall Section Notes
Door / Window Detail Notes
Plan Detail Notes
Roof Notes
Foundation Notes
Framing Notes
Mechanical Notes
Plumbing Notes
Electrical Notes

Key

Note
FACE BRICK

402
403

BRICK ROWLOCK SILL

404

BRICK SOLDIER COURSE
VINYL FASCIA AND SOFFIT

405

EXTERIOR INSULATION AND FINISH SYSTEM

406
407
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STUCCO
C.M.U.
SPLIT FACED C.M.U.

409

PREFORMED METAL WALL PANELS
PRE-FINISHED METAL COPING

410
411

CATEGORY

ALUMINUM STOREFRONT FRAME, BRONZE
1” ALUMINUM FRAME, BRONZE

414

TEMPERED GLASS

801
802

COMPOSITION SHINGLE ROOF
ELASTIC MEMBRANE ROOFING
PREFORMED METAL ROOFING

NOTE CLIPBOARD

NOTE

Add

Rename

Cut

Copy

Add

Delete

Move

Paste

Clear

Delete
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Select
Place
Manual Copy
Note
Note
Create
Note
Note
Param Catalog
Utilities
Edit Freeze
Note
Note
Keynote Cleanup
Legend Notes

GUTTER & DOWNSPOUT

412
413

803
Catalog Note
Parameters

Notes

401

Keyboard
Input
Database
Input

Text
Editor
Clear

Preview
Search
Notes

Apply

Exit

Catalogs
Repeated Item Catalogs
Repeated Item Catalogs are a convenient way of organizing and accessing
your repeated items. The Repeated Item must first be created and stored in
a library.

Catalog
Library

- Accessories
Plan
Elevation
- Electrical
Symbols
Elevation
+ Plumbing
+ Residential Appliances
+ Titleblocks

Creating and editing Repeated Item Catalogs is done using the Repeated
Item Catalog Manager, which is started by selecting the Catalog button on
the Repeated Item Application Sub-menu.
To create a new RI catalog, under New Catalog Parameters in the RI
Catalog Manager, select either Project or Standards as the location
where the new catalog will be saved. Next select the New Catalog Name
box and enter the desired name. The new catalog may then be created by
selecting the New Catalog box, or by selecting an existing catalog on the list
and then selecting the Save As Catalog button.
Open a RI Catalog by picking it on the Catalog Select
list and then selecting the Open Selected Catalog
button. Repeated Item Catalogs have 2 levels of
organization - Categories, and Headings. Tools to
add, delete, and edit Categories, Headings, and
Repeated Item entries within a Heading are all found
in the manager. A Catalog may have any number of
categories, a Category may have any number of
Headings, and a Heading may contain any number of
Repeated Item entries. The current Repeated Item
Library from which items may be selected for inclusion
in the catalog is also displayed in the RI Catalog
Manager.
Once a Repeated Item Catalog has been created and
saved, the repeated items may be selected for
placement from the catalog in the Repeated Item
Select menu. Note that a Repeated Item may appear
in any location and more than once in the catalog, and
that a catalog may contain Repeated Items from more
than one library.
For more information on Repeated Item Catalogs, see
the Repeated Item Catalog portion of the Catalog
topic, the Repeated Item topic, and the Repeated Item
Catalog Manager
topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

BuildersCAD Catalog

Expand All

Repeated Item Select
j_plavov
Name
Description Lavatory - Oval

j_xelltins

j_xelltinw

j_xelltflr4

j_xelltfls1

j_xelltfls2

j_xelltfls4

j_xelfan36

j_xelfan42

j_xelfan48

j_xelfan54

j_xelfalnlt36

j_xelfanlt42

j_xelfanlt48

j_xelfanlt54

j_xeljbox

j_xelltexit

j_xelmeter

j_xelpanel

j_xelplug2

j_xelplug2f

j_xelplug2g

j_xelplug2w

j_xelplug4

j_xelplug4f

j_xelplug4g

Abbrev
Mode

Collapse All

Toolbar

Preview

Swap

Place

Exit

Repeated Item Catalog Manager
Current RI Library
BuildersCAD RI Library

Repeated Item Catalog
BuildersCAD RI Catalog

Items 1-6 of 115
j_eelphone1

Catalog Categories / Headings
- Accessories
Plan
Elevation
+ Electrical
+ Plumbing
+ Residential Appliances
+ Titleblocks

j_eelphone2

Catalog Items 1-6 Of 6 In Heading
24” Grab Bar
j_pgbbar24
j_arris.ri
30” Grab Bar
j_pgbbar30
j_arris.ri

j_eelplug2

36” Grab Bar
j_pgbbar36
j_arris.ri

j_eelplug220

42” Grab Bar
j_pgbbar42
j_arris.ri

Select
Place

More
Create

48” Grab Bar
j_pgbbar48
j_arris.ri

j_eelplug4

j_eelswp1
Category
Expand Add Rename
All
Coll. Delete Move
All

Add RI To
Catalog
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Heading
Add

Rename

Delete

Move

Repeated Item

RI

Fire Extinguisher - Surface
j_pfirext1
j_arris.ri

Catalog

Draw / Edit RI
Utilities
Regen Attributes

Preview

Apply

Exit

Count Items

Important Concepts
The Coordinate System

Points

BuildersCAD uses a 3 dimensional Cartesian Coordinate System to
locate all points in space. This system is defined by 3 mutually
perpendicular lines or Axes which intersect at the drawing origin.

A point is defined by 3 real numbers, the coordinates along the (X,Y,Z) axes
of the coordinate system. For example the point (6.25,-80.3,12) would be
6.25 units to the right of the origin on the X axis, 80.3 units down (negative
direction) from the origin on the Y axis, and 12 units out from the origin
(towards the viewer) on the Z axis.

When seen in a normal plan view, the positive X axis extends to the right, the
positive Y axis extends up toward the top of the screen, and the positive Z
axis extends out from the screen toward the viewer.

Y
+
+

Plan

-

Y+
X

Isometric

Z
+

-

Each entity placed must have one or more points specified in order to define
it’s location in a drawing. These coordinates may be entered numerically
from the keyboard or graphically using the mouse. The method chosen will
depend upon the drawing task and the level of accuracy desired.

+X

An example of several entity types and the
them is shown below.

-

data points used to locate

Line

BuildersCAD is inherently 3 dimensional. If working on a 2 dimensional
drawing, objects are drawn with a default Z value of 0, placing them on the
XY plane.

Circle

Repeated Item

1’-0”

TEXT

The normal BuildersCAD cursor in plan
shows the X and Y axis. The longer leg of
the crosshair indicates the positive direction
of the axis. The small box on the end of the
horizontal leg indicates the X axis.

Dimension

Text
Pattern

XY Forcing
The XY Forcing mode setting is found on the Status menu in the lower left
corner of the screen. When on, XY Forcing forces a point input to be aligned
with the current reference point (usually the last point entered) along the X
or Y axis, which ever is closer. This is the orthogonal “Snap” feature of
BuildersCAD.

The Relative and Absolute modes determine the point from which the next
coordinate will be measured. The Relative mode is the most convenient
because it allows coordinates to be specified relative to the current
reference point, usually the last point entered. By contrast, the Absolute
mode uses the database origin as a fixed reference point for all coordinate
input. The box labeled Rel in the lower left corner of the Status menu
controls which mode is active. When Rel is on, you are in relative mode.
Toggle it to off for Absolute mode.

For more information, refer to the Coordinate System, Point, Origin, and XY
Forcing topics in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
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Important Concepts
Data Files - Projects

Data Files - Databases

BuildersCAD provides a logical system for data organization which
makes your drawings easy to manage, locate, and use. At the top level of
this organization is the Project. The project is a directory or folder on your
computer which contains all of the databases, drawings, sheets, layers, and
other files related to a single building project. The default filename extension
for project directories is .pj.

A BuildersCAD Database is a directory which contains related
information within a project. The filename extension for a Database is .db.
Files included within a database include layers, drawings, sheets, and a
variety of other information used to manage a project.

Project

To create a new Project in
BuildersCAD, select the
File icon on the Main menu.
Next select New from the File
Pull-down menu. Then select
Project from the New Pop-up
menu.

Project

Database
Database
Database

01001 BuildersCAD Sample Home
pn_std.db
Select by File
Select by Project
New

When creating a new
project directory, you will
be prompted for the new
project directory name
and may browse the
computer’s file system to
determine its location.
You are next given the
opportunity to add the
project to the Project List
which is used when the
File Open selection mode
is set to “By Project”. This
feature is discussed in the
Main Menu portion of this
guide.

Open . . .
Save
Save As

New
Project
Database
Drawing / Layers
Sheet

Databases are created in
BuildersCAD, by selecting
the File icon on the Main
menu, followed by New from
the File Pull-down menu, then
Project from the New Pop-up
menu.

Plot / Print . . .
Settings . . .
Tools
Delete . . .
Sheet Info . . .

T h e p r o j e c t d i r e c t o r y, w h i c h
corresponds to the building project in
your office, such as a home or small
commercial building may contain one
or more databases.

Import

Databases may be used to organize your graphic data within a project. For
example, a database may contain all plan information, or all details.
Databases may also be organized to contain all graphics in the project
drawn at a particular scale. In BuildersCAD, all portions of the building to
be framed such as Walls, Openings, Roofs, and Floors, and all portions of
the building to be included in a single material take off, must be in the same
database.

Export
Markup . . .
Recent
Documents
Exit
FILE Menu

The new project directory will be created on your computer if it does not
exist already. For more information, refer to the Projects, Project Directory,
and Project List Manager topics in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

For more information, refer to the Database topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.
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Important Concepts
Data Files - Layers

Data Files - Drawings

A layer is a subdivision of a drawing which contains graphic information.
Several layers together are combined to make up a drawing.
BuildersCAD is unique in that each layer is an individual file on your
computer. The layer file is found within the database directory. Its file name
on your computer corresponds to the layer name within BuildersCAD and
has a .ly extension. Each database may have up to 1,000,000 layers.

A Drawing in BuildersCAD is simply a collection of layers. When a
drawing is opened, all layer files defined or listed as a part of that drawing
are opened. The Drawing Register file on the computer is a simple text file
inside the database directory which contains a list of layers to be included in
the drawing as well as other data specific to that drawing. It’s filename
extension is .dr.

Project

Drawing

Database
Database

Layer

Database

Drawing

Layer
Each database contains at least 1 drawing which is named master.dr. In
BuildersCAD, the master.dr is always used for graphic input in order to
facilitate automatic layer management and framing functions.
Layers are generally used to separate different types of graphic information
within the drawing, for example walls are placed on one layer and
dimensions on another. A layer may belong to any number of drawings.

The layer’s read/write permissions may be controlled individually for each
layer in each drawing. BuildersCAD will also track when and where a
layer is loaded and allow write permissions to only one person at a time.

In BuildersCAD, since the master drawing master.dr is used for all
graphic input, any other drawings created should be used only for project
organization and plotting purposes.

Layers are created by selecting New on the Layer Pop-up Menu. More
information on layer properties and functions may be found in the Layer
Menu topic in the BuildersCAD Main Menu section of this guide. Still
further information may be found in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia in the
Layer topic.

For more information on Drawings, refer to the Drawings, Drawing
Manager, and Drawing Register File topics in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.
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Important Concepts
Data Files - Sheets

Data Files - Viewports

A Sheet is a special type of drawing. Like a drawing, it is a collection of
layers. It is primarily a composition tool for plotting and can be used as a
navigation tool to specific drawn information. Each sheet represents a
plotted sheet in the drawing set.

A Viewport is a basic BuildersCAD entity which functions as a portable
window on a 2 dimensional Sheet, which views into a 3 dimensional
Drawing. A viewport is similar to a drawing in that it is a collection of layers. It
is identified by a name and origin point and carries the additional properties
of boundary, orientation, scale, rotation, and opacity.

A Sheet consists of only
2 layers, one for a
project border and title
block shared among all
sheets in the drawing,
and the other for sheet
specific text and
graphics and drawing
data placed in the form
of viewports. A sheet is
always full scale and is
limited to 2D graphics.

Sheet

Layer

Sheet
For more information,
refer to the Sheet ,
Sheet Register File, and
Sheet Space topics in
the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

Viewport

Select by File
Select by Project
New
Open . . .
Save

A Sheet Template must be
created for the project before
sheets may be used. The
template is created by selecting
the Template Create Button on
the Sheet Create Pop-up menu.

Layer

01001 BuildersCAD Sample Home
pn_std.db

Save As

Viewport

New
Project
Database
Drawing / Layers
Sheet

A Viewport is created by defining it while in a drawing. Select the
Viewport icon on the Main menu. Next select Name and fill in a
name, and select the sizing method of either Fixed or Dynamic.
Next select OK and define the viewport boundary.

Plot / Print . . .
Settings . . .
Tools
Delete . . .
Sheet Info . . .

Drawings and Sheets are both
created by selecting the File icon
on the Main menu, followed by
New on the File Pull-down menu,
then Drawing or Sheet
respectively on the New Pop-up
menu.

While in a Sheet, a defined viewport may be placed by selecting the
Viewport icon on the Main menu. Next select Place File under the Place
heading of the Viewport Layout menu, then select the database where the
viewport was cut and the viewport from the Viewport Select menu. Place
the viewport on the Sheet.

Import
Export
Markup . . .
Recent
Documents
Exit

For more information, refer to the Viewport topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia.

FILE Menu
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Using BuildersCAD With eZ
eZ
eZ is a fast, simple to use viewing, redline,
and mark-up tool from Sigma Design. It is a
separate software, but is included in the
BuildersCAD Suite.

eZ

Markup
The currently open drawing or another drawing may be opened in eZ using
the 2D Markup menu. This menu is accessed by selecting the File icon on
the Main menu, then Markup on the File Pull-down menu.

2-D Markup

eZ also contains very high powered communication and collaboration tools.
eZ allows users on networked computers and computers linked by the
internet to collaborate “live”, viewing multiple file types from multiple sites
simultaneously in “real time”. Any participant in the conference may also
mark-up the conference document with all other participants seeing the
mark-up instantly. eZ may open, view, conference, and mark up several
different file types including the popular raster image file types, Microsoft
Office files, .pdf files and more. eZ may also be used to transfer any file type
directly, peer to peer from one computer to another. eZ is installed
separately from BuildersCAD, and requires separate authorization, but is
included with BuildersCAD. For more information, refer to the eZ
Learning Guide.

Sends current 2D drawing to eZ
using a .hpg file.

Current
Send to eZ (hpg)
Send to eZ (dwg)
Send to File (.hpg)
Load Markup (.cgm)
View Markup (.ez)
From Disk
Send to File (.hpg)

Two special buttons are provided on the BuildersCAD View Control Bar
to quickly send the current BuildersCAD drawing or model to eZ. If eZ is
installed and authorized on your computer, BuildersCAD will launch
drawings / models in eZ.

Penmap File
ezdwg.pm

Sends current 2D drawing to eZ
using a .dwg file.
Sends current 2D drawing to .hpg
file.
Loads a .cgm 2D Markup file
created in eZ into the current
BuildersCAD drawing.
Opens an .ez file in the
markups.dir directory of the
current database.
Brings up the Plot/Print Menu from
which a .hpg plot from disk may
be sent.
Displays and sets the current
penmap.

To launch the current 2D drawing into eZ, select the eZ 2D
button on the View Control Bar.

To launch the current 3D model into eZ, select the eZ 3D
button on the View Control Bar.

BuildersCAD uses the current penmap which is displayed on the 2D
Markup menu when creating .hpg files for eZ. A new current penmap may
be set by selecting this box. Colors of objects in eZ may be manipulated by
creating a customized penmap before sending files to eZ. Refer to the
Penmap topic in the BuildersCAD Main Menu section of this guide and
the Penmap topic in the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.

The model, using the layers currently on for display will be sent to eZ. The
current view of the model in BuildersCAD at the time it is sent to eZ will be
the starting view of the model when opened in eZ. Refer to the View Control
Bar topic in the Display Bar section of this guide.

The View Markup button on the 2D Markup menu opens a previously saved
markup (.ez) file in eZ. Select the View Markup button, then select the eZ file
to open from the GTS FILE TO VIEW menu. Note that this function is
restricted to .ez files which have been saved in the markups.dir directory in
the current database.

A .hpg file of the layers currently on for display in BuildersCAD will be
created and opened in eZ.
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Using BuildersCAD With eZ
To import a 2D Markup (.cgm) file into the current BuildersCAD drawing,
select the Load Markup button on the 2D Markup Menu.

d:\99000

Look In:

d:\99000\model.db\markups.dir

Output Layer
Type of View/Cut

In the CGM FILE TO
LOAD menu, select the
markup .cgm file to be
imported and OK. The
markup from eZ will be
placed on layer
10,000,000 in your
BuildersCAD drawing.

CGM FILE TO LOAD
Proj Dir.:

Section Generator

a01markup1.cgm
a01markup2.cgm
a02markup1.cgm

SECTION

Show Elevation Lines

YES

Allow Transparancy

YES

Line Parameters
Pen

2. Select the desired pens
and colors for the section
drawing.

Color

Section

2

9

Elevation

1

2

3. Select the Import
Section from eZ button.

Assign Name

Note that markups may
only be imported from
.cgm files which have been
saved in the markups.dir
directory under the current
BuildersCAD database.

Create Section

OK

Regen Section

Import Section from eZ

In the SECTION TO
LOAD menu, select
the section .cgm file to
be imported and OK.
The section cut from eZ
will be placed on the
indicated layer in your
BuildersCAD
drawing.

SECTION TO LOAD

Selected:
File Type
*.cgm

Cancel

Proj Dir.:

d:\99000

Look In:

d:\99000\model.db\sections.dir

section1.cgm
section2.cgm
section3.cgm

Import A Section From eZ
Section outlines generated from a model in eZ may be imported into a
BuildersCAD drawing. To save the section in eZ, send the current
BuildersCAD model to eZ and use the dynamic section tool in eZ to
dynamically move the section plane to the desired section cut. With the
section active, select Save - Save Section Outline as .cgm and fill in the
section name desired.
Selected:

Section
Gen

1. Select the desired layer
in BuildersCAD for the
section to be drawn.

To import the section into BuildersCAD, open the
Section Generator menu by selecting the Section Gen
button on the Solids Menu. Select the target layer and
the pen and color parameters for the section lines. Next,
select the Import Section from eZ button.

File Type
*.cgm

OK

Cancel

Note that sections may
only be imported from
.cgm files which have
been saved in the
sections.dir directory
under the current
BuildersCAD
database.

For more information, refer to the Markup topic in the BuildersCAD
Encyclopedia. For more information on eZ, refer to the eZ Learning Guide.
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More Information

Documentation

Installing BuildersCAD

BuildersCAD documentation is available electronically in .pdf format. The
BuildersCAD Bookshelf is installed on your computer from the
BuildersCAD install program. Document files are placed in the \doc
subdirectory of your BuildersCAD installation. The Adobe PDF reader
with which you may view and print all Sigma Design documents is available
on the BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com. The latest
documentation may also be downloaded free of charge from the
BuildersCAD web site. Be sure to check this site periodically as the
documentation is constantly being updated.

BuildersCAD is very simple to install, the process being much like other
MS Windows applications. Before you begin, close all other Windows
applications.
The BuildersCAD 9.1 full installation download is found on the
www.builderscad.com web site in the Support section. The download is a
zip file named BCAD_91_xxx_Full.zip where the “xxx” represents the spin
(update) number of the BuildersCAD 9.1 release. This zip file contains a
setup.exe program. Extract the setup.exe install program from the zip file
and double click on it to begin the installation of BuildersCAD on your

computer.

To open the BuildersCAD Bookshelf directly from within
BuildersCAD, select the Query icon, then select the Books OnLine button at the top of the Query menu.

If you have the BuildersCAD 9.1 installation program on a CD, start by
placing the BuildersCAD Program CD into your CD ROM drive. The
BuildersCAD setup program should start automatically. If it does not, you
may start it manually by clicking on Start -> Run - and browsing to Setup.exe
on your CD drive.

Books On-Line
The BuildersCAD Bookshelf may also be opened from Windows
Explorer by navigating to the \doc directory (folder) inside your
BuildersCAD installation and double clicking bcad.pdf.

The Install Shield wizard will begin the setup process. Read and follow the
directions on each dialog screen to complete the installation. The
BuildersCAD setup program will first allow you to read and accept the
BuildersCAD Software License Agreement.

System Requirements
BuildersCAD runs on Microsoft Windows XP/2000/NT/ME/98/95
operating systems.

The BuildersCAD setup program will next allow you to select the
directory location on your computer where BuildersCAD is to be installed.
The default is C:\Program Files\BCAD 91. Setup also allows the selection of
optional installed features such as the DWG/DXF translator and additional
plug-ins.
After the BuildersCAD setup
program has installed
BuildersCAD to your computer,
click on Finish to exit the setup
program. BuildersCAD is now
installed and ready to authorize.
Refer to the documentation on
authorizing BuildersCAD on your
computer.

Personal computer hardware requirements include Pentium 4 or higher
processor and 256 MB of RAM. The hard drive space recommended
depends on the amount of data to be stored. The BuildersCAD program
directory requires approximately 180 MB of hard disk space when installed.
A 3 button mouse is not required, but is highly recommended.
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More Information
Authorizing BuildersCAD
In the Host Identification Data portion of the menu, select the type of key that
you are using. The default is Rainbow Superpro, which includes all USB
keys and Superpro parallel port keys. For older Rainbow C-Plus-B parallel
port keys (C-Plus-B is embossed in the plastic of the key) select Rainbow CPlus-B. The key number will display in the box below the key type. Be sure
that this number matches the number on your key.

To authorize BuildersCAD on your PC, refer to the installation instructions
for your specific type of key for installation of the key and driver. New
BuildersCAD users will have a Rainbow Superpro USB key. Other users
may have a Rainbow Superpro Parallel Port key. BuildersCAD users
which have a key issued prior to 1998 likely have a Rainbow C-Plus-B model
hardware key. Specialized installations of BuildersCAD such as
academic institutions, temporary installations, and dealers may use a
Softlock authorization. Specific instructions for special types of
authorizations as well as other documentation for installation
troubleshooting are in the BuildersCAD bookshelf, and are available for
viewing and download in the Training and Support sections of the
BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com.

Sigma Design provides a Product Authorization form containing the
Application Code and Authorization Code for each BuildersCAD Module
on each licensed key number. Be sure that the codes that you enter match
the ones for the key number on your computer.
Click on the box next to the Enter Application Code title under the
BuildersCAD AUTHORIZATION CODES section of the menu, and enter
your ARRIS Base Application Code. This code is a number followed by a
“W” followed by a 10 digit number. When this code is entered,
BuildersCAD will display it in the first line of the BuildersCAD
AUTHORIZATION CODES list below, along with information about the type
of Authorization. The AUTHORIZATION CODE box next to the Application
code will highlight and BuildersCAD will prompt for this code. The
Authorization code is a 10 digit number. Enter this number. BuildersCAD
will report if the authorization is valid.

BuildersCAD is authorized using the BuildersCAD Authorization
Manager menu. Note that when first starting BuildersCAD, it is not yet
authorized and so it will start in Demonstration Mode.
Within BuildersCAD, open the BuildersCAD Authorization Manager
Menu. This menu is found by selecting the Customization icon on the
Desktop menu, then selecting the Authorize button on the Customization
pull down menu. The Authorization Manager Menu may also be found by
selecting Help on the Windows Menu Bar and then Authorize
BuildersCAD on the pull down menu.

Repeat this process for the BuildersCAD Module Application and
Authorization codes, and the Intelliframer Module codes if this module was
purchased. If other authorizations for 3rd party products such as the
DWG/DXF Translator are to be entered, also follow the same process as
above. When all codes have been entered, Click the APPLY button on the
BuildersCAD AUTHORIZATION MANAGER menu. BuildersCAD is
now authorized and ready to go!

BUILDERSCAD AUTHORIZATION MANAGER
HOST IDENTIFICATION DATA

System Date
Friday, July 14, 2006

Key Type

Program Location
C:\Program Files\BCAD 91

Rainbow Superpro
Key ID Number
C210

Customer Number
00001

Defaults File Softlock ID
15168-2566-7792-1624
Install
Key Driver

Starting the Program

Clear Defaults
Softlock ID

BUILDERSCAD AUTHORIZATION CODES

BuildersCAD may be started in Windows by
selecting the BuildersCAD icon on the Windows
desktop or by selecting Start -> Programs -> Bcad 83->
Bcad 83. It may also be started by double clicking on a
BuildersCAD drawing or sheet file in Windows
Explorer.

Enter Application Code
APPLICATION CODE

AUTHORIZATION CODE

MODULE

VERSION TYPE
9.1
Permanent

STATUS
Valid

CLR

1W0321200001

1681350390

BUILDERSCAD

9.1

Permanent

Valid

CLR

1W0331200001

1811871170

INTELLIFRAMER

9.1

Permanent

Valid

740157411453

HMKBY8PNTE8ARLN3TL93YOCI

DWG / DXF Translator

7.5

Permanent

1W0001200001

Expert Infocad
Authcode Manager

1689956112

External ARRIS
Authcode Manager

ARRIS

Create
Diagnostic File

Restore Authcode And Create Authcode And
Defaults From Backup Defaults Backup Files

CLR
CLR

Apply

Exit
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More Information
BuildersCAD on the
World Wide Web

The Learning portion of the
BuildersCAD web site contains
documentation information. The latest
BuildersCAD documentation may
be viewed directly on the web site from
this section, and may be downloaded
in Adobe .pdf format from here.

The most complete, up to date information on BuildersCAD is always just
a mouse click away at www.builderscad.com.

The Support portion of the
BuildersCAD web site contains
Sigma Design technical support
information. It is here that you may
request information from Sigma
Design, download software updates
and service packs, and register with
Sigma Design online. There are also
many troubleshooting documents
which may be viewed and downloaded
from this section of the site.
The Community portion of the web site contains information shared
among users in the BuildersCAD Community. Here you will find a gallery
of images created by BuildersCAD users, news, 3rd party developers,
and other useful information.
Sigma Design maintains an e-mail Listserver for BuildersCAD users.
This is an “opt-in” e-mail forum. Once you subscribe you will be able to
receive e-mail from the list, and post questions and answers to and from the
BuildersCAD community.
You can subscribe by selecting “Sign Up
Today”, then on the listserver page fill in your email address and click the “Subscribe” button.
The BuildersCAD web site contains sections relating to BuildersCAD
Products, Learning, Support, and Community.

There is also a Sigma Design Forum site at forums.sigmadesign.com. This
forum site has separate forums for all Sigma Design products and related
interests. Membership in the forum is free and open to all BuildersCAD
users.

The Products portion of the BuildersCAD web site contains information
on each of the BuildersCAD products as well as some third party
products available. This portion of the site also contains information on
upgrades, dealers, and purchasing.

The BuildersCAD web site is updated periodically and new features are
being added. Visit the site often for the latest up to date information.
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More Information
Contact Sigma Design

Services / Training

Sigma Design may be contacted at the following:

Sigma Design and Sigma Authorized Dealers offer several BuildersCAD
related services including data conversion, data translations, data input,
and internet based training.

Voice:

888-990-0900 (Sales)
318-449-9900 (Other)

Fax:

318-449-9901

Web:

www.builderscad.com

SIGMA

Internet based training, training classes, and on-site training are offered
periodically by authorized BuildersCAD dealers. Topics include basic
BuildersCAD, Framing, Materials, and BuildersCAD 3D. For more
information on availability and upcoming classes contact your authorized
BuildersCAD dealer, or call our operations center at 318-449-9900.

E-Mail: sales@builderscad.com
Operations Center:

Sigma Design
5521 Jackson St.
Alexandria, LA 71303

DESIGN

Sigma Design also offers on-line training courses in various BuildersCAD
topics. Refer to the BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com or call
Sigma Design at 318-449-9900 for current on-line training availability and a
list of topics and pricing.

Technical Support
The most convenient way to get help is through the World Wide Web. Visit
the support area of the BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com.
Yo u m a y e - m a i l y o u r t e c h n i c a l s u p p o r t r e q u e s t s t o
support@builderscad.com. Please include your name, company name,
phone number, and e-mail address with every message.
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